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Abstract

Introduction Worldwide, more than 20 million patients

undergo groin hernia repair annually. The many different

approaches, treatment indications and a significant array of

techniques for groin hernia repair warrant guidelines to

standardize care, minimize complications, and improve

results. The main goal of these guidelines is to improve

patient outcomes, specifically to decrease recurrence rates

and reduce chronic pain, the most frequent problems fol-

lowing groin hernia repair. They have been endorsed by all

five continental hernia societies, the International Endo

Hernia Society and the European Association for Endo-

scopic Surgery.

Methods An expert group of international surgeons (the

HerniaSurge Group) and one anesthesiologist pain expert

was formed. The group consisted of members from all

continents with specific experience in hernia-related

research. Care was taken to include surgeons who perform

different types of repair and had preferably performed

research on groin hernia surgery. During the Group’s first

meeting, evidence-based medicine (EBM) training occur-

red and 166 key questions (KQ) were formulated. EBM

rules were followed in complete literature searches (in-

cluding a complete search by The Dutch Cochrane data-

base) to January 1, 2015 and to July 1, 2015 for level 1

publications. The articles were scored by teams of two or

three according to Oxford, SIGN and Grade methodolo-

gies. During five 2-day meetings, results were discussed

with the working group members leading to 136 statements

and 88 recommendations. Recommendations were graded

as ‘‘strong’’ (recommendations) or ‘‘weak’’ (suggestions)

and by consensus in some cases upgraded. In the Results

and summary section below, the term ‘‘should’’ refers to a

recommendation. The AGREE II instrument was used to

validate the guidelines. An external review was performed

by three international experts. They recommended the

guidelines with high scores.

Results and summary The risk factors for inguinal hernia

(IH) include: family history, previous contra-lateral hernia,

male gender, age, abnormal collagen metabolism, prosta-

tectomy, and low body mass index. Peri-operative risk

factors for recurrence include poor surgical techniques, low

surgical volumes, surgical inexperience and local anes-

thesia. These should be considered when treating IH

patients. IH diagnosis can be confirmed by physical

examination alone in the vast majority of patients with

appropriate signs and symptoms. Rarely, ultrasound is

necessary. Less commonly still, a dynamic MRI or CT scan
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or herniography may be needed. The EHS classification

system is suggested to stratify IH patients for tailored

treatment, research and audit. Symptomatic groin hernias

should be treated surgically. Asymptomatic or minimally

symptomatic male IH patients may be managed with

‘‘watchful waiting’’ since their risk of hernia-related

emergencies is low. The majority of these individuals will

eventually require surgery; therefore, surgical risks and the

watchful waiting strategy should be discussed with

patients. Surgical treatment should be tailored to the sur-

geon’s expertise, patient- and hernia-related characteristics

and local/national resources. Furthermore, patient health-

related, life style and social factors should all influence the

shared decision-making process leading up to hernia

management. Mesh repair is recommended as first choice,

either by an open procedure or a laparo-endoscopic repair

technique. One standard repair technique for all groin

hernias does not exist. It is recommended that sur-

geons/surgical services provide both anterior and posterior

approach options. Lichtenstein and laparo-endoscopic

repair are best evaluated. Many other techniques need

further evaluation. Provided that resources and expertise

are available, laparo-endoscopic techniques have faster

recovery times, lower chronic pain risk and are cost

effective. There is discussion concerning laparo-endo-

scopic management of potential bilateral hernias (occult

hernia issue). After patient consent, during TAPP, the

contra-lateral side should be inspected. This is not sug-

gested during unilateral TEP repair. After appropriate

discussions with patients concerning results tissue repair

(first choice is the Shouldice technique) can be offered.

Day surgery is recommended for the majority of groin

hernia repair provided aftercare is organized. Surgeons

should be aware of the intrinsic characteristics of the

meshes they use. Use of so-called low-weight mesh may

have slight short-term benefits like reduced postoperative

pain and shorter convalescence, but are not associated with

better longer-term outcomes like recurrence and chronic

pain. Mesh selection on weight alone is not recommended.

The incidence of erosion seems higher with plug versus flat

mesh. It is suggested not to use plug repair techniques. The

use of other implants to replace the standard flat mesh in

the Lichtenstein technique is currently not recommended.

In almost all cases, mesh fixation in TEP is unnecessary. In

both TEP and TAPP it is recommended to fix mesh in M3

hernias (large medial) to reduce recurrence risk. Antibiotic

prophylaxis in average-risk patients in low-risk environ-

ments is not recommended in open surgery. In laparo-en-

doscopic repair it is never recommended. Local anesthesia

in open repair has many advantages, and its use is rec-

ommended provided the surgeon is experienced in this

technique. General anesthesia is suggested over regional in

patients aged 65 and older as it might be associated with

fewer complications like myocardial infarction, pneumonia

and thromboembolism. Perioperative field blocks and/or

subfascial/subcutaneous infiltrations are recommended in

all cases of open repair. Patients are recommended to

resume normal activities without restrictions as soon as

they feel comfortable. Provided expertise is available, it is

suggested that women with groin hernias undergo laparo-

endoscopic repair in order to decrease the risk of chronic

pain and avoid missing a femoral hernia. Watchful waiting

is suggested in pregnant women as groin swelling most

often consists of self-limited round ligament varicosities.

Timely mesh repair by a laparo-endoscopic approach is

suggested for femoral hernias provided expertise is avail-

able. All complications of groin hernia management are

discussed in an extensive chapter on the topic. Overall, the

incidence of clinically significant chronic pain is in the

10–12% range, decreasing over time. Debilitating chronic

pain affecting normal daily activities or work ranges from

0.5 to 6%. Chronic postoperative inguinal pain (CPIP) is

defined as bothersome moderate pain impacting daily

activities lasting at least 3 months postoperatively and

decreasing over time. CPIP risk factors include: young age,

female gender, high preoperative pain, early high postop-

erative pain, recurrent hernia and open repair. For CPIP the

focus should be on nerve recognition in open surgery and,

in selected cases, prophylactic pragmatic nerve resection

(planned resection is not suggested). It is suggested that

CPIP management be performed by multi-disciplinary

teams. It is also suggested that CPIP be managed by a

combination of pharmacological and interventional mea-

sures and, if this is unsuccessful, followed by, in selected

cases (triple) neurectomy and (in selected cases) mesh

removal. For recurrent hernia after anterior repair, posterior

repair is recommended. If recurrence occurs after a pos-

terior repair, an anterior repair is recommended. After a

failed anterior and posterior approach, management by a

specialist hernia surgeon is recommended. Risk factors for

hernia incarceration/strangulation include: female gender,

femoral hernia and a history of hospitalization related to

groin hernia. It is suggested that treatment of emergencies

be tailored according to patient- and hernia-related factors,

local expertise and resources. Learning curves vary

between different techniques. Probably about 100 super-

vised laparo-endoscopic repairs are needed to achieve the

same results as open mesh surgery like Lichtenstein. It is

suggested that case load per surgeon is more important than

center volume. It is recommended that minimum require-

ments be developed to certify individuals as expert hernia

surgeon. The same is true for the designation ‘‘Hernia
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Center’’. From a cost-effectiveness perspective, day-case

laparoscopic IH repair with minimal use of disposables is

recommended. The development and implementation of

national groin hernia registries in every country (or region,

in the case of small country populations) is suggested. They

should include patient follow-up data and account for local

healthcare structures. A dissemination and implementation

plan of the guidelines will be developed by global (Her-

niaSurge), regional (international societies) and local (na-

tional chapters) initiatives through internet websites, social

media and smartphone apps. An overarching plan to

improve access to safe IH surgery in low-resource settings

(LRSs) is needed. It is suggested that this plan contains

simple guidelines and a sustainability strategy, independent

of international aid. It is suggested that in LRSs the focus

be on performing high-volume Lichtenstein repair under

local anesthesia using low-cost mesh. Three chapters dis-

cuss future research, guidelines for general practitioners

and guidelines for patients.

Conclusions The HerniaSurge Group has developed these

extensive and inclusive guidelines for the management of

adult groin hernia patients. It is hoped that they will lead to

better outcomes for groin hernia patients wherever they

live. More knowledge, better training, national audit and

specialization in groin hernia management will standardize

care for these patients, lead to more effective and efficient

healthcare and provide direction for future research.
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PART 1

Management of inguinal hernias in adults

Chapter 1

HerniaSurge: international guidelines for groin
hernia management

Introduction

M. P. Simons, N. van Veenendaal, H. M. Tran, B. van den

Heuvel and H. J. Bonjer

Lifetime occurrence of groin hernia—viscera or adipose

tissue protrusions through the inguinal or femoral canal—is

27–43% in men and 3–6% in women.1 Inguinal hernias are

almost always symptomatic; and the only cure is surgery.2

A minority of patients are asymptomatic but even a watch-

and-wait approach in this group results in surgery in

approximately 70% within 5 years.2

Worldwide, inguinal hernia repair is one of the most

common surgeries, performed on more than 20 million

people annually.1 Surgical treatment is successful in the

majority of cases, but recurrences necessitate reoperations

in 10–15% and long-term disability due to chronic pain

(pain lasting longer than 3 months) occurs in 10–12% of

patients. Approximately 1–3% of patients have severe

chronic pain. This has a tremendous negative effect glob-

ally on health and healthcare costs.

However, better outcomes are definitely possible. Our

objective is to improve groin hernia patient care worldwide

by developing and globally distributing standards of care

based on all available evidence and experience.

Currently, groin hernia treatment is not standardized.

Three hernia societies have separately published guidelines

aimed at both improving treatment and enhancing the

education of surgeons involved in groin hernia treatment.

In 2009, the European Hernia Society (EHS) published

guidelines covering all aspects of inguinal hernia treatment

in adult patients.3 The EHS guidelines were updated in

2014.4 The International Endo Hernia Society (IEHS)

published guidelines in 2011 covering laparo-endoscopic

groin hernia repair.5 In 2013, the European Association for

Endoscopic Surgery (EAES) published a consensus docu-

ment focused on aspects of laparo-endoscopic treat-

ments.5, 6 These three societies began collaborating in
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2014, concluding it was both necessary and logical to

develop a universal set of guidelines for groin hernia

treatment. ‘‘Groin Hernia Guidelines’’ was selected as the

name for the collaborative effort since information on

femoral hernias was included for the first time. A move-

ment was launched to develop a state-of-the-art series of

guidelines spearheaded by passionate hernia experts for all

aspects of abdominal wall hernia treatment. The European

societies—EHS, IEHS and EAES—invited scientific soci-

eties worldwide with a focus on groin hernias to partici-

pate. The project was named ‘‘HerniaSurge’’ (http://www.

herniasurge.com), forged from the combination of ‘‘her-

nia’’ and ‘‘surge’’ as a metaphor for waves crossing all

continents.

Evolution of groin hernia surgery

The first groin hernia surgeries were done during the end of

the sixteenth century. They involved hernia sac reduction

and resection and posterior wall reinforcement of the

inguinal canal by approximating its muscular and fascial

components. Subsequently, many hernia repair variants

were introduced. Prosthetic material utilization com-

menced in the 1960s, initially only in elderly patients with

recurrent inguinal hernias. Favorable long-term results of

these mesh repairs encouraged adoption of mesh repair in

younger patients. Presently, the majority of surgeons in the

world favor mesh repair of inguinal hernias. In Denmark,

with its complete IH repair statistics in a national database,

mesh use is currently close to 100%.7 In Sweden, mesh use

is above 99%.8 In the early 1980s, minimally invasive

techniques for groin hernia repair were first performed and

reported on in the scientific literature, adding another

management modality. Laparoscopic Trans Abdominal

Pre-Peritoneal (TAPP) and Totally Extra Peritoneal (TEP)

endoscopic techniques, collectively, ‘‘laparo-endoscopic

surgery’’, have been developed as well.

The fact that so many different repairs are now done

strongly suggests that a ‘‘best repair method’’ does not

exist. Additionally, large variations in treatments result

from cultural differences amongst surgeons, different

reimbursement systems and differences in resources and

logistical capabilities.

Surgeons searching for ‘‘best’’ treatment strategies are

challenged by a vast diverse scientific literature, much of

which is difficult to interpret and apply to one’s local

practice environment. As noted, hernia repair techniques

vary broadly, dependent upon setting. Mesh use probably

varies from 0 to 5% in low-resource settings to 95% in

settings with the highest resources. Currently, open mesh

repair (mainly Lichtenstein repair) is still most frequently

used. There are specialist hernia surgeons and specialized

hospitals that promote non-mesh repair especially in

patients with a low-risk profile for recurrence. Meshes

used in gynecological operations have caused many

lawsuits and the spin-off is a justified alertness by media

and the public questioning its safety in inguinal hernia

repair. There are concerns about influence of insurance

companies and industry. There are patients that refuse the

use of mesh.

Laparo-endoscopic surgery use varies from zero to a

maximum of approximately 55% in some high-resource

countries. The average use in high-resource countries is

largely unknown except for some examples like Australia

(55%),9 Switzerland (40%),10 the Netherlands (45%) and

Sweden (28%).8 Sweden has a national registry with

complete coverage. Interesting are the following percent-

ages for the year 2015: Lichtenstein 64%, TEP 25%, TAPP

3%, open pre-peritoneal mesh 3.3%, combined open and

pre-peritoneal 2.7% and tissue repair in 0.8%. The German

Herniamed registry which contains data on about 200,000

patients (not complete national coverage, so possibly

biased) contains interesting information confirming that a

wide variety of techniques are in use. The percentages over

the period 2009–2016 were: TAPP 39%, TEP 25%,

Lichtenstein 24%, Plug 3%, Shouldice 2.6%, Gilbert PHS

2.5% and Bassini 0.2%. Other reliable data from Asia and

America are lacking and often outdated once published.

Table 1 indicates current hernia repair techniques.

Current inguinal hernia repair techniques 

Non-mesh techniques Shouldice
Bassini (and many variations)
Desarda

Open mesh techniques* Lichtenstein
Trans inguinal pre-peritoneal (TIPP)
Trans rectal pre-peritoneal (TREPP)
Plug and patch
PHS (bilayer)
Variations

Endoscopic techniques Totally extra-peritoneal (TEP)
Trans abdominal pre-peritoneal repair (TAPP)
Single incision laparoscopic repair (SILS) 
Robotic repair

*These can be modified; and different types of mesh are in use.

Table 1. 
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Future directions

Standardizing groin hernia repairs and improving outcomes

requires that many questions be answered. Best operative

techniques should have the following attributes: low inci-

dence of complications (pain and recurrence), relatively

easy to learn, fast recovery, reproducible results, and cost

effectiveness. Treatment of groin hernia patients will

improve if we honor all stakeholders’ interests (patients,

hospitals, surgeons and society).

Worldwide, groin hernia surgery outcomes need

improvement. Recurrence rates—as measured by the proxy

of reoperations—still range from 10 to 15%; although the

increasing use of mesh has resulted in falling recurrence

rates.11 There are great concerns about the complication of

chronic pain which still occurs in 10–12% of patients.

Our process

The HerniaSurge guidelines that follow have been devel-

oped to address all questions concerning groin hernia repair

in adults, worldwide. They contain recommendations for

all groin hernia types, in all kinds of patients and in all

parts of the world. It has been written by and endorsed by

experts from every continent and from all the major hernia

societies—European, Americas, Asia-Pacific, Afro-Mid-

dle-East and Australasian. Fifty expert surgeons from 19

countries crafted these state-of-the-art guidelines. We

consider this work a ‘‘living document’’, open to interpre-

tation, modification and improvement over time with

increasing experience and knowledge.

The involved experts have extensive clinical and sci-

entific experience and a combined scholarly output of

hundreds of publications focused on various aspects of

groin hernia management. They are experienced in open

non-mesh, open mesh and both TEP and TAPP techniques.

The HerniaSurge steering committee has done its best to

include and honor all treatment approaches, without prej-

udice and self-interest. Although evidence in the scientific

literature forms the foundation for the guidelines, we

searched to incorporate patients’ wishes and surgeon’s

expectations. Factors like financial resources and logistics

were taken into account as well. Our aim was to offer

unbiased guidance to all surgeons and patients wherever

they reside.

Guideline formulation

The HerniaSurge guidelines are developed according to the

AGREE instrument II (Appraisal of Guidelines for

Research and Evaluation). They are not a textbook, so

extensive background information is not included. How-

ever, they represent the results of an extensive literature

search spanning to 1 January 2015 for systematic reviews

and to 1 July 2015 for randomized controlled trials and best

evidence. During five 2-day meetings (Amsterdam April

2014, Edinburgh June 2014, Warsaw October 2014,

Cologne February 2015 and Milano April/May 2015) and a

4-day meeting in Amsterdam in September 2015, a stan-

dard evidence-based process was rigorously used. Teams

of two or three HerniaSurge members performed standard

search strategies and scored greater than 3500 articles

according to Oxford, SIGN and Grade methodology.12, 13

Level of evidence was first graded up or down by teams

and later in all recommendations by the whole committee.

Then, the statements and recommendations were developed

and these were also graded during three consensus meet-

ings. Statements are scored according to the levels very

low, low, moderate or high. The recommendations contain

the terms ‘‘recommend’’ when strong and ‘‘suggest’’ when

weak. The grading consists of moving up or down in level

after discussing the evidence in HerniaSurge meetings

(Fig. 1). The first consensus was sought within the com-

mittee of 50 surgeons. The second consensus was sought

via the internet and the final consensus during the EHS

Rotterdam meeting of June 2016. The results of the con-

sensus studies (including further consensus meetings dur-

ing the APHS in October 2016 and AHS in March 2017

meetings) will be published separately. This strategy of

combining evidence and expert opinion by consensus led to

some very strong recommendations that not only reflect the

evidence in literature, but also truly reflect the opinions of

50 international leaders in groin hernia surgery. Expert

opinion in this case is the opinion of the entire committee.

For some important recommendations, long and passionate

discussions led to the consensus found in these guidelines.

Our discussions transcended countries and cultures and

withstood pressures from finance and/or industry-moti-

vated opinions. Statements and recommendations some-

times strongly favor certain treatments but are not

necessarily suited to use in all parts of the world depending

on local tradition, training capabilities and/or resources.

The adage applies that any technique, thoroughly taught

and frequently performed with good results, is valid. Some

techniques are easily learned and offer good results whilst

others might be very difficult to master but offer great

results. All these techniques are highly dependent on the

surgeon’s knowledge of anatomy, caseload and dedication

to groin hernia surgery.
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HerniaSurge would like to stress the importance of

shared decision-making with patients. Type of hernia,

patient profile, surgeons’ expertise, patient’s wishes and

expectations, logistical possibilities and local resources are

all key factors that finally lead to a treatment advice.

All search strategies, tables with articles and back-

ground information will be published on HerniaSurge’s

website (https://www.herniasurge.com). All articles are

filed per chapter in MendeleyR reference manager.

We would like to emphasize the fact that the ‘‘Interna-

tional Guidelines for Groin Hernia Management’’ is NOT a

legal document, merely guidelines. If surgeons choose not

to follow strong recommendations, they should do so in

consultation with their patients and document this in the

medical record.

HerniaSurge encourages the establishment of local and

national registries because they are valuable for audit and

research. HerniaSurge predicts an increase in training of

hernia specialist surgeons and the formation of hernia

centers, but acknowledges that training and educating

general surgeons who work in general practice in the short-

term will have a greater impact on the results of groin

hernia surgery. Furthermore, HerniaSurge is committed to

develop E-learning modules and a ‘‘HerniaSurge App’’ to

aid surgeons and patients around the world.

The HerniaSurge Group has formulated a large number

of new research questions. The guidelines will be updated

every 2 years as new evidence is published. The expiration

date for this document is June 1, 2018.

The guidelines were externally reviewed by professors

Jeekel (Europe), Ramshaw (USA) and Sharma (Asia). The

Agree scores are published in the website of HerniaSurge

(https://www.herniasurge.com).

Chapter 2

Risk factors for the development of inguinal
hernias in adults

L. N. Jorgensen, W. W. Hope, and T. Bisgaard

Introduction

Numerous risk factors exist for the development of primary

inguinal hernias (IH) and recurrent inguinal hernias (RIH)

in adults, some better studied than others. These risk fac-

tors span a range, from acquired to genetic and modifiable

to immutable. Some are under the surgeon’s control, but

many are not.

For the purposes of this chapter (unless stated other-

wise), IH repair is considered synonymous with IH diag-

nosis. The studies referenced below do not distinguish

between open and laparo-endoscopic repairs or between

direct and indirect hernias. Femoral hernias are not con-

sidered in this review nor are IHs in children except for a

brief mention.

Key questions

KQ02.a What are the risk factors for the development of

primary inguinal hernias in adults?

KQ02.b What are the acquired, demographic and periop-

erative risk factors for recurrence after treatment of IH in

adults?
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Evidence in literature

A medical literature search for primary IH risk factors

identified 989 studies. Included are a discussion of one

systematic review, two randomized controlled trials

(RCTs), 24 cohort or registry studies, five case–control

studies and five diagnostic studies in the material below.

A medical literature search for RIH risk factors identi-

fied 1191 studies. A discussion follows of two systematic

reviews, two RCTs, 31 cohort or registry studies, one case–

control study and four diagnostic studies.

Primary inguinal hernia

The lifelong cumulative incidence of IH repair in adults is

27–42.5% for men and 3–5.8% for women.14–17

Risk factors associated with IH formation (evidence

level—high):

• Inheritance (first degree relatives diagnosed with IH

elevates IH incidence, especially in females).18, 19

• Gender (IH repair is approximately 8–10 times more

common in males).

• Age (peak prevalence at 5 years, primarily indirect and

70–80 years, primarily direct).16, 20–22

• Collagen metabolism (a diminished collagen type I/III

ratio).

• Prostatectomy history (especially open radical).23–35

• Obesity (inversely correlated with IH

incidence).19, 21, 36–38

Risk factors associated with IH formation (evidence

level—moderate):

• Primary hernia type (both indirect and direct subtypes

are bilaterally associated).39

• Increased systemic levels of matrix metalloproteinase-

2.40–43

• Rare connective tissue disorders (e.g. Ehlers–Danlos

syndrome).44

Risk factors associated with IH formation (evidence

level—low):

• Race (IHs are significantly less common in black

adults).21

• Chronic constipation.19, 45

• Tobacco use (inversely correlated with IH incidence).37

• Socio-occupational factors.

There is contradictory evidence that social class, occu-

pational factors and work load affect the risk of IH

repair.46, 47 Heavy lifting may predispose to IH

formation.48

Risk factors associated with IH formation (evidence

level—very low):

• Pulmonary disease (COPD and chronic cough possibly

increasing the risk of IH formation).48, 49

Liver disease, renal disease and alcohol consumption

have not been properly investigated to determine if they are

risk factors for IH formation.

Recurrent inguinal hernia

Risk factors for RIH with a high level of evidence include

female gender,49–59 direct versus indirect IH,58, 59 annual IH

repair volume of less than five cases60 and limited surgical

experience.56, 61–68 However, this last risk factor may be

modifiable by surgical coaching.69–72

Risk factors for RIH with a moderate level of evidence

include: presence of a sliding hernia,73 a diminished col-

lagen type I/III ratio,40, 74, 75 increased systemic matrix

metalloproteinase levels,42, 59, 74, 75 obesity37, 59 (although

questioned in two very small studies57, 76) and open hernia

repair under local anesthesia by general surgeons.53, 77 A

recent meta-analysis examining features of

100,000–200,000 repairs demonstrated that size (\ 3 ver-

sus C 3 cm) and bilaterality did not affect the risk of

recurrence.59

Incorrect surgical technique is likely the most important

reason for recurrence after primary IH repair. Within this

broad category of poor surgical technique are included:

lack of mesh overlap, improper mesh choice, lack of proper

mesh fixation, amongst others.

Several other potential risk factors have not been well

studied or have low or very low levels of evidence sup-

porting an association. Early postoperative hematoma for-

mation78 and emergent surgery50, 52, 58, 59 may be risk

factors for hernia recurrence but the association is not

conclusive. Low (1–7 drinks/week) versus no ethanol

consumption may protect against hernia recurrence. The

effect of high ethanol consumption is unclear.53 Increased

age,57, 59, 79, 80 COPD,57, 59, 76–82 prostatectomy,76 surgical

site infection,78, 83 cirrhosis,84 chronic constipation,76 a

positive family history.80, 85 and smoking.53, 57, 80, 85 have

not been consistently shown to be risk factors for RIH.

Incompletely studied factors which may impact the risk of

IH recurrence are chronic kidney disease, social class,

occupation, work load, pregnancy, labor, race and post-

operative seroma occurrence.

Conclusion: several demographic (anatomy, female gender,

abnormal collagen metabolism), acquired (obesity), and

perioperative risk factors (insufficient surgical technique,

low surgical volume, surgical inexperience and local

anesthesia) for RIH were identified. Risk factors for IH and

RIH are not comparable. In daily surgical practice, atten-

tion should be paid to perioperative surgical factors as they

are modifiable. Allocation arms in future outcome studies

should be balanced according to these demographic and

acquired risk factors.
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Chapter 3

Diagnostic modalities

H. Niebuhr, M. Pawlak and M. Śmietański

Introduction

History and clinical examination are usually all that are

required to confirm the diagnosis of a clinically evident

groin hernia. Imaging may be required if there is vague

groin swelling and diagnostic uncertainty, poor localization

of swelling, intermittent swelling not present at time of

physical examination, and other groin complaints without

swelling.

An apparent hernia with clear clinical features such as a

reducible groin bulge with local discomfort usually

requires no further investigation. However, when patients

present with groin complaints and hernia is not clearly the

diagnosis, the question arises about which imaging

modality to use. Ultrasonography (US) is now widely

available but rarely magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

computed tomography (CT) and herniography may play a

role as well. Laparoscopy is not generally considered part

of the diagnostic process for groin complaints and bulges

and is not considered further in this chapter.

Key questions

KQ03.a Which diagnostic modality is the most suitable for

diagnosing groin hernias?
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KQ03.b Which diagnostic modality is the most suitable for

diagnosing patients with obscure pain or doubtful swelling?

KQ03.c Which diagnostic modality is the most suitable for

diagnosing recurrent groin hernias?

KQ03.d Which diagnostic modality is the most suitable for

diagnosing the course of chronic pain after groin hernia

surgery?

Evidence in literature

The gold standard for hernia diagnosis is clinical exami-

nation (CE) of the groin with a sensitivity of 0.745 and a

specificity of 0.963 reported in a prospective cohort study

from 1998.86 Three consensus guidelines have been pub-

lished on groin hernia treatment.3, 6, 87 All published

statements on diagnostic workup are weak, mainly focus-

ing on CE alone. Only groin pain that is obscure or groin

swelling of unclear origin (possible occult hernia) are noted

to require further diagnostic investigation.88, 89 No con-

sensus exists presently on the best imaging modality for

these diagnostic dilemmas.

CE alone can miss hernias, especially those that are

small (e.g. femoral hernias in obese women and men) and

multiple hernias where only some of the hernias are

apparent with physical examination.90 US, MRI, CT and

herniography have all been studied in various settings in an

attempt to close this ‘‘diagnostic gap’’.88, 91–104

Two studies with a total of 510 patients showed that US

is highly sensitive and a useful way to identify hernias.88, 96

Several other studies have echoed this

finding.89, 100, 101, 103

The 1999 prospective cohort study showed that US had

a specificity of 0.945 and a sensitivity of 0.815 for

detecting groin hernias.86 MRI demonstrated a specificity

of 0.963 and a sensitivity of 0.945.86 A 2013 meta-analysis

revealed that groin US had a specificity of 0.86 and a

sensitivity of 0.77.105

Two studies support the use of CE in combination with US

to confirm the diagnosis of inguinal hernias. CE plus US was

found to be superior to CE alone in both studies.89, 96

Two prospective cohort studies—both of low quality—

showed that US performed poorly in the detection of occult

groin hernias.106, 107 Both studies did recommend the use

of US for interval assessment of patients with equivocal

findings since those with equivocal findings seem to have a

high incidence of groin hernias.

In conclusion, challenging hernia diagnoses like femoral

and clinically occult hernias can be evaluated with US

since it is: routinely available, relatively specific, cost

effective, repeatable, useful in diagnosing other conditions,

delivers no ionizing radiation and well accepted by

patients.86, 88–90, 106–114

In pregnant women, colour-duplex US is useful for an

entity presenting with an inguinal lump and pain, round

ligament varicosity.109, 115, 116

When groin US is negative or non-diagnostic, dynamic

MRI, dynamic CT and even herniography may be consid-

ered in an attempt to establish a diagnosis.117 Dynamic in

this context refers to Valsalva manoeuvre during testing in

an attempt to force a possibly occult or small hernia into its
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abnormal channel and more clearly demonstrate its pres-

ence. Herniography can only diagnose hernias, not other

pathologies. MRI can diagnose adductor tendonitis, pubic

osteitis, hip arthrosis, bursitis iliopectinea, and

endometriosis amongst other conditions. If these ailments

are part of the differential diagnosis, then MRI is the most

suitable diagnostic tool.118, 119 CT can diagnose hernias as

well and should be used when US is negative and MRI is

not possible.

CE plus US is recommended as most suitable for the

evaluation of patients suspected of having recurrent groin

hernias. If diagnostic doubt exists after CE and US, MRI or

CT should be considered. One prospective study and one

retrospective case–control study, both of low quality, have

addressed the issue of imaging for groin hernia

recurrence.120, 121

US, CT or MRI scans are helpful in identifying non-

neuropathic causes of chronic groin pain by identifying

mesh-related pathologies, recurrent hernias and occasion-

ally neuromas.122 A tailored, thoughtful approach to

imaging is required since each of these imaging modalities

possesses certain strengths and weaknesses and is not

equally suited to diagnose all the listed conditions.

The use of US-guided nerve blocks is helpful in

diagnosing the cause of chronic pain after surgery. A

prospective cohort study described that the US-guided

transversus abdominis plane block provided better the

cause of pain and control than blind ilio-hypogastric nerve

block after inguinal hernia repair.123 Considering the

much higher number of patients (n = 273) compared to a

randomized controlled trial with 24 included patients the

quality rating of this Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS)

could be determined as ‘‘moderate’’.124 In another publi-

cation, the authors renounced the use of imaging as a

helpful way to diagnose the cause of postoperative

inguinal pain.104 In short, it seems that US-guided nerve

blocks are helpful in pinpointing the cause of chronic pain

after groin hernia repair. Due to a lack of new studies and

conflicting results in the available literature, the evidence

supporting our recommendation on this KQ is considered

‘‘weak’’.

Chapter 4

Groin hernia classification

D. Cuccurullo and G. Campanelli

Introduction

In day-to-day surgical practice a classification system for

groin hernias is seldom used other than to describe hernia

types in general terms (lateral/indirect, medial/direct,

recurrent, and femoral). However, a consensus classifica-

tion system is needed in order to perform research, tailor

treatments to hernia types, and perform quality audits.

Presently it is uncertain which hernia classification system

is most suited to achieving this purpose.

Key questions

KQ04.a Is a groin hernia classification system necessary,

and if so, which classification system is most appropriate?

Evidence in literature

The 2009 EHS guidelines recommended that the EHS

classification system be used.3 A 2015 literature review

failed to reveal new proposed classification systems or new

evidence on the value of the EHS system.125 However, it is

the opinion of the HerniaSurge members that one uniform

system be adopted.

For inguinal hernia repairs, it is increasingly clear that

surgeons tailor techniques to suit various patients and dif-

ferent hernia types. It is also necessary to compare results

across different techniques and perform medical audits.

More hernia registries are recommended and will require

that a consensus classification system be adopted. How-

ever, for now there is no consensus amongst general sur-

geons or hernia specialists on a preferred system.

The primary purpose of any disease classification sys-

tem is to allow for severity stratification so that reasonable

comparisons can be made between treatment strategies.125

Additionally, a classification system must be simple and

easy to use. Given the large number of operative tech-

niques and their variations for groin hernia repair, it
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appears that no one classification system can satisfy all

presently. However, an expert panel analyzed the known

systems to date (Nyhus, Gilbert, Rutkow, Schumpelick,

Harkins, Casten Halverson, McVay, Lichtenstein, Ben-

david, Stoppa, Alexandre and Zollinger) and developed the

EHS system by consensus.125–132 HerniaSurge suggests

this system be used since it fulfills most requirements and

is relatively simple to use.

The EHS system was not developed to classify hernia

types preoperatively. This is a disadvantage. It is suggested

that complex cases be managed by hernia specialists. A

classification to inform decision-making about these com-

plex cases would be helpful. However, many complex

cases are easy to describe and do not require further clas-

sification (e.g. multiple recurrences and chronic pain).

For a detailed explanation please see the publication.125

For now, the classification system for groin hernias is

mired in some controversy and disagreement. However, the

best available evidence and expert opinion supports the

adoption of the EHS system as classification system

refinements evolve.

Chapter 5

Indications: treatment options for symptomatic
and asymptomatic patients

B. van den Heuvel, A. R. Wijsmuller and R. J. Fitzgibbons

Introduction

Approximately one-third of inguinal hernia (IH) patients

are asymptomatic.133 Until recently, IH management

involved surgical repair regardless of the presence of

symptoms, the rationale being that surgery for asymp-

tomatic IHs prevents hernia complications (incarceration or

strangulation). Surgical management was recommended

for any IH, including asymptomatic IHs because it was

considered safe, effective, and associated with low mor-

bidity. However, the natural history of untreated IHs—

especially the incidence of complications—was unknown.

Current literature suggests the possibility of surgical

overtreatment of men with asymptomatic IHs. Also, the

morbidity of inguinal herniorrhaphy has been re-evaluated

over the last two decades and current evidence suggests

that the incidence of chronic post-herniorrhaphy pain is

much higher than previously realized.134

Inguinal herniorrhaphy is one of the most common

operations performed by general surgeons. Therefore,

considering the number of IH repairs performed worldwide

annually, the consequences of overtreatment are signifi-

cant. This has spurred recent studies to evaluate a watchful

waiting strategy in men with asymptomatic IHs.135, 136 A

critical appraisal of these studies and previous assumptions

is presented.

Based on the current literature, it is not possible to

determine if a watchful waiting management strategy is

safe for symptomatic men with IHs. Similarly, it is

impossible to determine the hernia complication rate

(strangulation or bowel obstruction) in symptomatic

patients. Additionally, watchful waiting raises ethical

issues about observing symptomatic patients.

Key questions

KQ05.a Is a management strategy of watchful waiting safe

for men with symptomatic inguinal hernias?

KQ05.b What is the risk of a hernia complication (stran-

gulation or bowel obstruction) in this population?

KQ05.c Is a management strategy of watchful waiting safe

for men with asymptomatic inguinal hernias?

KQ05.d What is the risk of a hernia complication (stran-

gulation or bowel obstruction) in this population?

KQ05.e Are emergent inguinal herniorrhaphies associated

with higher morbidity and mortality?

KQ05.f What is the crossover rate from watchful waiting

to surgery?
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Evidence in literature

The literature search on this topic yielded six randomized

controlled trials (RCTs), two systematic reviews and three

cohort-controlled studies. Two study groups produced all

six RCTs.135, 136

A 2006 trial of 720 men with minimally symptomatic or

asymptomatic IHs randomized subjects to either primary

surgery or watchful waiting (WW).135 Primary outcomes

were pain interfering with normal activities and change in

physical function as measured by the physical component

score of the SF-36 at 2 years. Secondary outcomes inclu-

ded complications, and patient-reported pain, functional

status, activity levels and satisfaction. Pain interfering with

daily activity occurred in 5.1% of the WW group and 2.2%

in the primary surgery group at 2 years (p = 0.52). SF-36

improvement from baseline was seen in both groups. One

hernia incarceration occurred within the 2-year minimum

follow-up period and another occurred after 4.5 years

(relative risk of 1.8 per 1000 patient years). The crossover

rates were high for both groups. At 2 years, 17% crossed

over from surgery to WW and 23% from WW to surgery.

A WW strategy was deemed safe and acceptable since

acute incarcerations rarely occurred. A secondary analysis

found that those who developed symptoms had no greater

risk of operative complications or recurrence than those

undergoing elective hernia repairs.

A cost-effectiveness analysis was performed on the

groups, calculating both costs and quality-adjusted life-

years (QALYs).137 At 2 years, those in the surgery group

had a $1831 higher mean cost per patient when compared

with WW group subjects. The cost per additional QALY in

the surgery group was $59,065. WW was judged to be a

cost-effective management option for men with minimal or

absent hernia symptoms.

These same groups were restudied 7 years later.2

Crossover rates, crossover reasons and time to crossover

were investigated. The crossover rate from WW to surgery

was 50% at 7.3 years from randomization. Median cross-

over time was 3.7 years in men over 65 and 8.3 years in

those 65 and younger (p = 0.001). The estimated crossover

rate at 10 years was 68% using Kaplan–Meier analysis.

The primary reason for crossover was pain. When patients

over 65 at time of original study enrollment were analyzed,

the estimated 10-year crossover rate was 79.4%. This

compares with a 62% 10-year crossover estimate for those

65 or younger at enrollment. In the 10-year follow-up only

three men (2.4%) underwent surgery for a hernia accident.

There was no mortality. The incidence of a hernia accident

for the entire cohort was 0.2 per 100 person-years. These

studies support the idea that men with IHs and minimal or

absent symptoms should be counseled that although WW is
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safe, symptoms will likely progress and an operation may

be needed. A follow-up cost analysis has yet to be reported.

Another 2006 study randomized 160 men over the age

of 55 with asymptomatic IHs to either WW (80 patients) or

surgery (80 patients).136 The primary outcome was pain at

1 year as measured by the SF-36. Cost was a secondary

outcome. At 6 months, improvement—in most SF-36

dimensions—was observed in the surgery group compared

with the WW group. This effect had dissipated at

12 months and there were no significant inter-group dif-

ferences in visual analogue pain scores at rest or with

activity. Analgesic use between groups did not differ. The

only notable inter-group difference at 12 months was in a

single SF-36 item indicating perceived change in health.

The 1-year crossover rate from surgery to WW was 10 and

19% from WW to surgery. A single hernia incarceration

occurred at 574 days. Primary surgical repair added 407.9

GBP in costs per patient (approximately $591 US).

Long-term follow-up data were published in 2011.138 At

5 years, 54% had crossed over from WW to surgery and an

estimated 72% crossed over at 7.5 years. The most com-

mon crossover reason was pain. The estimated median time

between randomization and crossover was 4.6 years. In

7.5 years, two patients required emergent hernia repair.

The study’s authors concluded that a WW strategy is of

little value since the majority of WW patients will require

surgery in the near term.

Two systematic reviews have appraised primary repair

versus WW for minimally symptomatic or asymptomatic

IHs in men.139, 140 Both reviews included mostly obser-

vational studies and pooled data on morbidity and mor-

tality. Morbidity and mortality after elective repair was 8

and 0.2–0.5%, respectively, versus 32 and 4–5.5% fol-

lowing emergent repair (a 10- to 20-fold increase in mor-

tality). Risk factors for the observed increased morbidity

and mortality include: age greater than 49 years, symptom

duration, the presence of a femoral hernia, ASA class over

two and nonviable bowel. Incarceration/strangulation risk

factors are: symptom duration, age and hernia site

(femoral). However, the reviews acknowledge that the

incarceration/strangulation risk is low and that watchful

waiting may be justified in selected patients.

Notably, both systematic reviews were published prior

to the long-term RCTs cited above demonstrating

symptom development over time in most men with

minimally symptomatic or asymptomatic IHs. Symptom

development (primarily pain) will prompt surgery. While

it is true that incarcerations rarely occur in the WW

group and are associated with defined risk factors,

morbidity and mortality rates increase alarmingly when

an IH strangulates.

A 2014 study reported on clinical consequences after the

inception of a watchful waiting strategy.141 Regionally, a

WW policy was instituted in the United Kingdom for those

with asymptomatic IHs. Outcomes of approximately 1000

patients before, and 1000 patients after, the policy’s

inception were compared retrospectively. The period fol-

lowing the policy change saw a 59% rise in the incidence

of emergent hernia repair (3.6 vs 5.5%). Emergent repair

was also associated with significantly more adverse events

(4.7 vs 18.5%). Mortality spiked from 0.1 to 5.4%. How-

ever, this was a retrospective study and did not report on

the prior histories of those requiring emergent herniorrha-

phies. Therefore, conclusions should be made with caution.

Discussion, consensus and clarification of grading

The initial results of a WW strategy in men with asymp-

tomatic or minimally symptomatic IHs were promising.

Complications occurred uncommonly and WW seemed

cost effective in the short term. However, a longer-term

view revealed high crossover rates due to symptom

development, mostly pain. Whether WW is ultimately cost

effective remains to be determined.

Observational studies have shown that emergent

herniorrhaphy is associated with increased morbidity and

mortality. Unfortunately, it is not possible currently to

accurately predict which WW patients will develop

symptoms or suffer a hernia complication. This fore-

knowledge would of course allow more tailored

management.

Because of the increased morbidity and mortality asso-

ciated with emergent herniorrhaphy, the expert group

advises that each patient with an asymptomatic or mini-

mally symptomatic inguinal hernia be informed about the

expected natural history of their condition, the timing, and

the risks of emergency hernia surgery. Although robust

support for a WW strategy and timing of surgery is not to

be found in the present medical literature the expert group

has upgraded its recommendation on this subject. This is

because patient health-related, life style and social factors

should all influence the shared decision-making process

leading up to hernia management.

Chapter 6

Surgical treatment of inguinal hernias

Th. J. Aufenacker, F. Berrevoet, R. Bittner, D. C. Chen, J.

Conze, F. Kockerling, J. F. Kukleta, M. Miserez, M.

C. Misra, M. P. Simons, H. M. Tran, S. Tumtavitikul
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General introduction

Choosing the best or most suitable groin hernia repair

technique is a true challenge. The best operative technique

should have the following attributes: low risk of compli-

cations (pain and recurrence), (relatively) easy to learn, fast

recovery, reproducible results and cost effectiveness. The

decision is also dependent upon many factors like: hernia

characteristics, anesthesia type, the surgeon’s preference,

training, capabilities and logistics. The patient’s wishes

must be considered. There are cultural differences between

surgeons, countries and regions. Emotions may play a role

as well.

Accordingly, the HerniaSurge Group had some pas-

sionate discussions when developing this chapter. One

single standard technique for all hernias does not exist (see

also Chapter 7 on individualization).

In most situations a mesh repair is preferred. However, a

minority of surgeons hold the opinion that mesh use should

be avoided as much as possible. There is an ongoing dis-

cussion concerning the results of specialist centers like The

Lichtenstein Hernia Clinic and The Shouldice Hospital.

There are low-resource settings where mesh cannot be

afforded. There are high-volume laparo-endoscopic sur-

geons who passionately advocate a TEP or TAPP in almost

all cases. There are special mesh implants (often expen-

sive) used by surgeons who have been successful with them

for many years. How then can one reconcile these opinions

and conflicts?

Although accurate and recent facts are not available, in

most countries the Lichtenstein repair is probably the first

choice in a majority of cases. It is a very good technique,

but its outcomes may be bettered by a more difficult

technique like the TEP when early postoperative recovery

and the occurrence of chronic pain are considered. It is

self-evident that a surgeon performing a technique and

striving for optimal results should know the technique very

well. Excellent training and a high caseload are the foun-

dations of good surgery.

When comparing the best Lichtenstein outcomes with

the best TEP/TAPP, it is noted that the differences are very

small. It is challenging though when examining results

reported in the literature because often the techniques being

compared are not performed in a standardized manner by

equally skilled and experienced surgeons. Therefore, this

might not be true when comparing an average Lichtenstein

to an average TEP/TAPP or Shouldice because of the

former’s lower complexity. Furthermore, applying research

results to the approach for an individual patient is prob-

lematic as well. It is often far from clear whether the results

of an RCT can be generalized to one’s practice setting or

patients within that setting.

In the 2009 European Guidelines, raw data were used to

conclude that laparo-endoscopic and open repair were

comparable in long-term follow-up of a minimum of

48 months.3, 142

When reading this chapter, we should realize that

potential biases exist and these are caused by: lack of a

clear chronic pain definition, variations in duration of

chronic pain, age differences for the risk of chronic pain,

lack of a generally agreed-upon classification system

describing the type of hernias, differences in level of sur-

gical expertise, differences in case load needed to maintain

a certain technique, safety issues regarding training of the

surgeons/residents in the world in difficult techniques like

the TEP and TAPP, and costs of procedures, amongst

others. In fact, all these factors must be considered when

studying the evidence presented in the different chapters.

The chapters were researched and written by different

teams, but the statements and recommendations were

agreed upon by the whole HerniaSurge Group. Many lively

discussions during the meetings and via email led to an

internet consensus vote. There are recommendations that

have been upgraded. The support for these decisions is at

the end of each chapter.

Key questions

KQ06.a Which non-mesh technique is the preferred repair

method for inguinal hernias?

KQ06.b Which is the preferred repair method for inguinal

hernias: mesh or non-mesh?

KQ06.c Which is the preferred open mesh technique for

inguinal hernias: Lichtenstein or other open flat mesh and

implants via an anterior approach?

KQ06.d Which is preferred open mesh technique: Licht-

enstein versus open pre-peritoneal?

KQ06.e Is TEP or TAPP the preferred laparo-endoscopic

technique for inguinal hernias?

KQ06.f When considering recurrence, pain, learning

curve, postoperative recovery and costs which is preferred

technique for inguinal hernias: best open mesh (Lichten-

stein) or a laparo-endoscopic (TEP and TAPP) technique?

KQ06.g In males with unilateral primary inguinal hernias

which is the preferred repair technique, laparo-endoscopic

(TEP/TAPP) or open pre-peritoneal?

KQ06.h Which is the preferred technique in bilateral

inguinal hernias? Open mesh or laparo-endoscopic

approach?

Key question

KQ06.a Which non-mesh technique is the preferred repair

method for inguinal hernias?
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Introduction

The 2009 European Guidelines opined that the Shouldice

inguinal hernia repair was the best non-mesh technique.3

Since then, no studies have offered new evidence con-

cerning a comparison between non-mesh techniques.

Questions remain concerning the value of a non-mesh

technique in certain cases like indirect hernias (EHS L1

and L2) in young male patients. There are questions con-

cerning the results of Shouldice when performed in spe-

cialist centers or by specialist hernia surgeons. There are no

RCTs performed in these centers. There are also regions

(low-resource countries in particular) where mesh is not

available and surgeons must use the best non-mesh tech-

nique. Also some patients refuse a mesh implant. Which

non-mesh technique is best therefore remains an important

question.

Evidence in literature

Systematic Review Cochrane 2012

A 2012 review covered all prior RCTs (until September

2011) concerning results of the Shouldice technique versus

other open techniques (mesh and non-mesh).142 Eight

RCTs with 2865 patients are contained, comparing mesh

versus non-mesh IH repair. Most of these trials had inad-

equate randomization methods, did not mention dropouts

and did not blind patients and surgeons to the technique

used. Recurrence rate was a primary outcome in all and

pain could only be analyzed in three trials. Pain definitions

and measurements were not standardized. Studies were

heterogeneous, with concerns that techniques were not

standardized. The results show that in Shouldice versus

other non-mesh (8 studies) the recurrence rate was lower in

Shouldice (OR 0.62, 95% 0.45–0.85 NNH 40). Six studies

reported an OR in favor of the Shouldice technique. One

included study reported the most data and its weight in the

analysis was 59.56%.143 The results reflect different

degrees of surgeon’s familiarity with the techniques,

making it impossible to eliminate the ‘‘handcraft’’ variable

from surgical trials. Shouldice also results in less chronic

pain (OR 0.3; 95% CI 0.4–1.22) and lower rates of

hematoma formation (OR 0.84; 95% CI 0.63–1.13), but

slightly higher infection rates (OR 1.34; 95% CI 0.7–2.54).

It is more time consuming and leads to a slightly increased

hospital stay (WMD 0.25; 95% CI 0.01–0.49). In their

discussion, the authors conclude that the review is flawed

by: the inclusion of low-quality RCTs, non-blinded out-

comes assessments, lack of external validity by patient

selection (only healthy patients were included), high lost-

to-follow-up rates, no patient-oriented outcomes and the

above-mentioned potential bias. Nevertheless, the large

number of patients and consistent results do make the

results useable in clinical practice. The level of the review

with RCTs is downgraded to moderate. Since this sys-

tematic review was done, no new RCT comparing Shoul-

dice with other non-mesh techniques has been

published.142 The level of recommendation is strong.

Other non-mesh techniques

A 2012 RCT, in which 208 patients were randomized,

described the Desarda technique compared with a Licht-

enstein technique.144 Follow-up at 36 months found

recurrence rates in each group of 1.9% and no significant

differences in pain. As this is a new technique with some

non-randomized studies showing promising results, it is

worthy of mention in the guidelines. The level of the RCT

is moderate and no recommendations can be formulated.

The Desarda technique needs further investigation.

Large database studies

The large databases from Denmark and Sweden indicate

results of non-mesh techniques, but cannot differentiate

between different techniques so conclusions cannot be

made concerning the quality of the Shouldice technique.145

In a 2004 questionnaire study,11, 145, 146 using results from

the Danish database, chronic pain was more common after

primary IH repair in young males, but there was no dif-

ference in pain when comparing Lichtenstein with non-

mesh Marcy and Shouldice repairs. The databases conclude

less recurrences after mesh repair, but not at the cost of

more chronic pain.

Guidelines

The 2009 European Guidelines concluded that the Shoul-

dice hernia repair technique is the best non-mesh repair

method with a 1A level of evidence.3

Discussion, consensus and clarification of grading

When considering the results from the systematic review,

large databases and guideline conclusions, we conclude

that Shouldice is superior to other non-mesh techniques
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especially when considering recurrence rates. In the sys-

tematic review the level of evidence was downgraded to

moderate. But combining all the evidence, and after con-

sensus by HerniaSurge, we concluded that a recommen-

dation, upgraded to ‘‘strong’’ was supportable. In other

words, in non-mesh repair, perform a Shouldice.

Although no studies exist on a comparison of the

learning curves of the different non-mesh techniques, the

HerniaSurge group agrees that the Shouldice technique is

not easy to learn. In The Shouldice Hospital, surgeons are

only considered qualified after 300 cases! It is well known

that in many (mainly low resource) countries a (modified)

Bassini is still performed.

Another matter is a discussion concerning the results of

only high ligation and sac resection versus Shouldice in

young adults with L1 and L2 IH. HerniaSurge is of the

opinion that this issue needs further research. We are

unable to formulate a statement on it at this time.

KQ06.b Which is the preferred repair method for inguinal

hernias: mesh or non-mesh?

M. P. Simons, J. Conze and M. Miserez

Introduction

The 2009 European Guidelines concluded that all male

adults over the age of 30 with a symptomatic IH should be

operated on using a mesh-based technique (grade A).3 In

most countries, the use of mesh has been accepted by the

majority of surgeons as the best approach to decrease risk

of recurrence. There are concerns about mesh causing more

chronic pain. Other reasons not to use mesh include: higher

cost or non-availability of meshes in low-resource settings,

lack of surgical expertise with mesh, and patient refusal of

a mesh repair. It remains to be seen whether a mesh-based

technique is indicated in all cases (see also Chapter 7 on

individualization).

Evidence in literature

Systematic Review Cochrane 2012

A 2012 systematic review covered all prior RCTs (until

September 2011) concerning results of Shouldice versus

other open techniques.142 The review contains 6 RCTs

including 1565 patients and compared Shouldice versus

open mesh (Lichtenstein in all studies except one with plug

and patch) for IH repair. The overall RCT quality is low.

Recurrence rates were the primary outcome. Pain defini-

tions and measurements were not standardized. Studies

were heterogeneous. There are concerns that techniques

were not standardized and no classification was applied.

The results show, that in Shouldice versus mesh Licht-

enstein, recurrence rate were higher in Shouldice (5 stud-

ies) (OR 3.65, 95% 1.79–7.47, NNH 36). Although not the

primary endpoint in most trials, there were no significant

differences between Shouldice and Lichtenstein for post-

operative stay, chronic pain, seroma/hematoma and wound

infection, but operative time was shorter for mesh repair

(WMD 9.64 min; 95% CI 6.96–12.32).

The authors concluded that the review is flawed by low-

quality RCTs, non-blinded outcomes assessment, external

validity concerns due to patient selection (generally healthy

patients were studied), high lost-to-follow-up rates, lack of

patient-oriented outcomes and the above-mentioned

potential bias concerning surgical technique. Nevertheless,

the large number of patients and consistent results do make

the results useful.

Other RCTs since the systematic review

Since September 2011, three RCTs have been published

describing a non-mesh versus mesh repair but they were

excluded because they either did not include Shouldice

repairs,147–149 Lichtenstein repairs,147, 150 or had a very

short follow-up.148–150

One 2012 RCT, in which 208 patients were randomized,

compared the Desarda technique with a Lichtenstein

technique. At 36-month follow-up, the recurrence rate in
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each group was 1.9% and no significant differences in pain

were found. The Desarda technique is new and the subject

of some non-randomized studies showing promising

results, but the technique needs further investigation. The

2012 RCT is graded as moderate. No recommendations

about its use can be made at this point.

Large database studies

Two publications from the Danish Hernia Database

describe recurrence after 96 months following open non-

mesh versus Lichtenstein. The recurrence rate after open

non-mesh repair was 8 versus 3% for Lichten-

stein.11, 151, 152 These studies are flawed because the

Shouldice group consisted of only 13% of all suture repairs

and that reoperation rather than recurrence rates were used.

However, they do offer insights though about outcomes in

a general population being treated by general surgeons (see

Chapter 25 concerning the value of database studies). A

2004 questionnaire study of the Danish database found that

chronic pain occurred more commonly after primary IH

repair in young males. But, no differences in pain occurred

when comparing Lichtenstein with Marcy and Shouldice

non-mesh repair techniques. The database studies also

found fewer recurrences after mesh repair.

Guidelines

The European Guidelines concluded that all male adults

over the age of 30 years with a symptomatic IH should be

operated on using a mesh technique (grade A).3 They also

recommend that a mesh technique be used for inguinal

hernia correction in young men (18–30 years of age and

irrespective of the type of inguinal hernia). The conclusion

was based on a lack of evidence that the recurrence risk

after L1–2 IH in younger men is acceptably lower than in

men above 30. This question is not being researched

probably due to the fact that almost all male patients are

now treated with mesh techniques.

Cohort studies

There is lower level evidence that the Shouldice technique

has a recurrence rate of less than 2% especially when

performed in high-volume expert settings like the Shoul-

dice Hospital.153 These data come primarily from expert

centers. Often the studies suffer from inadequate follow-up

and there is patient selection bias in some. This gives rise

to a dispute between open non-mesh surgeons and surgeons

advocating mesh repair on the true value of the Shouldice

repair. Resolution is unlikely unless an RCT is performed

with adequate methods truly comparing techniques by

surgeons qualified and experienced in both approaches.

This might be possible using large databases provided

identification of Shouldice technique is done. It is clear

from all high-level studies though that in general practice,

mesh is superior to non-mesh especially when measuring

recurrence rate. It is absolutely recommended that studies

be performed into the value of Shouldice versus mesh in

young male patients with lateral (L1) inguinal hernia. One

important study with long-term follow-up after Shouldice

indicated that hernia type (indirect versus direct) was not

an independent risk factor.154 Recurrence after Shouldice

after 2 and 5 years was, respectively, 4.3 and 6.7%. Out of

21 recurrences 20 were direct. Out of 20 recurrences 7 were

after an indirect hernia with an enlarged internal ring, 6

after indirect with a weakened posterior wall and 7 after a

direct hernia (n.s.). There are cohort studies concerning

Shouldice that indicate that classification matters and the

risk of recurrence is higher after a direct non-mesh repair.80

An analysis of the location of the hernial gap revealed 83

lateral hernias (48.5%) and 88 medial hernias (medial or

combined, 51.5%). The recurrence rate was 13.6% for

medial or combined hernias and 8.4% for pure lateral

hernias. This was not significant. Furthermore, it is

unknown whether a high ligation and sac resection (her-

niotomy) has comparable results to Shouldice in these

patient groups.

Discussion, consensus and grading clarification

Compared to non-mesh techniques mesh-based techniques

have a lower recurrence rate and an equal risk of postop-

erative pain. Despite the mentioned limitations of the 2012

review, the large number of patients and consistent results

make available evidence reliable and useable in practice.

There is no conclusive evidence that mesh causes more

chronic pain. It remains to be seen whether a mesh-based

technique is indicated in all cases such as small lateral

hernias (EHS L1 and L2) (see Chapter 7 on

individualization).

It is unclear whether it is appropriate to compare the

results of the Shouldice technique, usually performed by

highly trained surgeons and/or in specialized centers, to the

open mesh repair techniques which tend to be performed

by generalists. Specialized centers have not published their

results in a reliable manner. Many cohort studies contain

bias and thus lack external validity. It is necessary to

improve knowledge concerning this question concerning

the value of non-mesh techniques especially for long-term

recurrence rate and chronic pain. Although the level of

evidence seems only moderate, by consensus in Her-

niaSurge the recommendation to use a mesh-based tech-

nique in inguinal hernia repair is upgraded to ‘‘strong’’.

KQ06.c Which is the preferred mesh for open inguinal

hernia repair: anterior flat mesh, self-gripping mesh or

three-dimensional implants (plug-and-patch and bilayer)

via an anterior approach?

M. Miserez, J. Conze and M. Simons
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Introduction

The Lichtenstein technique with the onlay placement of a

flat mesh is the criterion standard in open IH repair.155

Many alternatives to the original Lichtenstein technique

have been described. The plug-and-patch (or mesh-plug)

technique was the first,156 followed by the Trabucco

technique.157 and the Prolene� Hernia System (PHS).158

In the Trabucco technique, a polypropylene plug is

combined with a semi-rigid flat pre-shaped polypropylene

mesh. Neither implant is fixed. The spermatic cord is

placed subcutaneously. At the time of the first EHS

guidelines on the treatment of IH in adults, no long-term

comparative follow-up data were available on any of these

techniques,3 but this changed at the time of the update with

level 1 studies of the 2009 EHS guidelines. In addition,

self-gripping meshes have been designed in an attempt to

reduce or abandon the need for traumatic mesh fixation in

Lichtenstein repair and decrease the risk for acute and

chronic pain.

Evidence in literature

Plug-and-patch

The recent 2014 EHS guidelines update,4 with level 1

studies, included data on the comparison between plug-

and-patch versus Lichtenstein from two meta-analyses of

seven RCTs.159, 160 These showed shorter operative times

for the plug-and-patch (by 5–10 min), but otherwise com-

parable outcomes in the short- and long-term (follow-up

ranging from 0.5 to 73 months).

Long-term follow-up data from two of the RCTs were

published in 2014. The first study used a questionnaire to

assess recurrence rates and chronic pain after a median

follow-up of 7.6 years (n = 180, 81% follow-up rate).161

Recurrence rates for Lichtenstein and plug-and-patch were

5.6 and 9.9%, respectively (p = 0.770). Moderate or sev-

ere pain was reported in 5.6 and 5.5%, respectively

(p = 0.785). The second study—which also included

recurrent hernias—evaluated patients by means of physical

examination after a 6.5-year median follow-up and had

similar findings (n = 528, 76% follow-up rate).162 Recur-

rence rates for Lichtenstein and plug-and-patch were 8.1

and 7.8%, respectively (OR 0.92 n.s.) and chronic persis-

tent pain (VAS[ 3). More reoperations occurred in the

Lichtenstein group (OR 0.43, p = 0.016).

Prolene� Hernia System (PHS)

At the time of the EHS update, two meta-analyses of six

RCTs were published comparing PHS and Lichtenstein

(follow-up ranging from 12 to 48 months).159, 163 In

addition, one long-term follow-up study (5-year follow-up)

was available.164 No differences in recurrence or chronic

pain were found. The data on operative times and periop-

erative complications were contradictory in the meta-

analyses, although no differences were seen for postoper-

ative wound hematoma formation or infection in either.

A 2014 long-term outcome study (mean follow-up of

7.6 years) also include a PHS arm and these data are

reported below,161 confirming earlier results. The recur-

rence rates for Lichtenstein and PHS were 5.6 and 3.3%,

respectively (p = 0.770). The incidence of chronic pain

(moderate or severe) was 5.6 and 6.7%, respectively

(p = 0.785).
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A large-pore version of the PHS, the Ultrapro� Hernia

System (UHS), was launched recently. One RCT compares

Lichtenstein and the UHS.165 Another RCT compared the

plug-and-patch technique with a 4D Dome� device in 95

patients.166 The ‘‘dome device’’ consists of a largely

resorbable dome-shaped plug (90% poly-L-lactic acid and

10% polypropylene) associated with a flat lightweight

polypropylene mesh. Because of poor methodological

quality (according to SIGN criteria), neither paper is fur-

ther discussed here.

Trabucco

One RCT compared the Lichtenstein with the Trabucco

technique in 108 patients under local anesthesia.167 The

Trabucco technique was an average of 10 min faster vs.

Lichtenstein (p = 0.04). There were no differences in

postoperative pain (primary outcome) or groin discomfort

at 6 months. At an average follow-up of 8 years (only

telephone follow-up after 1 year), there were no recurrent

hernias.

Self-gripping mesh

The first study on the use of the self-gripping Parietene

Progrip� mesh (large-pore polypropylene with resorbable

polylactic acid micro-grips) found less pain on the first

postoperative day when compared with the use of another

large-pore non-gripping polypropylene mesh.168 Subse-

quently, four other RCTs comparing self-fixating large-

pore mesh vs suture fixation in Lichtenstein have been

published up to 2013.169–172 These studies have been

evaluated in five different meta-analyses, all published in

2013 and 2014 in different journals.173–177 All confirmed

no difference in acute or chronic pain and recurrence rates.

Three additional RCTs were published in 2014,178–180

and another two were published with long-term data from

an RCT published earlier.181, 182 All confirmed comparable

recurrence rates and acute and chronic pain incidence in

both groups. The self-fixation mesh is likely to be more

expensive than standard fixation, but the operative time

was shorter in the Progrip� group (by a range of

1–12 min).

Since only data on medium-term follow-up are available

(range 6–24 months), we advise the authors of the previ-

ously mentioned trial data to follow-up their patients at

3–5 years and publish their updated results on chronic pain

and recurrence rates.

Discussion, consensus and grading clarification

Plug-and-patch and PHS are acceptable treatments for

primary IHs, but have no benefit vs. the Lichtenstein

technique, except a somewhat shorter operative time for

the plug-and-patch technique. However, both the anterior

and posterior compartment are entered and scarred, making

a subsequent repair for recurrence more difficult. Also, the

amount of foreign material is higher than for a simple flat

mesh. And—in the case of a combined hernia—the

placement strategy for the device or plug is not standard-

ized. The additional cost of the device needs to be taken

into account as does the small chance of mesh migration/

erosion with the use of plugs. Therefore, the Lichtenstein

technique with a flat mesh is considered to be superior. See

also Chapter 10 on mesh in which the problems of mesh-

plug erosion and migration are described.

Self-gripping mesh is an acceptable form of treatment for

primary IHs, although only medium-term data are available

and no specific information on the outcome in larger (direct)

hernias. It has no benefits over the Lichtenstein technique

other than a somewhat shorter operative time. Here also, the

device’s additional cost must be considered.

For these reasons, the recommendations to use the

Lichtenstein technique with a standard flat mesh vs the use

of self-gripping mesh or three-dimensional implants are

upgraded to strong by the HerniaSurge Group.

KQ06.d Which is the preferred open mesh technique for

inguinal hernias: Lichtenstein or any open pre-peritoneal

technique?

F. Berrevoet, Th. Aufenacker and S. Tumtavitikul

Introduction

Open pre-peritoneal mesh techniques have gained more

attention in the repair of IHs during the last two decades as

a result of technical and commercial considerations. Sur-

geons should understand that ‘‘open pre-peritoneal tech-

niques’’ as originally described by Nyhus,183 include

several different approaches including the trans-inguinal

pre-peritoneal repair described by Pélissier (TIPP),184 the

posterior Kugel technique,185 transrectus pre-peritoneal

approach (TREPP),186 Onstep approach,187 Ugahary tech-

nique,188 Wantz technique,189 and Rives’ technique,190 for

anterior pre-peritoneal repair. Note that TIPP, Onstep, and

Rives’ techniques approach the pre-peritoneal space

through an anterior dissection opening the inguinal canal.

Kugel, TREPP, Ugahary and Wantz use a posterior

approach to open repair without entering the inguinal canal

anteriorly.

Onstep is comparable with the PHS/UHS system,

although there is only one mesh layer reinforcing the

medial side pre-peritoneally, and the lateral side as in the

Lichtenstein technique.

There are no data comparing the open pre-peritoneal

techniques with each other, so no recommendation can be

made about the preferred open pre-peritoneal technique.

However, we are able to make the following statements

based on limited data about pre-peritoneal techniques. The

use of these techniques is suggested to be performed in

research conditions.
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Evidence in literature

Two meta-analyses, one systematic review and three RCTs

were identified out of 596 publications as suitable for

inclusion and analysis below.

Cochrane Systematic Review 2009

A 2009 Cochrane Systematic Review included three eli-

gible trials with 569 patients.191 Due to methodological

limitations in the three trials considerable variations were

found in acute pain (risk range 38.67–96.51%) and chronic

pain (risk range 7.83–40.47%) across control groups. Two

trials involving 322 patients found less chronic pain after

pre-peritoneal repair (relative risk 0.18). These same two

trials also found less acute pain (relative risk 0.17). One

study of 247 patients found more chronic pain after pre-

peritoneal repair (relative risk 1.17). This study reported

that acute pain was nearly omnipresent and thus compa-

rable in both intervention arms (relative risk 0.997, NNT

333). Early and late hernia recurrence rates were similar

across the studies. Conflicting results were reported for

other early outcomes like infection and hematoma

formation.

Both pre-peritoneal and Lichtenstein repairs were seen

as reasonable approaches since they resulted in similarly

low hernia recurrence rates. There is some evidence that

pre-peritoneal repairs cause less, or at least comparable,

acute and chronic pain when compared with the Lichten-

stein procedure. However, the Systematic Review authors

emphasized the need for homogeneous high-quality ran-

domized trials comparing elective pre-peritoneal IH repair

techniques with the Lichtenstein repair to assess chronic

pain incidence.

Meta-analysis 2013

A 2013 meta-analysis of 12 RCTs involving 1437 patients

considered open trans-inguinal pre-peritoneal repair (TIPP)

versus Lichtenstein in both primary and recurrent IHs.192

Unpublished data were used and data were extracted from a

four-arm study using only two relevant arms. The ‘‘TIPP

technique’’ was considered to be the Kugel approach, the

actual TIPP technique and the Rives’ technique. The meta-

analysis concluded that the ‘‘TIPP repair’’ was associated

with a reduced risk of chronic groin pain (RR 0.48; 95% CI

0.26, 0.89; z = 2.33; p\ 0.02) without increasing the

incidence of inguinal hernia recurrence (RR 0.18; 95% CI

0.36, 1.83; z = 0.51; p = 0.61). It was also concluded

that—accounting for the significant heterogeneity amongst

the different trials—the ‘‘TIPP technique’’ is comparable

with the Lichtenstein repair in terms of hernia recurrence

risk, postoperative complications, operation duration and

postoperative pain intensity.

A second meta-analysis published in 2014, was judged

to be of low methodological quality according to SIGN

criteria and was withdrawn from analysis.193

RCT 2012

A 2012 study of TIPP versus Lichtenstein randomized 301

patients and used chronic postoperative pain at 1 year as

the primary outcome measure.194 Patients and outcome

assessors were blinded. Significantly fewer TIPP patients

had continuous chronic pain, 3.5 versus 12.9% in the

Lichtenstein group (p = 0.004). No significant intergroup

differences were noted for other severe adverse events,

including recurrence.

Another RCT, comparing Kugel versus Lichtenstein

repair, was withdrawn from analysis due to low method-

ological quality by SIGN criteria.195 The same is true for

another RCT comparing TIPP versus Lichtenstein

repair.196
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Discussion, consensus and grading clarification

From the available evidence, it can be concluded that open

pre-peritoneal repairs seem as effective as the Lichtenstein

repair in terms of recurrence and may possibly result in less

postoperative pain and faster recovery. However, the

caveat is that it is predominantly the anterior trans-inguinal

pre-peritoneal technique (TIPP) and the posterior pre-

peritoneal technique, as described by Kugel, which have

been compared to the Lichtenstein repair. This caution is

reinforced in the 2009 European Guidelines and the 2014

update.3, 4 The various other open pre-peritoneal tech-

niques have not been sufficiently studied to differentiate

one from another.

Concerns about these surgical techniques may exist

regarding both cost and long-term safety for some of these

mesh devices. For the Kugel mesh there is an abundant

amount of foreign material present. Problems with the

initial recoil ring resulted in pain and even bowel perfo-

ration.197 The recent version of this mesh type now con-

tains a resorbable memory ring. This being said, whether it

is TIPP, Kugel, TREPP or others, the mesh choice is not

strictly connected to the applied technique.

Mesh devices are more costly than flat meshes. How-

ever, a 2013 study found no differences in hospital costs

between TIPP and Lichtenstein repairs. When productivity

gains were included in the analysis, significant differences

in cost favoring the TIPP modality were noted

(p = 0.037).198 Individual surgeons and healthcare systems

may wish to consider this point, depending on practice

setting and reimbursement systems.

HerniaSurge acknowledges the potential value of open

pre-peritoneal mesh techniques. The committee expressed

concerns that some of these approaches use both anterior

and posterior anatomical planes which has a theoretical

disadvantage when a recurrence needs repair. There

remains a need for learning curve studies, RCTs and reg-

istry studies, with long-term follow-up, to permit firmer

conclusions.

KQ06.e Is TEP or TAPP the preferred laparo-endoscopic

technique?

R. Bittner, F. Köckerling, J. Kukleta, S. Tumtavitikul and

M. Misra

Introduction

Trans-abdominal pre-peritoneal (TAPP) and total extra-

peritoneal (TEP) differ although both techniques are in

widespread use. In both, mesh is inserted in the pre-peri-

toneal plane but use a different access to that plane. In

TEP, a totally pre-peritoneal approach is used with or

without the help of a dissection balloon. In TAPP a

laparoscopy is performed. The approach difference confers

a theoretical advantage favoring TAPP. The anatomy is

easier to identify when starting with a laparoscopy and the

presence and type of hernia on the contralateral side can be

identified before starting dissection. In TEP it is not nec-

essary to open and close the peritoneum. Studies compar-

ing TAPP and TEP show similar complication rates for

seroma, scrotal edema, cord swelling, testicular atrophy,

urinary bladder injury, inguinal nerve lesions, chronic pain

and recurrence. Access-related complications can differ:

there is increased risk of visceral injuries during trans-ab-

dominal entry with TAPP while there is increased risk of

vascular injuries during extra-peritoneal entry and dissec-

tion during TEP.
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Evidence in literature

Out of hundreds of articles that were identified in the

search 42 (including 2 abstracts) were analyzed. Out of

these eight were systematic reviews.199–206 and three were

large registry studies.207–209

Analyses of the RCTs and of the comparative non-

randomized studies showed many types of bias. A

variety of confounding factors potentially impacting

results were not mentioned or accounted for and were

not identified by multivariate analyses. Most of the

randomized studies lacked statistical power.210–215 The

numbers of patients per intervention group were inad-

equate resulting in the risk of a type II error.210, 211,

215–217 Methods of patient allocation to one of the two

techniques were not clearly stated.213, 218, 219 Surgeon’s

levels of experience with both techniques were not

studied. In five of the studies, surgeons started laparo-

scopic hernia repair with TAPP, then, after gaining

experience, switched to TEP. Thus the level of expe-

rience in laparoscopic surgery was not equivalent at the

study’s beginning.220–224 The cited high early recur-

rence rates ([ 25%) and long operative times strongly

suggest that the studied surgeons had not yet completed

the learning curve.210, 211, 217, 219, 221, 223–225 Technical

details such as mesh and fixation types, which could

influence postoperative pain and/or recurrence, were

omitted.67, 210–213, 216, 218, 226–234 Some of the studies

employed overly small meshes (\ 10 9 15 cm) or mesh

of different size for TAPP and TEP.219, 221, 223–226, 229

Finally, follow-up duration differed for the TAPP and

TEP groups (24–42.5 vs 9–28.8 months).210, 211, 215–218,

226, 227, 233, 235, 236

Operation time, recurrence rate, pain, costs, access-

related complications and conversion

Due to the heterogeneity and weaknesses of the TAPP vs

TEP studies, results varied greatly. The most recently

published meta-analysis of ten RCTs failed to show any

significant differences in operative times, total complica-

tion rates, hospital length of stay, recovery time, pain,

recurrence rates or costs between TAPP and TEP.222

Operation time

In 22 comparisons, TAPP operative times varied from 34.5 to

104.5 min (median of 57 min) and TEP operative times

varied from 32.5 to 110 min (median of

62.3 min).207, 209–214, 216, 217, 219, 223–226, 229, 231, 232, 234–238

Complication rates

In 24 comparisons, TAPP complication rates ranged from

1.23 to 49% (median of 11.4%) and TEP complication rates

ranged from 1.3 to 50.3% (median 12.5%).207, 209–214,

216–219, 221, 222, 224–227, 229, 231–237, 239 One registry study

reported a lower complication rate for TAPP,207 while

another for TEP.209
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Recurrence rates

In 23 comparisons, TAPP recurrence rates varied between

0 and 25% (median 2.3%) and TEP recurrence rates

between 0 and 16.7% (median 0.6%).67, 211–213,

216–219, 222, 223, 225, 227–229, 232–238, 240 Interestingly, an

analysis of the 1990–1998 literature (TAPP and TEP, 13

studies each) showed a TAPP recurrence rate of 1.33% and

a TEP recurrence rate of 0.6%. In the 1999–2008 period

(seven TAPP and eight TEP studies), recurrence rates

dropped to 0.77% for TAPP and 0.54% for TEP, possibly

reflecting improved technical performance over time.5, 241

Pain

A qualitative systematic review of 71 TAPP and TEP

studies showed no difference in acute pain intensity or

duration.201 The same is generally true for chronic pain,

with six studies showing no differ-

ence212, 214, 219, 229, 232, 234 and two213, 230 slightly better

outcomes after TAPP (1.15 vs. 3.03%;.230 5 vs. 9%.213).

Costs

A large population-based study in German hospitals found

no differences in TAPP and TEP costs.208

Access-related complications and conversion

The frequency of visceral access-related complications

varied.5, 202–204, 206, 207, 209, 212 An early systematic review

analyzing the results of 6 comparative studies and 3 case

series showed that when using TAPP, visceral lesions

occurred in 0.6% (54/9141) versus 0.2% (12/5803) in

TEP.206 On the other hand, after TEP vascular lesions

occurred more often compared to TAPP (0.41 vs. 0.28%).

Port-site hernias were more common after TAPP (0.4 vs.

0.026%).5, 202–204, 206, 207, 209, 212 The conversion rate in

TEP was higher than in TAPP (0.47 vs. 0.26%). A recently

published systematic review5 analyzed 8 comparative

studies and 7 case series and found similar results: visceral

injuries TAPP 0.21% vs. TEP 0.11%; vascular injuries

TAPP 0.25% vs. TEP 0.42%; port-site hernias TAPP 0.6%

vs. TEP 0.05% and conversion rate TAPP 0.16% vs. TEP

0.66%.5, 202–204, 206, 207, 209, 212

In a large German hernia registry (Herniamed)209 TAPP-

related visceral injuries (bowel, urinary bladder) were seen in

0.27% cases (29/10,887) versus 0.1% in TEP (7/6700), the

difference was not statistically significant. Correspondingly

to the literature, vascular complications were seen in 1.39%

cases after TEP and in 1.13% after TAPP. This difference

was significant (p = 0.03). Reoperation rates were not sig-

nificantly different (TAPP 0.9% and TEP 0.2%). Interest-

ingly, the overall complication rate as reported by the Swiss

hernia registry207 after TAPP was lower than after TEP (1.7

vs. 4.2%), whereas the German registry209 showed more

complications after TAPP (5.37 vs. 2.89%).

Length of hospital stay

In the update of the IEHS guidelines TAPP had a longer

hospital stay than TEP.241 A large population-based study

in German hospitals found a significantly shorter hospital

stay in TAPP compared to TEP.208 However, a similar

study from Switzerland reported an advantage for TEP (2.3

vs. 2.9 days, p = 0.002).207 A randomized controlled study

from India recently published could not demonstrate any

significant difference between both techniques.234

Guidelines

The 2009 EHS Guidelines describe that no hard con-

clusions concerning the difference in results between

TEP and TAPP can be offered.3 The only conclusion

(level 2A) was that TAPP seemed to be associated with

a higher risk of port site and visceral injuries and TEP a

higher conversion rate. Both other guidelines (IEHS and

EAES) reported similar results to those described

above.3, 5, 6

Discussion, consensus and clarification of grading

Only three of 29 RCTs and observational studies focused

on primary, unilateral hernias in men.215, 237, 240 In spite of

all variations and limitations of most of the comparative

studies, all eight meta-analyses and systematic reviews

inclusive of these studies concluded that insufficient evi-

dence exists to recommend the use of one technique over

the other.199–206 Each technique has different, very rare,

but serious complications associated with it. One registry

study reported a lower TAPP complication rate,207 while

another reported a lower TEP complication rate.209 Oper-

ative team ease and experience are important factors in the

decision to use one technique preferentially.236 Her-

niaSurge recommends that both techniques are suited for

treatment of inguinal hernia(s).

KQ06.f When considering recurrence, pain, learning

curve, postoperative recovery and costs which is preferred

technique for primary unilateral inguinal hernias: best open

mesh (Lichtenstein) or a laparo-endoscopic (TEP and

TAPP) technique?

F. Köckerling, H. Tran and D. Chen

Introduction

In the EHS guidelines, open Lichtenstein and laparo-en-

doscopic IH techniques (TEP/TAPP) are recommended as

the best evidence-based options for repair of primary uni-

lateral hernias provided the surgeon is sufficiently experi-

enced in the specific procedure.3, 4

The HerniaSurge committee thought it prudent to

account for all important factors when considering rec-

ommendations on Lichtenstein and laparo-endoscopic

techniques. It seems clear that when considering postop-

erative pain, recovery speed and chronic pain, the laparo-

endoscopic techniques are superior. In TEP and TAPP

expert hands, especially when performing high-volume
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surgery, those techniques are probably also cost effective

and very safe. However, many of the studies in this area

suffer from weakness such as: lack of clear endpoints in

pain assessment, definitions, quality of the surgeon’s

technique and caseload per surgeon. Additionally, there is a

well-documented difference in learning curve and initial

costs favoring Lichtenstein.

In order to properly address the key question, all meta-

analyses and RCTs must be excluded that compared

laparo-endoscopic techniques with either, open techniques

other than Lichtenstein, and/or those that enrolled patients

other than males with primary unilateral IHs.

Evidence in literature

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses

In meta-analyses from 1999, 2000, 2003 and 2012, TEP

and TAPP are compared with all open procedures used for

IH repair.199, 202, 242, 243 Only in a 2005 meta-analysis

subgroup analysis were the TAPP and TEP techniques

jointly compared with the Lichtenstein operation.244 This

subgroup analysis found significant advantages for the

laparo-endoscopic procedures when compared with the

Lichtenstein repair including: a lower incidence of wound

infection (OR 0.39; 95% CI 0.26–0.61; p = 0.00003), a

reduction in hematoma formation (OR 0.69; 95% CI

0.54–0.90; p = 0.005), and nerve injury (OR 0.46; 95% CI

0.35–0.61; p\ 0.00001), an earlier return to normal

activities or work (- 1.35; 95% CI - 1.72 to - 0.97;

p\ 0.00001), and fewer incidences of chronic pain syn-

drome (OR 0.56; 95% CI 0.44–0.70; p\ 0.00001).244 No

difference was found in total morbidity or in the incidence

of intestinal lesions, urinary bladder lesions, major vascular

lesions, urinary retention and testicular problems.244 Sig-

nificant advantages for the Lichtenstein repair included a

shorter operating time [TAPP/TEP 65.7 min (40–109) vs

Lichtenstein 55.5 min (34–99); p = 0.01], a lower inci-

dence of seroma formation (OR 1.42; 95% CI 1.13–1.79;

p = 0.003), and fewer hernia recurrences (OR 2.00; 95%

CI 1.46–2.74; p = 0.00001).244 The latter was strongly

influenced by the Veterans Affairs Multicenter Trial, where

the minimum mesh size in endoscopic surgery was

7.6 9 150 cm.245 When this study is excluded, there is no
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difference in the recurrence rates between open and laparo-

endoscopic surgery.

RCTs

For comparison of the laparo-endoscopic (TEP, TAPP) with

the open Lichtenstein technique for male primary unilateral

inguinal hernia many studies must be excluded. This is

because they included female patients, bilateral hernias and/

or recurrent hernias or compared TEP and TAPP with other

open procedures or used too small meshes or combined IH

repair with laparoscopic cholecystectomy.212, 213, 216, 225,

228, 246–277 In the comparison of 1237 laparo-endoscopic

(TEP, TAPP) operations with 1281 Lichtenstein operations

from RCTs fulfilling the inclusion criteria,211, 217, 278–288 no

differences have been observed in the intraoperative or

postoperative complications following primary unilateral IH

repair in males. Clear advantages have been observed for the

laparo-endoscopic techniques in terms of early postoperative

pain, analgesic consumption, and return to normal daily

activities and to work. When the surgeon had sufficient

experience in the respective technique (i.e. after completing

the learning curve), no significant difference was detected in

the recurrence rate (TEP vs Lichtenstein with median follow-

up of 5.1 years 2.4 vs 1.2%; p = 0.109 and TAPP vs

Lichtenstein with median follow-up of 52 months 1.3 vs

1.2%; ns)282, 288 between the laparo-endoscopic and Licht-

enstein techniques. Likewise, chronic pain occurred signif-

icantly less often after laparo-endoscopic than after

Lichtenstein operation (TEP vs Lichtenstein with follow-up

of 5 years 9.4 vs 18.8% and TAPP versus Lichtenstein with

median follow-up of 52 months slight pain 14.8 vs 23.7%,

moderate pain 1.2 vs 5.3% and severe pain 0 vs

3.9%).283, 284, 287 In the three RCTs.280, 281, 285 with at least

100 patients in each arm, the operative time for TEP was

either similar to, or shorter than, the Lichtenstein operative

time. The direct operative costs for laparo-endoscopic

techniques are higher than for the Lichtenstein opera-

tion.217, 278, 279, 284 However, that difference decreases when

all community costs are taken into account.278, 284

Large database studies

A 2015 analysis of the Herniamed Registry compared the

prospective data collected for males undergoing primary

unilateral IH repair using either TEP or open Lichtenstein

repair.289 Inclusion criteria were: a minimum age of

16 years, male gender, primary unilateral IH, elective

operation and availability of data on 1-year follow-up by a

questionnaire of the general practitioner and patient. In

total, 17,388 patients were enrolled, 10,555 (60.7%) had a

Lichtenstein repair and 6833 (39.3%) a TEP repair.

On multivariable analyses, surgical technique had no

significant effect on the recurrence rate (estimated OR

0.775 95% CI 0.549–1.093; p = 0.146) or on the chronic

pain rate needing treatment (estimated OR 1.066 95% CI

0.860–1.321; p = 0.560). Nor did the complication-related

reoperation rates differ significantly between the two

techniques (estimated OR 1.356 95% CI 0.960–1.913;

p = 0.084). TEP was found to have benefits on the post-

operative complications rate (estimated OR 2.152 95% CI

1.734–2.672; p\ 0.001), pain-at-rest rate (estimated OR

1.231 95% CI 1.049–1.444; p = 0.011), and pain-on-ex-

ertion rate (OR 1.420 95% CI 1.264–1.596; p\ 0.001).

Guidelines

The 2009 EHS guidelines concluded,3 mainly on the basis

of the 2005 meta-analysis,244 that endoscopic IH tech-

niques result in a lower incidence of wound infection,

hematoma formation and an earlier return-to-normal

activities or work than the Lichtenstein technique. Laparo-

endoscopic IH techniques have a longer operative time and

a higher incidence of seroma formation than the Lichten-

stein technique. Endoscopic repair results in a lower inci-

dence of chronic pain/numbness than the Lichtenstein

technique.

The learning curve for performing a laparo-endoscopic

hernia repair, especially TEP, is longer than that for open

Lichtenstein repair, and ranges between 50 and 100 pro-

cedures, with the first 30–50 being most critical.3

From a hospital perspective, an open mesh procedure is

the most cost-effective operation.3 In cost-utility analyses

including quality of life, endoscopic techniques may be

preferable since they cause less numbness and chronic

pain.3

In the 2014 EHS guidelines update,4 a new meta-anal-

ysis was included. It contained studies with a follow-up of

more than 48 months (including two new RCTs on TEP vs

Lichtenstein). There was a non-significant difference in

severe chronic pain (p = 0.12) and in recurrence when data

from one surgeon in the Eklund trial.282 were excluded.

This was because of unacceptable recurrence rates in the

endoscopic group (32%) due to technical failure.

Discussion, consensus

When the surgeon has sufficient experience in the respec-

tive techniques, laparo-endoscopic and Lichtenstein tech-

niques have comparable operation times, perioperative

complication rates needing reoperation and recurrence

rates. Endoscopic techniques show advantages in terms of

early and later postoperative pain and speed of recovery. In

the EHS guidelines update, data were analyzed from

studies with a follow-up of more than 48 months. This

analysis yielded a non-significant difference in severe

chronic pain and long-term recurrence. The direct opera-

tive costs for laparo-endoscopic IH repair are higher, but

fall to levels comparable with the Lichtenstein repair when

considering quality-of-life aspects and total community

costs. Study quality heterogeneity—lack of clear pain

endpoints, definitions, quality of surgeon’s technique,
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caseload per surgeon, and lack of hernia classification—

make the evaluation of complication risks difficult. Fur-

thermore, there is a well-documented difference in learning

curve and initial costs favoring Lichtenstein.

Large RCTs with good external validity and large-scale

database studies are urgently needed to compare endo-

scopic with Lichtenstein operations for primary unilateral

IHs in males. These studies must carefully select partici-

pating surgeons, to ensure that the learning curve has been

completed for the respective surgical technique. A major

investment is needed worldwide to make the learning curve

for (laparo-endoscopic) hernia surgery as smooth as possible

by ensuring optimal training facilities and circumstances.

HerniaSurge recommends a standardization of the

laparo-endoscopic and Lichtenstein techniques, structured

training programs and continuous supervision of trainees

and surgeons within the learning curve.

KQ06.g In males with unilateral primary inguinal hernias

which is the preferred repair technique, laparo-endoscopic

(TEP/TAPP) or open pre-peritoneal?

F. Berrevoet, M. Misra and D. Chen

Introduction

Evidence suggests that pre-peritoneal mesh placement is

preferred over anterior mesh placement because of the

physiologic mesh location and placement of the mesh away

from the groin nerves. There is clinical interest about

whether the various surgical approaches to achieve pre-

peritoneal mesh positioning leads to different patient out-

comes. Laparo-endoscopic IH repair has been studied in

detail with good results, but has a rather long learning

curve, potentially higher procedure costs and potential risks

associated with general anesthesia in certain types of

patients. Additionally, logistical and financial constraints

may limit the availability of quality laparo-endoscopic

repairs, especially in lower resource settings.

Evidence in literature

The literature comparing laparo-endoscopic techniques

with open pre-peritoneal mesh placement for primary

unilateral IHs is extremely limited and heterogeneous.

A 2002 meta-analysis compared laparo-endoscopic IH

repair with open IH repair techniques.290 However, the

early laparo-endoscopic trials control groups included in

this meta-analysis were poorly standardized; and often

included only suture repairs such as the Bassini, McVay, or

Shouldice. In later studies, plug-and-patch repairs were the

main cohort in the groups that considered open pre-peri-

toneal mesh techniques.

Although the authors concluded that open pre-peritoneal

hernia repair provides equivalent outcomes at lower costs

and has potentially less severe complications compared with

laparoscopic techniques, the included studies and available

literature do not address our key question adequately.

An RCT of 49 patients compared open pre-peritoneal

repair and TAPP.291 This small study concluded that the

open repairs were associated with fewer complications and

recurrences and that laparoscopic TAPP was associated

with higher costs but no advantage in median time to

return-to-work.

The SCUR Hernia repair study,292 which compared 613

patients randomized to three groups (open suture repair,

open pre-peritoneal repair with polypropylene mesh and

TAPP) demonstrated that although TAPP resulted in both

shorter time to full recovery and shorter time to return-to-
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work, it was more expensive and had a higher complication

rate. There was no significant difference regarding recur-

rences at 1 year in the three groups (3% overall). Another

small four-arm randomized trial of 100 patients studied

laparoscopic TAPP and TEP as well as open pre-peritoneal

repair and Lichtenstein repair.211 The laparoscopic repair

groups showed less postoperative pain and achieved sig-

nificantly faster return-to-normal domestic activities and

to-work compared to Lichtenstein repair patients. How-

ever, this study is of low methodological value according

to SIGN criteria.

The currently available literature does not allow us to

provide any recommendation about whether laparoscopic

mesh placement in the pre-peritoneal plane is superior to

open pre-peritoneal techniques. Further research is neces-

sary. The learning curve of pre-peritoneal techniques needs

to be evaluated and the theoretical advantage of a better

visualization in laparo-endoscopic repair techniques

(against potential higher cost and complications) must be

researched.

KQ06.h What is the preferred technique in bilateral

hernia?

A. C. de Beaux, M. P. Simons

Evidence in literature

The 2009 EHS guidelines, recommended for bilateral pri-

mary inguinal hernia repair, either a bilateral Lichtenstein

or endoscopic approach.3 The socio-economic benefits of

the endoscopic approach over the Lichtenstein approach

led to a suggestion, that the endoscopic repair was pre-

ferred, especially in younger patients. As for a primary

unilateral hernia, the local/national hernia expertise in open

versus endoscopic techniques will have a big influence in

surgical approach chosen.293–296 In addition, the relative

contra-indications to an endoscopic approach, such as fit-

ness for general anesthesia, previous lower abdominal

surgery and size of each hernia will influence individual

surgeon choice of surgical approach (see Chapter 7).

Another question in helping to decide the surgical approach

is whether both hernias need to be repaired at the same

time? A large symptomatic hernia on one side, and a small

asymptomatic hernia on the other in an elderly man may

only justify a unilateral repair under local anesthetic on the

symptomatic side.

There has been little new evidence on the preferred

surgical approach for primary unilateral inguinal hernia.

The outcomes for TEP and TAPP, when comparing uni-

lateral versus bilateral, are similar, especially when taking

into account the number of hernias repaired.297–299 One

prospective non-randomized clinical study compared 53

patients undergoing bilateral Lichtenstein with 75 patients

undergoing bilateral TEP repair. The authors reported that

the TEP group had a shorter operation time, lower post-

operative complication rate and shorter hospital stay.300

The 2009 EHS guidelines concluded with only moderate

evidence that bilateral hernia is preferably treated by a

laparo-endoscopic method provided expertise is available.3

This seems self-evident as the advantages of laparo-endo-

scopic repair (faster recovery, lower risk of chronic pain

and cost effectiveness) are increased when performing two

hernia repairs via the same three key hole incisions. No

new high-level research was found, so the recommendation

of the EHS guidelines have been used in the HerniaSurge

guidelines. The EAES guidelines concluded that, espe-

cially in bilateral groin hernia, an endoscopic approach is

an excellent choice (level 1B consensus 96%).6 (see also

Chapter 7 individualization). HerniaSurge by consensus

decided to upgrade the level of recommendation.

Chapter 7

Individualization of treatment options

B. van den Heuvel, M. P. Simons and U. Klinge

Introduction

Inguinal hernia treatment has changed markedly over the

past seven decades. Prior to the 1950s, hernia surgery

involved an anatomical reconstruction of the inguinal canal

with sutures.3, 5, 200, 211, 226, 256, 258, 282, 283, 288, 301–322

When the tension-free mesh repair was introduced it

resulted in a hernia repair revolution. Many new mesh

applications and variations were developed including open,

anterior and posterior approaches, and endoscopic tech-

niques (Fig. 2).3, 5, 200, 211, 226, 256, 258, 282, 283, 288, 301–322
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The adage applies that any technique, thoroughly taught

and frequently performed with good results, is valid. Some

techniques are easily learned and offer good results whilst

others might be very difficult to master but offer great

results. All these techniques are highly dependent on the

surgeon’s knowledge of anatomy, caseload and dedication

to groin hernia surgery. Therefore, the question confronting

hernia surgeons is: ‘‘Which technique should be used in

which case?’’ Individual techniques have varying advan-

tages and disadvantages such as the possibility of surgery

under local anesthetic, simultaneous contralateral hernia

repair, avoidance of scar tissue in recurrent hernias by

choosing a different approach, amongst many others. As a

result, questions arise as to which factors should properly

guide surgical decision-making? Can IH treatment be

standardized, or should it be individualized? If individu-

alized, which determinants should influence surgeon’s

choices?

We have tried to answer the questions posed.

Key question

KQ07.a In inguinal hernia repair, when should treatment

be individualized?
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Evidence in literature

There are no reviews, RCTs or cohort studies comparing

different techniques in specific situations. Since no mesh

technique is proven to be superior, technique chosen often

depends on surgeons’ preferences.

One 2012 publication addresses surgical preferences in

IH repair.294 A survey questionnaire was distributed to 100

endoscopic surgeons at the 2010 European Association of

Endoscopic Surgery (EAES) annual meeting. The partici-

pating surgeons were asked to indicate preferred surgical

technique in specific clinical scenarios, including patient

age, gender, physical activity capabilities, physical char-

acteristics, emergency situations, and hernia size and type.

Surgeons were able to choose between open, TAPP or TEP

repair in a variety of patient scenarios. Eighty-two percent

of the surgeons chose a tailored approach and indicated that

their choice of repair depended on the listed patient char-

acteristics. Interestingly, only 6% of the surgeons were able

to routinely offer patients all three techniques.

Discussion, consensus and grading clarification

The HerniaSurge Group has identified possible factors

influencing the type of IH repair. These factors involve:

patient characteristics, surgical expertise, local/national

resources, and logistics (Table 2). Future research must

address the issue of individualized treatment in specific

cases. The HerniaSurge Group currently offers consensus-

based examples of tailored surgical approaches in specific

circumstances.

Additional recommendations for individualization

In the different chapters of these guidelines some recom-

mendations are made with regard to indicated surgical

technique. We have outlined these recommendations in this

chapter, but refer to these specific chapters for detailed

background information. In addition to these recommen-

dations the consensus-based recommendations are

outlined.

For recurrent IHs, use the opposite approach (e.g. for

recurrence after anterior repair use a posterior technique,

and vice versa) (Chapter 10).

In high-risk IH patients with extensive comorbidities

consider an open mesh repair under local anesthesia

(Chapter 16).

For IH patients with high preoperative pain, consider

laparo-endoscopic repair (Chapter 18).

Consider a laparo-endoscopic approach in active young

patients with IHs (Chapter 18).

In femoral hernia patients, a pre-peritoneal mesh repair

is recommended (Chapter 25).

In female patients with IHs a laparo-endoscopic repair is

recommended, providing expertise and resources are

available (Chapter 26).

Use a laparo-endoscopic approach in patients with

bilateral IHs (Chapter 6h).

In male patients with a large scrotal or irreducible her-

nia, an open mesh repair or a trans-abdominal laparoscopic

repair (TAPP) is recommended (HerniaSurge consensus).

Table 2. Determinants of surgeons’ preferences
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Chapter 8

Occult hernias

A. C. de Beaux, N. Schouten and J. F. Kukleta

Introduction

An occult hernia, as defined by the HerniaSurge Group, is

an asymptomatic hernia not detectable by physical

examination.

IH formation is considered a bilateral condition based on

etiology, yet for many patients presentation with a unilat-

eral symptomatic hernia is typical. Occasionally, a con-

tralateral hernia will be evident on physical examination,

but a number of patients will have a contralateral occult

hernia at the time of initial presentation which may become

symptomatic later. Another patient subset will develop a

contralateral hernia de novo which may require repair at a

later date.

Key questions

KQ08.a In those with unilateral overt primary IHs, what is

the likelihood that they will also have a contralateral occult

IH?

KQ08.b In those with unilateral overt primary IHs, what is

the likelihood that they will develop contralateral overt

hernias over time?

KQ08.c In patients who have undergone a unilateral TEP

and negative contralateral exploration, what is the risk of

developing an overt hernia on the disease-free side at a

later date?

KQ08.d In those where an occult contralateral IH is seen

during TAPP will it become symptomatic if not repaired?

KQ08.e In those with overt unilateral primary inguinal

hernias without contraindications to bilateral TEP or TAPP

repair, should bilateral repair be performed?
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Evidence in literature

Evidence for the recommendations and statements in this

chapter is largely derived from retrospective case series

involving relatively small numbers of patients. Some RCTs

address certain aspects of the topics presented.

A number of studies have reported on the incidence of

occult contralateral hernias at the time of bilateral TEP

exploration for a clinically diagnosed unilateral hernia.

These studies report incidence rates ranging from 5 to

58%.323–331 In TAPP exploration, clinically occult con-

tralateral hernias are observed in 13–22% of

patients.325, 332, 333 However, the laparoscopic parameters

for contralateral hernia presence or absence are not well

defined in these studies, so it is difficult to know how such

variation may account for the large variation in occult

hernias reported. Additionally, the natural history of these

small incidentally discovered defects is poorly understood

and the clinical relevance of repair is unknown.323

In those with primary unilateral IHs, the lifetime risk of

developing a contralateral IH is not known exactly. One

study reported a 48% incidence of overt contralateral her-

nia development following TEP repair at 13 years follow-

up.57 Others report the incidence of subsequent contralat-

eral hernia repair after primary unilateral TEP repair as:

3.2% at 3 years, 3.5% at 5 years, and 3.8% at

10 years.334–336

Several RCTs involving patients who have undergone

repair of unilateral primary IHs have reported on con-

tralateral hernia formation during various follow-up peri-

ods. One study reported a 5-year 10% contralateral hernia

incidence.138 An RCT with a nearly 11-year follow-up

compared open-suture to open-mesh repair of unilateral

primary IHs and found contralateral hernia formation in

21% of non-mesh patients and 25% of mesh patients.76

Another RCT of TEP vs open-mesh repair, reported that

10.7% of the TEP repair group and 7.3% of the open-repair

group developed contralateral hernias at 5 years.337

Some surgeons perform contralateral exploration at the

time of unilateral primary IH TEP repair. Two retrospec-

tive cohort studies address this subject. Notably, the

laparoscopic features of a normal groin versus an occult

hernia are not defined nor are the nature and completeness

of follow-up. One study, with a 5.9-year median follow-up,

reported that 8.1% of patients developed a contralateral IH

after unilateral TEP repair with negative contralateral

exploration.328 The annual calculated risk was 1.2% for

contralateral hernia formation after a previously negative

TEP exploration (1.6% at 1 year, 5.9% at 5 years and

11.8% at 10 years). The median time to contralateral hernia

development was 3.7 years (range 0–12 years). However,

almost 60% of the study population had already undergone

bilateral repair. The remaining 40% (409 patients)

underwent unilateral repair and contralateral exploration

and are therefore not representative of most hernia sur-

geon’s practices. A second cohort study with 38-month

median follow-up (range 10–82 months) reported a 1.1%

incidence of contralateral overt hernia formation following

unilateral TEP repair with contralateral exploration.326

Thirty percent of the study population had already under-

gone bilateral repair.

Two studies address the subject of contralateral (pre-

peritoneal) exploration at the time of unilateral primary IH

TAPP repair. In one, the presence of a so-called incipient

hernia was identified during TAPP contralateral explo-

ration in 5% of patients.332 An incipient occult hernia was

defined as a looming or beginning hernia with a defect too

small to allow protrusion. After a mean follow-up of

112 months (range 16–218 months) 21% of patients (13

patients) developed a symptomatic hernia. In the same

study, a true contralateral occult hernia had been identified

and repaired in 8% of patients during their initial surgery.

Another study reported that with a 12-month median fol-

low-up, six of 21 patients (29%) with a contralateral ‘‘in-

cidental hernia defect’’ seen on TAPP exploration

developed an overt (i.e. symptomatic) IH.338

Routine contralateral exploration or ‘‘preventive’’ mesh

placement in a normal groin is controversial. Visualization

of the contralateral side in TAPP repair for an overt uni-

lateral hernia is easily done without additional dissection of

the contralateral side. However, without dissection of the

contralateral side, some cases of lipoma of the cord will be

missed. Unlike the TAPP approach, the TEP repair requires

additional dissection to diagnose a contralateral hernia.

Bilateral repair proponents cite a number of advantages to

their approach including: poor clinical accuracy in hernia

diagnosis especially in obese patients, the benefits to the

patient and the healthcare system of one operation, and

possible prevention of a hernia-related complications dur-

ing future contralateral side surgery. Opponents focus on

the potential to do harm to a normal or near-normal groin

and the associated risk of chronic pain following surgery

on a normal groin. There is a lack of evidence to allow

good decision-making on this issue. The decision to pro-

ceed with routine bilateral repair mandates appropriate

informed consent and a high level of surgical skill.

A number of surgeons now perform ‘‘preventive’’

bilateral laparoscopic hernia repair in the majority of

patients with symptomatic unilateral hernias.327, 339 Others

advocate routine contralateral exploration with mesh repair

in those in whom a ‘‘hernia defect’’ is found.325, 332, 333 The

decision to explore a potentially normal groin may be

influenced by the surgeon’s mind-set, his operative exper-

tise and his complication rate. However, the medical evi-

dence to support this decision is either lacking or weak at

present.
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Most studies comparing the outcomes of unilateral

versus bilateral TAPP repair, report a longer operation time

(in the region of 25 min), but no differences in morbidity,

time to recovery, reoperation and recurrence rate.333, 340

One national cohort study reported a significant difference

in the rate of postoperative surgical complications occur-

ring within 30 days (such as hematoma, seroma and wound

infection) between unilateral and bilateral IH repair by

TAPP. The postoperative complications necessitated

reoperation in 0.9% of patients after unilateral, and in 1.9%

of patients after bilateral, IH repair. However, this study

reported that these differences in intraoperative and post-

operative complications between unilateral and bilateral

repair decreased in experienced high-volume hernia cen-

ters.297 Furthermore, there is no evidence that exploration

of a contralateral groin and mesh placement at TAPP when

no hernia is present has the same risk as that of a true

hernia repair.

In TEP repair, operation time is reported to be 7–10 min

longer for a bilateral, compared to a unilateral, repair. No

difference in recurrence rate, postoperative complications,

conversion rate and time to recovery were reported by

several studies.324, 327, 328, 330, 341–343 One study did report

a slightly increased risk of intra-abdominal complications

(specific complications were not described) and surgical

postoperative complications (hematoma and wound infec-

tion) in the bilateral TEP group compared to the unilateral

TEP group.299 Again, it is unknown if exploration of a

normal groin carries the same risk as exploration of a groin

with a hernia, although two studies have reported no sig-

nificant morbidity from such a practice.326, 328

Discussion

Almost all the studies cited in this chapter suffer from data

heterogeneity and lack of a uniform definition of an ‘‘occult

hernia’’. Therefore, the category ‘‘occult hernia’’ might

include those with: actual protrusion of normally intra-

abdominal contents, a ‘‘beginning’’ hernia, or even just a

patent processus vaginalis without herniation. A patent

processus vaginalis is observed in 12% of patients, but

only 12% of these develop an indirect hernia within

5 years. This compares with 3% of patients with an oblit-

erated processus vaginalis.20, 344

Many of the important clinical questions on the subject

of a proper approach to occult hernias cannot be defini-

tively answered by the currently available evidence.

However, it is likely that up to 50% of patients who

develop an IH, will either present with clinically evident

bilateral IHs, or develop a contralateral IH in their lifetime.

Risk factors to identify this group of patients and to inform

the decision on bilateral repair should be areas of future

research. HerniaSurge recommends a trial with long-term

follow-up specifically addressing the question whether

there is a need for bilateral repair in patients with a one-

sided symptomatic IH, perhaps identifying high-risk

groups of early contralateral hernia development. Until

evidence is available to further inform this dilemma, it is

recommended to discuss the possible surgical options with

patients before surgery as part of individualized treatment.

Chapter 9

Day surgery

W.M.J. Reinpold, H. Niebuhr and D. Lomanto

Introduction

Day surgery for IH repair has become increasingly com-

mon over the past several decades. Synonyms for ‘‘day

surgery’’ include: outpatient surgery, ambulatory surgery,

same-day surgery, day case, and short-stay surgery and

indicate that patient discharge occurs the day of operation.

It is commonly known that day surgery is safe and feasible

for many IH repairs.3 Several studies prove that day sur-

gery is cost effective when compared with inpatient treat-

ment. However, it is unclear which complex IHs should not

be repaired as day cases. In these Guidelines, ‘‘complex

cases’’ include:

1. Groin hernias with signs of incarceration, strangula-

tion, infection, relevant preoperative chronic pain,

difficult local findings in the groin such as large

(irreducible) scrotal hernias, (multiple) recurrence(s), a

relevant history of lower abdominal surgery, radiation,

and comparable problems;

2. Groin hernias in patients with relevant comorbidities:

cardiovascular, respiratory, endocrine, hepatic, renal

and gastrointestinal pathologies, mental disorders,

anxiety, immune deficiencies, post-transplantation sta-

tus, coagulopathies and anti-thrombotic medications;

3. Difficult intraoperative findings (severe adhesions,

abnormal anatomy, excessive bleeding) and intraoper-

ative complications such as damage to viscera, blood

vessels, nerves and genitals;

4. Symptoms and signs of postoperative local complica-

tions: bleeding, hematoma, thromboembolism, urinary

retention, bowel obstruction, peritonitis, sepsis, infec-

tion, orchitis and/or general complications (cardiovas-

cular, respiratory, renal, hepatic, gastrointestinal,

cerebral organ failure, anxiety, psychic and mental

distress).

The current evidence on ambulatory surgery for IH

repair is presented.
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Key questions

KQ09.a Which inguinal hernias can be safely repaired in

day surgery?

KQ09.b Can endoscopic and open herniorrhaphies be

performed safely in day surgery?

KQ09.c Can patients with severe comorbidities (ASA III

or higher) be safely treated in day surgery?

KQ09.d Can patients with complex inguinal hernias (e.g.

scrotal hernias) be safely treated in day surgery?

Evidence in literature

Day surgery for IH repair involves patient discharge the

same day of surgery after a period of medically supervised

recovery.345

The year 1955 marks the first publication on the

advantages of day surgery repair of IH including: quicker

mobilization, lower cost and a patient-friendly experi-

ence.346 Subsequently, several retrospective case series and

three small randomized studies were published comparing

inguinal herniorrhaphy day surgery with inpatient treat-

ment.347–350 Another randomized study surveyed patient

preference for site (inpatient or outpatient) of surgery.351

These studies all concluded that day surgery is cheaper

than, and as safe and effective as, inpatient repair of

selected IHs. Additionally, many cohort studies exist con-

cerning various other aspects of day surgery for IHs. These

studies span the outpatient surgery spectrum including:

general, regional and local anesthesia; classical operative

techniques; open tension-free repairs; and endoscopic

techniques. All support the notion that day surgery is a safe

option for many IH patients.

A 2006 Danish study of nearly 19,000 days surgery

patients noted a 0.8% hospital readmission rate.352 A 2012

Danish multicenter study of over 57,700 days surgeries

found a 1.1% complication rate leading to hospital

readmission following day surgery for IHs.353 According to

a publication of outpatient surgery including groin hernia

repair in more than 564,000 United States Medicare ben-

eficiaries older than 65 years, the 7-day mortality rate was

37 per 100,000 cases. However, there are no reports in the

medical literature of death or severe complications being

directly related to day surgery

Although open tension-free repair under local anesthetic

seems most suitable for day surgery, published series

support the use of other surgical and anesthetic techniques

in this setting. Day surgery should be considered for all

simple inguinal herniorrhaphies (both open and endo-

scopic) provided adequate aftercare is organized.280, 353, 354

However, after laparoscopic repair (TAPP/TEP) and pos-

terior open-mesh repair, severe pre-peritoneal or

retroperitoneal bleeding, may occur in rare circumstances.

In most cases, this infrequent complication occurs within

the first 48 h postoperatively. Since the laparoscopic

management of large hematomas is often only possible

after immediate diagnosis, short-stay treatment of these

patients can also be considered. There are no reports of

Stoppa’s open pre-peritoneal approach being performed on

outpatients.

There are insufficient data to routinely recommend

outpatient repair of complex IHs (see above). However, if

adequate aftercare is arranged, some of these cases may be

suitable for ambulatory surgery.

Operations on strangulated and acutely incarcerated

hernias should not be performed as day cases.

Barring the exclusions cited above, IH day surgery can

be considered for every patient with satisfactory care at

home, including stable ASA III patients.355–359

Day surgery should also be considered for the elderly,

including octogenarians.360–362 However, nonagenarians

should be excluded since even elective IH repair in those
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over 90 has a tenfold higher mortality rate compared with

younger patients.296

A recent publication based on data from 82,911 patients

with IH operations documented in the German hernia

registry ‘‘Herniamed’’ revealed that patients with prophy-

lactic or therapeutic use of platelet aggregation inhibitors

and oral anticoagulants had a significant higher risk of

bleeding complications (3.9 vs 1.1%; p\ 0.001) compared

to those patients without such a medication.363 These data

suggest that IH day surgery of patients on anticoagulants

cannot generally be recommended.

A number of additional factors will either encourage or

discourage day surgery. The anesthesiologist’s preopera-

tive assessment is extremely important, because he/she has

primary responsibility for the perioperative- and immedi-

ately postoperative phase.357 Other hospital-, physician-

and patient-related factors must be considered also.345 In a

facility with considerable day surgery experience and a

good infrastructure (i.e. easy availability of pre-assessment

consultation and a smoothly functioning day surgery cen-

ter), a large percentage of IH repairs may occur in day

surgery. Surgical factors (quick operations and few com-

plications) and anesthetic factors (effective pain and nausea

control making rapid patient discharge possible) may

influence the decision to proceed with day surgery.

Day surgery for IH repair is becoming increasingly more

popular.354, 356 In Spain in 2005, day surgery inguinal

herniorrhaphies constituted 34% of the total.364 From 2000

to 2010 the rate of IH day surgeries in the Netherlands

increased from 36 to 54%.265, 296 Data from the Swedish

National Registry indicate that 75% of IH repairs are per-

formed in day surgery. From 2000 to 2009 the incidence of

day surgery for IHs increased from 62 to 87% in the

Northern Italian Veneto region.358 However, this consid-

erable regional variation is not explained solely by the

scientific evidence supporting the acceptability of day

surgery IH repair. Healthcare financing and reimbursement

almost certainly play a role.365

Discussion

Our present and future challenge is to provide ever more

effective, less invasive, and safe ambulatory hernia surgery

to a broadening array of complex, aged and sicker patients.

More studies are needed on these high-risk groups to

determine acceptable safety and outcome parameters. For

now, the available evidence supports the idea that many

patients are well served by day surgery repair of IHs.

Chapter 10

Meshes

D. Weyhe and U. Klinge

General introduction

Because of human anatomy and physiology, mesh must

conform to a certain structure and stability profile.

Requirements for mesh construction include: sufficient

strength to reinforce the repair, the ability to stretch,

elasticity, the ability to integrate into tissues without

forming blocking scars, a low risk of precipitating chronic

inflammation, and a low risk of bacterial adherence.

Although postoperative complications may occur due to

poor surgical technique or patient-specific risk factors, the

risk of complications may be increased by the use of a

poorly designed mesh. Mesh selection is therefore an

important factor to consider if one wishes to optimize

surgical outcomes.

The porosity, elasticity, strength and the polymer itself

are mechanical properties, which all influence tissue reac-

tion. A general classification, which is based on a specific

property of the mesh and which is able to reflect all risks,

currently is not available, and even hardly conceivable.

Unfortunately, most of studies have only used the term

lightweight (LWM) and heavyweight (HWM) as classifi-

cation criteria; and no further details of the meshes were

given in the published data. This must be considered in

evaluation of results, statements and recommendations

outlined below.

Key question

KQ10.a Is there a ‘‘best mesh’’? What characteristics are

important and can be used for classifying the mesh-related

risks?
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Evidence in literature

Various factors may impact mesh-related complica-

tions.366–379 These factors have been identified from human

anatomy studies, studies of mesh-related failures, numer-

ous preclinical tests in animal species, and in vitro tests.

• Material reduction can decrease mesh-related compli-

cation risk; larger pore flat meshes have a lower risk of

mesh-related complications than do small-pore flat

meshes.

• A tensile strength[ 16 N/cm2 is unnecessary for

meshes used in groin hernia repair.373, 377, 380

• Shrinkage and stiffness of flexible meshes is affected

by scar tissue. Smaller inter-filament distances and

pores have an increased risk of bridging by scar

tissue.366, 378

• For mechanical stress, mesh deformation lengthwise is

linked to pore-size reduction. Therefore, prevention of

pore collapse to avoid bridging scars requires high

structural load stability of the textile

construction.381–386

• Plugs, when compared with flat meshes, have higher

risks of extensive fibrosis and are more likely to

stimulate an intense inflammatory reaction, thereby

resulting in nonconforming biomechanical

properties.366, 382

Mechanical properties

Characterization and classification of in vivo mesh mate-

rials must account for functional and biological outcomes.

Modifications of polymers will result in substantially dif-

ferent biological responses. Any attempt to stratify meshes’

impact on surgical outcomes has to consider the complex

interplay between the polymer, the textile structure with

fiber, the total amount of material, the porosity, the con-

figuration of textile bindings, the implant location, and the

mechanical strain placed upon the implant. None of these

parameters in isolation are able to predict the inflammatory

and fibrotic tissue response and classify meshes across all

mesh-related complications. Due to manufacturing process,

textile meshes often have considerable anisotropy with

different mechanical properties when stressed vertically or

horizontally. Therefore, any measurement of strength and

elasticity is strongly affected by the setting of the test

procedure (e.g., tensile strength tested on mesh strips or by

puncture test, width of the mesh sample, or distinct direc-

tions of the mesh fibers in the test unit). As a result, the

strength and elasticity of anisotropic meshes cannot be

expressed as a single number.373, 379 Current data on

physiological biomechanical requirements are flawed and

only provide rough estimates for the mesh’s mechanical

characteristics. In groin hernia repair, the tensile strength of

meshes does not need to be[ 16 N/cm,2 but it is unknown

whether a minimum strength requirement exists. For con-

struction of a mesh a monofilamental polypropylene com-

position is recommended, as multifilamental meshes tend

to show a higher infection potential.387 Mesh shrinkage is

seen as a consequence of the contracting scar tissue in the

mesh area. Depending of the local inflammatory activity

and the amount of scar, it is found in a range from 20% up

to 90% in the so-called meshoma.388 Preclinical studies

show that high structural stability may help to reduce mesh

shrinkage.381

Pore size and effective porosity

One mesh classification focuses on the risk for mesh

infection and separates meshes with pores\ 10 lm (high

risk for infection) from those with pores[ 75 lm (low

risk).370 Another classification stratifies by risk for fibrotic

bridging (defined as pores completely filled by scar), sep-

arating large-pore meshes ([ 1 mm, effective poros-

ity[ 0%) from small-pore meshes (\ 1 mm, effective

porosity = 0%).366 Small-pore constructions have a higher

risk for fibrotic bridging, whereas large-pore constructions

have a lower risk. A pore size[ 1.0 mm defines ‘‘large-

pore-size’’ but there is no consensus on this definition.

Some guidelines use a definition for large-pore-size

as[ 1.5 mm.241 For the newer meshes, larger pore size is
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usually associated with reduced amount of material.

Importantly, pore size measurement is not accurate if

looking only at length or width in one dimension, ignoring

the geometry of the pore. However, a technique does exist

to provide an accurate measurement of the critical pore

sizes, which can avoid fibrotic bridging.371 Therefore,

studies using only the designation ‘‘small pore’’ or ‘‘large

pore’’ have inherent limitations unless they use the tech-

nique described by Mühl371 or an equivalent.

Amount of material

The weight of a mesh in g/m2 has been used to classify the

devices in groups of higher or lower inflammation, foreign-

body reaction, risk for infection and fibrosis.366, 370 Cor-

respondingly sub-grouping of meshes by weight has been

proposed.372, 373 However, mesh weight is strongly affec-

ted by the specific density of the chosen polymer, e.g.,

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) has a specific density of

1.77 g/cm3 and is therefore considerably heavier than

polypropylene (0.91 g/cm3) or polyester (1.38 g/cm3).389

Therefore, the overall weight of meshes might vary con-

siderably despite comparable mesh construction.390 Fur-

thermore, the use just of weight without considering the

porosity is inappropriate to be able to predict the tissue

response. Meshes with very small pores induced remark-

ably increased inflammation despite reduced weight.391

Thus, weight alone is an inappropriate parameter for mesh

classification in hernia surgery.

Conclusion

A single classification system that considers all relevant

risk factors for all kind of complications, e.g. pain, infec-

tion, recurrence, or operative complications is difficult if

not impossible to develop. Thus HerniaSurge recommends

that surgeons be acquainted with the fact that every specific

device has its specific risk pattern, which is strongly

affected by the surgical procedure and the patient’s

biology.

Key question

KQ10.b Which mesh characteristics with impact on clin-

ical outcome should be considered?

Evidence in literature

Meshes in open and laparoscopic repair

Overall, 23 RCTs relate mesh material to some clinical

outcomes.147, 164, 170, 182, 392–410 Eight of those 23 RCTs

did not find significant differences. However, all the trials

are small and are too underpowered to detect any differ-

ences of practical concern. Therefore, the lack of any sig-

nificant difference does not automatically imply equality of

the compared meshes with regard to the observed outcome,

and thus provide no arguments against a possible impact of

the mesh material for outcome. 15 RCTs confirmed an

impact of the material on outcome. There is strong evi-

dence that mesh selection can change clinical outcomes

(e.g. foreign-body sensation, chronic pain, sperm motil-

ity411 and recurrence). The effect of mesh selection on risk/

benefit ratios for individual patients has yet to be defined.

Large-pore size meshes

Currently, no distinction is made between large-pore-size

and lightweight meshes. Research to date has focused

mainly on mesh weight. Only one study compared a mesh

with 3–4 mm to a 1-mm mesh in Lichtenstein technique.412

A significant difference with regard to chronic pain was not

observed. However, preclinical studies suggest that meshes

with larger pores ([ 1 mm) positively influence integration

into adjacent tissue.381, 413, 414

Lightweight meshes

The so-called lightweight meshes (LWM) are typically

defined as mesh constructs with large-pore size and

reduced weight. However, lightweight meshes with small

pores are also available.390 Considering the major impact

of pore size on tissue reaction, comparisons of meshes with

different weight have to include only materials with similar

pore sizes. There are only a small number of studies on this

issue, which compare different outcomes of only large-pore
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meshes of different weight in Lichtenstein, TEP or TAPP

surgery. These studies will be discussed in KQ10c.

Discussion

Though some of the clinical (RCT)studies have presented

significantly different results between different treatment

groups, many could not, and ended up in non-significant

differences. This is often interpreted as equivalence, which

is not justified.

Complications in mesh-based hernia surgery sometimes

are mesh-related, but often result from failures during the

surgical procedure, impaired wound healing, and/or by

material-induced inflammation and scarring with subse-

quent functional damage. A mix of risk factors for com-

plications is always at play. These limitations and

confounders mean that statistically significant differences

are achieved only in some studies focussing just on the

comparison of materials. Whereas a significantly improved

outcome in a comparative clinical study can serve as an

argument for a specific device, as obviously the impact

exceeds the risk of an alpha-error; however, the non-find-

ing of a significant difference may not serve as an argument

due to the low statistical power in most studies. Cohorts of

less than 1000 patients usually are related with an unac-

ceptable risk for a beta-error (which means that the finding

is not representing the truth). The absence of a significant

finding therefore usually results from the limitations of the

sample size rather than can be regarded as a real fact.

Consecutively, to prove the similarity of two materials with

all their possible confounders almost is impossible in

clinical studies!

Key question

KQ10.c Are outcomes influenced by mesh weight? Do

lightweight meshes have benefits in open or laparoscopic

IH repair?

Introduction

There is an ongoing debate about the mesh type best suited

for IH repair. So-called LWMs are supposedly associated

with lower discomfort and less pain. However, they are

feared to result in higher recurrence rates than so-called

HWMs.393, 415–417 The analysis presented below—with

special attention to data from meta-analyses—is intended

to clarify the issue.

Evidence in literature

Open surgery

Some prospective randomized studies using Lichtenstein

technique show advantages for LWM during the first

postoperative weeks and months (\ 3 months) with regard

to pain.404, 412, 418, 419 Two of those studies evaluated long-

term chronic pain (60 months follow-up). Those studies do

not find differences between LWM and HWM. Meta-

analyses find fewer instances of chronic pain for LWM in

the long term.415, 419–421 Those analyses are strongly
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influenced by one study with a follow-up of only

12 months. A difference between LWM and HWM in

Lichtenstein technique with regard to recurrence rate was

not found in those meta-analyses.

TAPP surgery

In TAPP there were no differences in perioperative or

chronic pain with LWM. However, postoperative recovery

following TAPP seems to improve with LWMs.422 One

study with a 3-year follow-up did find a significant dif-

ference between light (35 g/m2) and very-lightweight mesh

(15 g/m2) in TAPP repairs. A lower incidence of chronic

pain with the use of extra-light mesh was shown in this

study.423 However, results of this study should be viewed

with caution since both meshes were LWM, and the weight

difference of 20 g/m2 only results in an overall difference

in weight of 0.218 g for a 10 cm 9 15 cm mesh.390 This

difference might be viewed as not clinically relevant.

Another study showed that, despite higher perioperative

analgesia requirements with HWM, the incidence of chronic

pain is similar to that seen with LWM.424 Recurrence rates

following TAPP repairs are the same with LWM and

HWM.422 In conclusion, with regard to chronic pain and

recurrence rates until now a relevant difference between

LWM and HWM in TAPP technique has not been verified,

whereas clinical convalescence seems to improve with LWM.

TEP surgery

To date, 1650 patients have been studied over periods ranging

from 3 to 12 months in prospective randomized trials. Some

studies have found slight advantages concerning chronic

groin pain and other symptoms like foreign-body feeling or

discomfort to LWM in TEP surgery.393, 394, 396, 408 Higher

risk for recurrence rate when using LWM was not observed.

Systematic reviews and meta-analysis

Three meta-analyses reviewing various aspects of TEP or

TAPP laparo-endoscopic surgery have been pub-

lished.415–417 Review results varied slightly with regard to

endpoints, recurrence rates, postoperative pain, chronic

pain, return-to-work and seroma formation. One of the

meta-analyses concluded that short- and long-term results

following surgery with either LWM or HWM are compa-

rable across all relevant endpoints.416 A second concluded

that there were probably higher recurrence rates with

LWM, but less groin pain and foreign-body sensation.417

The third also concluded that LWM was associated with

less groin pain and foreign-body sensation, but found no

increase in recurrence rate.415 All called for more studies

on the topic; two suggested that studies with longer follow-

up times be performed. The three meta-analyses differed

broadly due to study selection for inclusion, heterogeneity

of the selected studies, and quality assessment of the

included studies. Additionally, the three meta-analyses

only included RCTs published prior to 2012. Since then,

two relevant RCTs have been published. A large 2015

study found no difference between LWM and HWM in the

incidence of groin pain and foreign-body sensation.425 A

2012 study concluded that, compared with a HWM, an

LWM provided no reduction in chronic groin pain and

foreign-body sensation at 3-year follow-up.391 There were

no inter-group differences in recurrence rates.

Discussion

Regarding the many debates over different techniques and

different implants, the quality of the meta-analyses on

mesh is crucial for good decision-making and guidance of

surgical practice. Unfortunately, most of the studies

demonstrate a considerable heterogeneity of studies when

defining inclusion criteria, comparing techniques and

material, or outcome. As the final result often depends on

the specific data of only some few studies, their inclusion

or exclusion may lead to conflicting conclusions. Also,

selection criteria remain quite unclear in some cases.

For example, a 2012 publication did not take into account

some prospective randomized trials.405, 422, 424 and instead

case control studies were included.426 A 2013 article

included the aforementioned studies, but also included a

surgeon’s-choice randomized study that was mistakenly

considered to be computer generated. Also, the three meta-

analyses from 2012 to 2013 did not properly account for

differences in fixation techniques and combined modified

laparo-endoscopic techniques (TEP/TAPP) as well. Some

of the included studies did not describe the mesh fixation

technique used or compared different fixation

methods.396, 406, 408, 424, 427

Given the bias in all studies HerniaSurge can only weakly

suggest to use an LWM when considering postoperative

pain as outcome.

Mesh–foreign-body reaction

Introduction

Mesh implantation induces a foreign-body reaction in the

recipient’s tissues leading to an encapsulation of the

polymer fibers by a granuloma of inflammatory and fibrotic

cells. Since inflammation is related to scar formation, any

chronic inflammatory process results in permanent cell

turnover which in turn leads to scar accumulation and

constantly increasing collagen deposition. Considering the

functional consequences of excessive scarring, the matter

of chronic inflammation at mesh/tissue interfaces is

important since it may represent a permanent risk for

patients. A related issue is whether the foreign-body

reaction attenuates over time. Both issues impact risk

assessment for mesh implants.
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Key question

KQ10.d Does chronic inflammation occur at mesh/tissue

interfaces?

Evidence in literature

Tissue reaction to mesh has been studied in various animal

models (e.g. mice, rats, rabbits, sheep and others) with a

follow-up of up to 2 years in rodents and up to 3 years in

sheep. All these studies confirm persistent chronic inflam-

mation at mesh/tissue interfaces as a consequence of

physiologic foreign-body reactions. Inflammatory intensity

varies with mesh location, animal species, mesh material,

textile construction, time and individual host response.

Studies of human mesh explants were published in 2007

and 2012 with follow-ups of 3–15 years.366, 428 Most

meshes were explanted due to complications, which may

lead to increases in local inflammation, whereas some

mesh/tissue specimens were taken as biopsies during

revision procedures for other reasons. Although inflam-

matory intensity varied considerably, a foreign-body

granuloma with macrophages and foreign-body giant cells

(reflecting persistent inflammation) has always been con-

firmed. Since chronic inflammation stimulates local fibrosis

and scar formation, long-term complications of this mesh-

adjacent process must be considered. The risk/benefit ratio

for patients is unknown presently.

Erosion

Introduction

Erosion of foreign bodies in human tissue is a well-known

phenomenon. Mesh is placed in soft tissues with rapid

remodeling of adjacent tissues. When biomechanical strain

occurs, mesh migration is often observed in the direction of

the pulling forces. HerniaSurge only speaks of ‘‘erosion’’.

Key question

KQ10.e Is late-onset mesh erosion unavoidable?

Evidence in literature

Mesh erosion has been reported with all current polymers

and following all hernia repair procedures.429–494 A major

message of all relevant studies is the fact that 20 postop-

erative years may pass before symptoms of mesh migration

occur.

Risk of mesh movement is reduced by the use of large

flat mesh in a tension-free setting. Smaller mesh surface

area and tensile forces on the mesh increases the risk.

Correspondingly, for groin hernias specifically, most

reports describe early (2–3 years) plug migration. Flat

mesh erosion is uncommon.

There are several reports of mesh erosion after hiatal

hernia and incisional hernia repair.495

Up to now, there is no polymer or no mesh construction

known that is free from the risk of erosion if placed in a

setting with tensile forces.
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A 2015 MRI-based study of mesh erosion at 3 months

following TAPP did not detect any substantial change in

mesh location.429

Mesh rejection reactions

Introduction

While it is true that hernia meshes induce immunological

reactions, there is no strong evidence of adaptive

immunological reaction, i.e. leading to allergic reactions. If

so-called mesh ‘‘rejection’’ seems to be occurring, a bac-

terial infection should be suspected.

Key question

KQ10.f Do mesh polymers elicit rejection reactions?

Evidence in literature

In the medical literature, there is no human study of the

immunogenicity of hernia mesh polymers. Some animal

studies do exist, only one demonstrating antibodies against

polyester textiles in rats.496 There are no reports of

detectable B-cell or T-cell responses to mesh of any type.

In light of current knowledge, there is no need to consider

allergic reactions to mesh.

Notably, only a few polymers (e.g. PVDF) can be used

without additives and these are supplemented with color

particles. It may be that some of these adjuvants might

stimulate an allergic or autoimmune syndrome in some

patients. However, this has not been reported as of this

chapter’s writing.

Mesh degradation

Introduction

Degradation here refers to complete or partial fragmenta-

tion (after placement in living tissue) of a non-absorbable

polymer used for hernia mesh fiber construction (e.g.

ePTFE, polyester, polypropylene, and polyvinylidene flu-

oride). Over time, most polymers do show alteration or

degradation of their polymeric structure. These changes

may become clinically relevant when mechanical loading

occurs. It may be prudent to assume that hernia mesh

implant instability can occur after several decades.

Key question

KQ10.g Does mesh degradation occur?

Evidence in literature

Under electron microscopy, human mesh explants (polye-

ster, polypropylene or ePTFE) all show signs of degrada-

tion.197, 428, 497–500 PVDF has the highest resistance to

degradation.501 Local infection or exposure to bodily fluids

and cells can accelerate mesh degradation.502

Several investigators have studied textile structure

resistance during repetitive loading in vitro and have found
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rapid and irreversible deformation of the textile struc-

ture.367–369 The clinical relevance of this finding is

unknown.

Mesh risk for carcinogenesis

Introduction

If mesh implants confer an increased carcinogenic risk,

this will severely affect the risk/benefit ratio of mesh-based

surgery.

Key question

KQ10.h Is there a risk for carcinogenesis at meshes’

interfaces?

Evidence in literature

It is clear that foreign bodies like textile mesh can induce

malignancies in rodents, particularly in rats.503–508

Thankfully though, there is no evidence that hernia meshes

measurably increase the malignant transformation rate in

humans.

There are, however, two reports worthy of mention. In

one, abdominal wall fibromatosis developed in two patients

after laparoscopic mesh placement.509 In another, aggres-

sive squamous cell cancer occurred at the site of chronic

mesh infection, and this may be regarded as mesh-induced

cell proliferation/malignancy.510

In 2000, The International Agency for Research on

Cancer stated that ‘‘Polymeric implants prepared as thin

smooth films (with the exception of poly-glycolic acid))

are possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B)’’.511

There is inadequate evidence in humans for the car-

cinogenicity of non-metallic implants other than those

made of silicone.511

In summary, there is no evidence that meshes mean-

ingfully increase carcinogenesis risk. Thus, the risk for

mesh-related carcinogenesis need not be considered in the

risk/benefit evaluation of a mesh repair.

Patient age risks

Introduction

Patient age is often a critical consideration in many sur-

gical procedures. Many IH surgery patients have years of

productive life ahead of them. Therefore, it is important to

know if patient age affects the complication risk profile.

Key question

KQ10.i Is there an age-associated risk for mesh-related

complications?

Evidence in literature

There are no adequately age-adjusted studies of compli-

cations following mesh-based IH repair. Also, no data exist

on length of implantation period as an independent risk

factor for complications.

There are, however, registry data indicating that

increased patient age (especially[ 65 years) is a risk

factor for complications.78

Several studies indicate that complications following

mesh repair can occur after years. Mesh explantation, for

example, usually occurs 2–3 years after

implantation.366, 512
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National registry data analyses usually show a nearly

linear increase in reoperation rate, reflecting a permanent

risk with an almost constant incidence over time.78, 513, 514

It is therefore, reasonable and logical to think that lifetime

risk of complications will be increased for younger

patients, though there are no data confirming this. A long

implantation period should be considered a mesh-related

complication risk factor when considering the risk/benefit

ratio of mesh repair.

Mesh shrinkage

Introduction

Shrinkage of the mesh—caused mainly by collagen short-

ening—results in physiological wound contraction. This

phenomenon, in turn, is related to scar tissue amount,

influenced by surgery-induced local tissue trauma and

patient-specific responses to tissue injury.

Key question

KQ10.j Does mesh shrinkage occur, and if so, to what

extent?

Evidence in literature

It is known that certain patients develop enhanced scar

formation and/or marked wound contraction, whereas

others do not. It is also known that textile meshes induce a

chronic foreign-body reaction with local inflammation and

fibrosis (see KQ10e). In the case of small-pore meshes this

reaction can bridge the entire inter-filament distance.366, 382

Thus, small-pore meshes develop increased shrinkage in

the area of surgical trauma. Mesh infection, with its

resultant inflammation and increased fibrosis, exacerbates

this process and results in even more shrinkage.

Of note, mesh polymers themselves do not shrink, but

the textile itself shortens, pulled together by the contracting

scar.366 Thick and stiff filaments in a rigid textile implant

resist shrinkage more than large-pore meshes and offer

flexibility adapted to surrounding tissues.381

Mesh shrinkage varies markedly. For plugs, a volume

reduction due to shrinkage of up to 90% has been reported

with the formation of a so-called meshoma.515 It is rea-

sonable that mesh area shrinkage of greater than 50%

increases postoperative risks and should be avoided if

possible by minimizing surgical trauma and/or foreign-

body reaction.388, 515–529

Studies of MRI-visible large-pore PVDF mesh report an

up to 20% reduction in mesh surface area indicating a

shortening across length and width of about 10%.530 These

studies confirm the results of a 2011 trial performed with

digital computed radiographs and metal clips at a Licht-

enstein mesh border.518

However, today these changes are small in relation to

the accuracy of the CT/MRI measurements, and thus need

to be confirmed by further studies.

Chapter 11

Mesh fixation

R. H. Fortelny, D. L. Sanders and A. Montgomery

Introduction

Synthetic mesh fixation in both open and laparo-endo-

scopic hernia repair involves a consideration of the strength

of fixation versus the risk of trauma to local tissues and
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nerve damage through entrapment. Mesh fixation compli-

cations include: mesh migration, adhesions, erosion and

hernia recurrence,531–535 ‘‘meshoma’’ formation,536 tack

hernias,537 chronic pain,538–543 and infection.544, 545 A

number of RCTs—also summarized in meta-analyses—

have compared different mesh fixation methods in both

open and laparo-endoscopic IH repair. Various mesh fixa-

tion methods exist including: tacks, staples, self-fixing,

fibrin sealants (FSs), glues and sutures. However, consen-

sus does not exist about a ‘‘best’’ fixation method, so

methods used are based on surgeons’ preferences. Evi-

dence that a particular fixation method improves patient-

based or surgical outcome measures may have a significant

impact on clinical practice. Analyses below covers two

topics: fixation in open hernia repair and fixation in laparo-

endoscopic hernia repair. Special patient-related circum-

stances are also highlighted.

Open inguinal/femoral primary hernia repair

Key question

KQ11.a

Which fixation methods are appropriate in primary open

anterior mesh inguinal and femoral hernia repairs?

Evidence in literature

The search yielded eight systematic reviews on the subject

of mesh fixation in primary open IH

repair.173, 175, 177, 546–551 Seven of these reviews assessed

IH repair using an anterior mesh repair while one assessed

both open anterior and laparoscopic repairs.

Systematic reviews on fixation methods

Mesh fixation methods were assessed in one moderate-

quality systematic review of 12 RCTs involving 1992

primary IH repairs.551 Data heterogeneity precluded per-

formance of a meta-analysis. Four studies compared n-

butyl-2 cyanoacrylate (NB2C) glues to sutures, two

compared self-fixing meshes to sutures, four compared

fibrin sealant to sutures, one compared tacks to sutures,

and one compared absorbable sutures to non-absorbable

sutures. Per GRADE guidelines, none of the RCTs were

rated as high quality. The most common reasons for low

or very low study grading were: lack of power calcula-

tions, small subject numbers, short follow-up periods, and

poorly matched groups (for age, hernia size and

comorbidities).

Recurrence

Thirteen of 26 recurrences were reported in one study with

a 5-year follow-up utilizing NB2C glue.552 There were no

significantly different recurrence rates found between fix-

ation methods in any of the RCTs, although long-term

recurrence rates have not been determined and large her-

nias often have been excluded.

Infection rates

Surgical site infection (SSI) data were included in eight of

the studies. No study distinguished between superficial and

deep SSI. SSI diagnostic criteria were infrequently docu-

mented. Overall infection rates ranged from 0 to 3.5%; and

infection resulted in three mesh explantations. Choice of

fixation method did not result in any significant difference

in infection rates.

Chronic pain

All studies included chronic pain data. Most defined

chronic pain as pain persisting beyond 3 months a range of

definitions was though used (range 3–12 months). One

study did not include a chronic pain definition.553 Five

studies measured chronic pain incidence at

3 months,552, 554–557 two only at 6 months,168, 409 and three

only at 1 year.171, 558, 559 One study used a composite

endpoint of pain, numbness, and groin discomfort at 1 year

(at 6 months if 1-year data were not available).

Overall, chronic pain rates ranged from 0 to 36.3%. The

combined chronic pain rates for mesh fixation of various

types were: 14.7% for sutures, 7.6% for NB2C glue, 3.7%

for FS, and 18.2% for self-fixing meshes.
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Nine studies reported no significant difference in

chronic pain between fixation methods. Three identified a

significant reduction with NB2C glue556 or FS409, 560

compared with sutures. One RCT of moderate quality

randomized 316 patients to either Tisseel�/Tissucol� or

2/0 Prolene� sutures and reported a significant reduction in

chronic pain at 6 months (defined as VAS[ 3) with FS

versus sutures (8.1 vs. 14.8%, p = 0.035).560 A very low-

quality RCT of 148 patients randomized to either Quixil�

FS fixation of lightweight mesh or Vicryl� suture fixation

of a heavyweight mesh found chronic pain at 6-month

follow-up (determined by mean VAS scores) was lower in

the FS/lightweight mesh group (0 vs. 7.8%, p\ 0.001).409

Two further RCTs, the first comparing suture fixation with

self-gripping ProGrip mesh and the second comparing

suture fixation with fibrin glue reported no difference in

chronic pain.182, 561

Pain within the first week postoperatively

Six RCTs reported on pain in the first postoperative week.

Three studies noted significantly lower mean VAS scores at

one or more assessment times within week one, with FS,409

NB2C glue,555 or self-fixing mesh168 compared with suture

fixation. Two RCTs reported no significant difference in

mean VAS scores between fixation methods.557, 560 A

significant reduction in postoperative pain within the first

24 h was observed with non-suture compared with suture

fixation in three RCTs. The mean difference in VAS scores

was 0.80 (p\ 0.001) with FS,409 1.44 (p = 0.031) with

self-fixing mesh,168 and 0.90 (p = 0.003) with NB2C

glue.555 Notably, all these RCTs were graded as very low

quality because of small patient numbers or confounding

variables. Furthermore, only one of these studies (FS ver-

sus suture fixation) showed a sustained difference in pain

scores 1 week postoperatively.409 A subsequent moderate-

quality RCTs comparing fibrin glue fixation with suture

fixation in 102 randomized patients, reported lower post-

operative pain measured on a VAS of 1–10 with fibrin glue

fixation at 1 week (VAS 0.28 lower than with suture fix-

ation, p\ 0.05) and at 1 month (VAS 0.26 lower than with

suture fixation, p\ 0.05).561 A high-quality RCT including

557 men randomized to open anterior repair with suture

fixation versus self-gripping ProGrip mesh reported that

early postoperative pain scores were lower with self-grip-

ping mesh than with sutured lightweight mesh: mean VAS

(0–150) pain score relative to baseline 1 1.3 and 1 8.6,

respectively, at discharge (p = 0.033), and mean surgical

pain scale score relative to baseline 1 4.2 and 1 9.7

respectively on day 7 (p = 0.027). Although the results of

these studies reveal statistically significant reduced pain

after atraumatic fixation, the clinical significance of small

changes in VAS scores in unclear.182

Operative time

Operative times were reported in 10 RCTs. Five reported

significantly shorter operative times with non-suture mesh

fixation. Two of these studies compared self-fixing meshes

with suture fixation and reported 9-min (p = 0.01)171 and

12-min (p = 0.008)168 reductions in mean operative times.

Similarly, reduced mean operative times of 6 min were

reported in two studies comparing NB2C glue with suture

fixation.552, 556 A reduced mean operative time of 18 min

(p\ 0.001) was reported in one study comparing FS with

suture fixation.409 Three meta-analyses, all published in

2013—two of moderate.546, 547 and one of low quality
548—have examined glue versus suture fixation in open

anterior mesh IH repair. Despite methodological differ-

ences, all three meta-analyses reported an approximate

2–3 min shorter operative time with glue compared with

sutures. The clinical significance of this small difference is

debatable. One of the meta-analyses reported no difference

in other outcomes including chronic pain (RR 1.60; 95% CI

0.78, 3.28; z = 1.28; p = 0.20), while the other two

reported reduced postoperative pain (RR 0.46, 95% CI

0.22–0.97; p = 0.01) and chronic pain (RR 0.51, 95% CI

0.31–0.87; p = 0.01). These differences are remarkable,

given that the articles were all published within the same

year, and may reflect selection criteria for included studies

and the meta-analysis methods used.

Three additional meta-analyses, all published in

2013/2014, and all of low quality, have examined self-

fixing meshes compared with suture fixation in open

anterior mesh IH repair.173, 175, 177 All reviewed data from

the same primary studies of 1353 patients. No inter-group

differences in recurrence, chronic pain or SSI were found.

However, shorter operative times (range of 1–9 min) were

noted with self-fixing mesh.

Laparo-endoscopic inguinal/femoral primary hernia repair

Key questions

KQ11.b Is mesh fixation necessary in endoscopic TEP

inguinal/femoral hernia repair in adults?

KQ11.c Are there specific indications for mesh fixation in

endoscopic TEP inguinal/femoral hernia repair in adults?

KQ11.d Is mesh fixation ever recommended in laparo-

scopic TAPP inguinal/femoral hernia repair in adults?

KQ11.e If using mesh fixation, what types should be used

in TEP and TAPP inguinal/femoral hernia repairs?
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Evidence in literature

Pubmed and Cochrane databases were systematically

searched, yielding a total of 67 papers of which 34 were

included after applying strict inclusion (SIGN) criteria.

Following the GRADE approach for Guidelines the

reviews by Schäfer et al.,562 Morales-Conde.563 and For-

telny.549 were excluded. Of the 34 included papers, five are

systematic reviews/meta-analyses,550, 564–567 17 are

RCTs,568–584 and 12 are case control studies (CCS).581–594

Fixation versus non-fixation in TEP and TAPP

The systematic review and meta-analyses565–567—all

judged to be of moderate quality per GRADE guidelines—

revealed no significant differences in the rates of recur-

rence or postoperative pain between permanent tack fixa-

tion and non-fixation in either TEP or TAPP.

Recurrence

For TEP repair, the results of six RCTs,573, 575, 579, 581, 583, 584

three case control studies,573, 593, 594 and two meta-analy-

ses566, 567 demonstrate no significant risk of recurrence fol-

lowing mesh non-fixation.

For TAPP repair, one RCT of moderate quality, com-

paring tack fixation with non-fixation demonstrated no

significant difference in recurrence risk.

Notably, the RCTs cited above contain only limited

information on hernia-defect size and type. This is espe-

cially true regarding the percentage of large direct hernias

(type M3, EHS classification).

Based on the results of a multivariate analysis of 11,230

cases from a Herniamed registry study,595 a significant risk

of recurrence is found not only in the group of non-fixation

in case of direct hernias but also for combined hernias

[combined versus medial: OR 1.137 (95% CI

0.656–1.970); lateral versus medial: OR 0.463 (95% CI

0.303–0.707); p\ 0.001].

Acute and chronic pain

The three meta-analyses565–567 of eight RCTs revealed no

significant differences in acute and chronic postoperative

pain566, 567, 573 Of the RCTs studying TEP

repair573, 575, 579, 581, 583 only one575 detected significantly

less acute and chronic pain in the non-fixation group. The

sole RCT on TAPP repair582 showed no significant dif-

ference for chronic pain in the non-fixation group. Of three

case control TEP repair studies,593, 594, 596 only one596

revealed a significantly lower rate of acute postoperative

pain in the non-fixation group.

Reporting on preoperative pain is one of the greatest

shortcomings of almost all studies. This information is

essential to identify patients at high risk for postoperative

chronic pain. Furthermore, the pain assessment within the

different studies displays significant heterogeneity.

The Swedish Hernia Register study on the impact of

mesh fixation on chronic pain in TEP in primary IH repair

in men enrolled 1110 patients. It compared permanent

fixation (PF) with no fixation (NF) or non-permanent fix-

ation (NPF)597 and revealed no difference regarding the

primary endpoint of pain (p\ 0.462) using Inguinal Pain

Questionnaire and SF-36 subscales as well as no difference

between PF- and NF-groups including subgroups of medial

hernias during a 7.5-year follow-up.

Operative time

In several meta-analyses, including data from both TEP-

and TAPP-RCTs, no significant differences in operative

times have been reported.297, 565, 566, 573, 575, 579, 581, 583 A

separate meta-analysis including three TEP-

RCTs579, 581, 593 revealed a significant reduction in oper-

ative time when mesh non-fixation was used.

Surgical site infection

Two RCTs581, 582 and one CCS594 on SSI demonstrated no

difference between fixation and non-fixation groups.

Permanent versus non-permanent fixation

(staple/tack vs glue) in TEP repair

Recurrence

Two meta-analyses of moderate quality550, 564 found no

significant recurrence rate difference between staple and

glue fixation methods. The results of three RCTs568, 572, 580
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included in the meta-analyses,550 as well as another four

CCSs585, 591, 592, 598 confirmed these findings.

Acute and chronic pain

One systematic review550 analyzed only RCTs including

TAPP repairs574, 577, 578 and one TEP repair580 Concerning

acute pain, the review analysis detected no significant

difference between staple and fibrin sealant groups. A

significant difference was found, however, in the incidence

of chronic pain favoring the fibrin sealant group. Another

review564 included one RCT580 and three CCSs591, 592, 598

and reported on chronic pain incidence only. Both

reviews550, 564 revealed significant advantages of glue

fixation in lessening the incidence of chronic pain. How-

ever, as noted, only one RCT580 was included in these two

systematic reviews. In total, three RCTs have been pub-

lished568, 572, 580 and detected no significant difference in

chronic pain when glue was compared to staple fixation.

Three case control trials,591, 592, 598 however, found sig-

nificantly less chronic pain in the glue fixation group.

Operative time

Two systematic reviews550, 564 failed to demonstrate an

operative time difference between groups undergoing dif-

ferent fixation methods. Similarly, one RCT580 and one

case control trial598 also noted no significant difference

although a different case control trial585 revealed longer

operative times in the glue group.

Surgical site infection

SSI rates were not significantly impacted by different fix-

ation methods across a systematic review,564 two

RCTs568, 580 and two case control trials591, 592 that exam-

ined the subject.

Permanent versus non-permanent fixation

(staple/tack vs glue) in TAPP repair

Recurrence

One meta-analysis of moderate quality that included only

RCTs574, 576–578 specifically addressed glue versus staple

fixation in TAPP repair.550 and reported no significant inter-

group difference. The results of six RCTs569, 571, 574, 576–578

and three case control trials586, 588, 589 confirmed this finding.

In addition to the meta-analyses and RCTs, a recently pub-

lished study from the Danish Hernia Database included 1535

patients and detected no significant difference using Cox

regression analysis [hazard ratio 0.8; 95% CI (0.5–1.2)]599 in

long-term reoperation rates and clinical recurrences (median

follow-up time of 31 months) in patients undergoing TAPP

IH repair with mesh fixation by fibrin sealant compared to

tacks.

Acute and chronic pain

One systematic review550 that included four

RCTs574, 576–578 found no significant difference in acute

postoperative pain between glue- and staple-fixation

groups. However, five RCTs569, 571, 576–578 and three

CCSs586, 588, 589 found significantly less acute pain after

glue versus staple fixation.

One systematic review550 revealed a significantly higher

incidence of chronic pain when the staple group was com-

pared with the glue group. In contrast, three of six

RCTs571, 574, 576 and two of three case control trials588, 589

reported no significant difference. An important criticism of

the systematic review550 was that it included 1-month follow-

up data from one study as chronic pain data. Another study574

showing no difference was excluded for unknown reasons.

Operative time

No significant difference was seen between fixation

methods in the systematic review.550

Surgical site infection

Two RCTs571, 578 and two CCSs586, 589 reported on sur-

gical site infection and no significant difference in SSI risk

was detected between fixation methods.

Self-fixing mesh in TAPP

One moderate-quality RCT compared self-fixing mesh to

glue fixation in TAPP repair.570 Short-term follow-up at

3 months found no hernia recurrences and no significant

differences in postoperative pain between groups. A CCS

had similar results.587

Discussion

In open primary groin hernia repair beyond the use of sutures

(non- or late-resorbable) for mesh fixation new atraumatic

devices (e.g. fibrin glue, cyanoacrylate, self-fixating meshes)

are safe in terms of recurrence (1 year) and reduce the risk of

acute postoperative pain (weak suggestion). Self-gripping

mesh is an acceptable form of treatment for primary IHs,

although only medium-term data are available and no

specific information on the outcome in larger (direct) her-

nias. It has no benefits over the Lichtenstein technique other

than a somewhat shorter operative time. The device’s addi-

tional cost must be considered (Chapter 6c). Glue fixation in

the Lichtenstein technique can be performed in hernias

limited to MII or LII types (EHS classification) according to

HerniaSurge Group consensus.

In TEP and TAPP inguinal/femoral hernia repair non-

fixation of mesh is recommended in almost all hernia types

except large medial defects (M3 EHS classification) where

mesh fixation is recommended. The fixation of large medial

defects in TEP/TAPP is expert opinion and consensus

within the HerniaSurge Group. A crucial precondition in

large medial defects is the use of an adequate size and

overlap of mesh and the reduction of the dead space caused

by the dilated transverse facia. To minimize the risk of

acute postoperative pain atraumatic fixation techniques

(fibrin glue, cyanoacrylate) should be considered.
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Chapter 12

Antibiotic prophylaxis

A. Montgomery, Th. J. Aufenacker and J. Bingener

Introduction

Prophylactic antibiotics in inguinal herniorrhaphies are

intended to prevent infections, which is particularly

important when prosthetic material is used. However,

unwarranted antibiotic use may create problems, notably

patient allergies, C. difficile infection, bacterial resistance

and increased costs, amongst others. Antibiotic use is

widely accepted in patients with risk factors and in con-

taminated and infected conditions. However, prophylactic

antibiotic use should be questioned under clean conditions

in patients with limited risk factors for infection. Current

evidence is presented.

Key questions

KQ12.a Are prophylactic antibiotics indicated in open

mesh repair in an average-risk patient in a low-risk

environment?

KQ12.b Are prophylactic antibiotics indicated in open

mesh repair in a high-risk patient in a low-risk

environment?

KQ12.c Are prophylactic antibiotics indicated in open

mesh repair in any patient in a high-risk environment?

KQ12.d Are prophylactic antibiotics indicated in

laparoscopic repair in any patient in any risk environment?

Evidence in literature

The latest Cochrane meta-analysis, encompassing 11 RCTs,

was published in 2012.600 Additional relevant and crucial

data were abstracted from papers published in 2013 and

2014.4, 601, 602 In total, 17 RCTs involving 5709 patients

were included to formulate the recommendations. Eight of

the articles included in this analysis are of high or moderate

quality while the rest are of low or very low quality.

Difficulties in data interpretation stem from the fact that

inclusion criteria vary broadly across the RCTs. This

variation encompasses patient risk factors (e.g. immuno-

suppression, diabetes, heart failure), hernia characteristics

(e.g. primary, bilateral, recurrent), and operative or post-

operative interventions (e.g. wound infection incidence,

hair shaving, drain use, seroma puncture). The current
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analysis accounts for this variation and defines average-

risk patients as those with primary hernias and minimal

individual or operative risk factors. Of note, only elective

operations are included in the 17 RCTs. High-risk

patients—with comorbidities like diabetes—are only ref-

erenced in two of the 17 articles, representing 8.3% of all

patients.603, 604

There is a potential risk of resistance to the prophylactic

antibiotic given varying between countries and different

settings. This problem is not highlighted in any study.

The wound infection rates in the placebo groups varied

widely, from 0 to 18%, likely reflecting the basal wound

infection rates in the study population. High wound

infection rates were noted in studies from Pakistan, Turkey,

Japan and parts of India and Spain, and may reflect local

differences in perioperative and operative practice.

Highly regarded guidelines and expert opinions hold

that a less than 5% wound infection rate in the placebo

group defines a low-risk environment. This cut-off has been

used for this analysis.4, 601 Accordingly, the 17 RCTs have

been divided into those involving low- and high-risk

environments and analyzed for potential benefit of antibi-

otic prophylaxis. A total of seven studies with 2838

patients comprise the low-risk environment group and ten

studies with 2871 patients make up the high-risk environ-

ment group.

The overall meta-analysis results of the RCTs have to be

corrected for a large clinical diversity (inclusion criteria

variations regarding diabetes and recurrent hernia) and

methodological diversity (surgical variations: drain use,

average surgical time, seroma aspiration, timing of shav-

ing) by using the random effect model.

Wound infections occurred in 2.3% (33/1444) of the

low-risk environment placebo group and 1.6% (23/1394) of

the prophylaxis group, confirming a lack of evidence for

prophylactic antibiotic benefit in the low-risk environment

group (OR 0.72; 95% CI 0.42–1.24; NNT 158) (Fig. 3).

Nine (0.3%) surgical site infections occurred, with no

difference between placebo and prophylaxis groups.
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Wound infection rates in the high-risk environment

group were 8.7% (107/1236) in the placebo group and

4.2% (69/1635) in the prophylactic antibiotics group

showing a clear benefit of antibiotic prophylaxis in this

setting (OR 0.49; 95% CI 0.33–0.74, NNT 24) (Fig. 4).

Fourteen (0.45%) patients developed deep surgical site

infections with no difference between placebo and antibi-

otic prophylaxis.

The 2014 annual report of the Swedish Inguinal Hernia

Register, which covers 95% of all hernia operations,

revealed that 5.6% out of the 14,053 patients operated upon

received antibiotic prophylaxis. Primarily high-risk

patients as defined by national guidelines received antibi-

otics. Postoperative infection rates were reported as 1.2%

in males and 1.5% in females.605

Germany’s national register ‘‘HerniaMed’’ reported on

the use of antibiotic prophylaxis.606 enrolling 85,000

patients (57% laparo-endoscopic operations). Antibiotic

prophylaxis was administered in 70% of patients and

infection was seen in 0.2% in the laparo-endoscopic group

and 0.6% in the open surgery group. In a multivariate

analysis on wound healing the OR was 0.318 (CI

0.23–0.44) comparing laparo-endoscopic to open opera-

tion. It is concluded that endoscopic repair per se has such

a high benefit in reducing wound infections, that the

administration of antibiotic prophylaxis is not necessary.

For open repair it was concluded that there was a benefit

for antibiotic prophylaxis, but this summary statement did

not account for factors like: reason for open or endoscopic

repair, use of drains, timing of shaving, seroma aspiration,

long operative time and bilateral repairs. Due to the low

incidence of infection, the number needed to treat was 323

to prevent one infection. Therefore, the clinical relevance

of this conclusion can be argued.

There is only one small, low-quality RCT demonstrating

no wound infections in any group in laparo-endoscopic IH

repairs. Data from large patient cohorts in national registers

do not support the use of antibiotic prophylaxis in these

patients.606, 607

Special circumstances for antibiotic use

There are very limited data on high-risk patients in a low-

risk environment. Two small studies address this issue but

only include a few patients who might be considered to

have any increased risk for postoperative surgical site

infection. A consensus does not exist on what constitutes a

high-risk patient in a low-risk environment for hernia

surgery. However, common surgical practice includes

antibiotic prophylaxis for increased-risk patients and these

currently also include those undergoing IH repair. This is

an area ripe for further studies.

Univariate and multivariate analysis of individual trials

reveals an increased risk of wound infections in patients

undergoing bilateral open hernia repairs and recurrent

hernia repairs. This is likely due to increased operative

time. There are insufficient data to draw conclusions on

antibiotic prophylaxis for high-risk patients with diabetes

or immunosuppression.
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In a high-risk environment (defined by a[ 5% inci-

dence of wound infection) there is a significant benefit of

antibiotic prophylaxis. Therefore, in institutions with high

wound infection rates, antibiotic prophylaxis is highly

recommended. Furthermore, in these institutions the gen-

eral risk factors influencing wound infections should be

checked (like hygiene routines, shaving on the day before

surgery and seroma aspiration, etc.).608

It is a fact that in some countries prophylactic antibiotics

are a required indicator and considered a quality measure

by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services. Her-

niaSurge recommends these countries to reconsider this

and adjust requirements to evidence-based guidelines.

Chapter 13

Anesthesia

A. R. Wijsmuller and P. Nordin

Key question

KQ13.a Does local anesthesia influence outcomes after

open repair of reducible inguinal hernia when compared

with general or regional anesthesia?

Introduction

General, regional and local anesthetic techniques are used

to facilitate open IH surgery. Regional anesthesia can be

performed via epidural, spinal and paravertebral routes.

However, a discussion of paravertebral anesthesia is not

included in this section since limited data are available on

this technique.

The ideal anesthetic technique: provides good periop-

erative and postoperative analgesia, produces optimal

operating conditions by immobility, is associated with few

complications, facilitates early patient discharge, and is

cost effective. The EHS guidelines on IH treatment rec-

ommends that local anesthesia be considered for all adult

patients with primary reducible unilateral IHs.

Evidence in literature

We identified one meta-analysis and five reviews com-

paring local to general anesthesia.609–614 Of 17 randomized

trials found,615–631 the most recent are included in the

reviews.616, 620, 629 SIGN analysis of the 2009 meta-anal-

ysis revealed methodological shortcomings.610 One short-

coming was the performance of a meta-analysis on urinary

retention despite heterogeneity between studies. In addi-

tion, urinary retention data from the largest RCT compar-

ing general to local anesthesia were omitted. These omitted

figures demonstrate a lower incidence of urinary retention

after local anesthesia when compared with general anes-

thesia.629 A more recent 2012 review did not perform a

meta-analysis because of included study design varia-

tion611, 614 and found a lower incidence of urinary retention

following local anesthesia.614
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When compared with general anesthesia, local anes-

thesia is more cost effective when hospital and total

healthcare costs are considered632 and provides earlier

patient mobilization and hospital discharge614 Although

perioperative pain sensation is reported and can sometimes

be a reason for conversion to general anesthesia,619 early

postoperative pain seems less in the local anesthesia

group.614 Some randomized studies report no inter-group

difference in satisfaction or quality of life with respect to

the operation and the first postoperative week.614, 615, 617

Others report higher patient satisfaction with the anesthetic

technique for patients randomized to local

anesthesia.618, 620

We identified five reviews609, 611–614 and 11 randomized

trials618, 620, 624, 625, 629, 633–638 comparing local to spinal

anesthesia. The most recent meta-analysis, published in

2012,614 did not include one randomized trial of spinal

versus local anesthesia.634 The authors of this meta-anal-

ysis performed an analysis with respect to urinary retention

and found a lower incidence of urinary retention in local

anesthesia patients.614 The incidence of reported postop-

erative pain varies, ranging from no difference to less early

postoperative pain after local anesthesia.614 Two random-

ized trials reported no differences in postoperative nau-

sea.618, 620 However, the largest randomized trial (with

more subjects than the other two trials combined) reported

less postoperative nausea in the local anesthetic group.629

The majority of studies report faster hospital discharge

after local anesthesia.614 Local is more cost effective than

spinal anesthesia when hospital and total healthcare

expenditures are compared.632 Crossover rates from local

and regional anesthesia to general anesthesia strongly favor

local anesthesia (1.9 versus 9.6%, respectively).629

Hernia registries provide insights into IH recurrence

risks with different anesthetic modalities. A Swedish Her-

nia Registry analysis of 59,823 patients found that local

anesthesia is associated with an increased risk of reopera-

tion for recurrence after primary IH repair.50 Using local

anesthesia as a reference, they reported reoperation relative

risks of 0.76 and 0.79 for regional and general anesthesia,

respectively. A Danish Hernia Database analysis of 43,123

patients reported an increased reoperation rate after local

anesthesia versus general or regional anesthesia after

direct—but not indirect—hernia repair.77 The same

database analysis found lower reoperation rates following

hernia repair by private hernia surgeons with uniform use

of local anesthesia when compared with primary IH repair

by general surgeons (possibly due to inexperience). They

concluded that local anesthesia use in a general hospital

might be a direct hernia recurrence risk factor, stressing the

importance of experience in the administration of local

anesthesia.

Cardiovascular disease accounts for most of the mor-

tality associated with elective hernia repair (see Chap-

ter 18).243 Therefore, correctly performed local anesthesia

might be preferable to regional and general anesthesia in

frail patients with severe systemic diseases (ASA class III).

An RCT has demonstrated that local anesthesia is associ-

ated with a superior ventilation and oxygenation pattern

when compared with general and regional anesthesia.635

Discussion, consensus, clarification of grading

Evidence strongly supports the idea that local anesthesia

has several advantages over general or regional anesthesia

in elective reducible IH repairs. As suggested by hernia

database analysis, hernia recurrence may be more common

following operation employing local anesthesia. Experi-

ence in local anesthetic administration might negate this

downside risk.

ASA class III patients undergoing IH repairs may ben-

efit by the administration of local anesthetic over regional

or general anesthetic. However, the evidence for this

potential benefit is weak.

Key question

KQ13.b Are outcomes different when open inguinal hernia

repairs are performed with regional versus general or local

anesthesia?

Introduction

The EHS Guidelines recommend against the use of spinal

anesthesia in open anterior IH repairs in adults.3 They also

cite general anesthesia with short-acting agents combined

with local infiltration anesthesia as a valid alternative to

local anesthesia alone.3
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Evidence in literature

Five reviews611–614, 639 and nine RCTs620, 624, 629, 631,

635, 640–642 comparing general to regional anesthesia were

identified. The majority of these RCTs compared general,

regional and local anesthesia.620, 624, 629, 635, 642 Two of

these five RCTs were excluded from this analysis since

they mainly focused on pulmonary function assess-

ment.624, 635 A 2002 review, based mostly on cohort

studies, and including 26,653 patients undergoing hernia

repair with either general or spinal anesthesia, did not

report a statistically significant inter-group difference (3

versus 2.4%, respectively).611

A 2012 review of four randomized trials with 180

patients reported inconclusive results on early postopera-

tive pain.614 The review indicated that there might be a

reduction in analgesic need in the early postoperative

period following spinal anesthesia. The effect on postop-

erative nausea was similarly inconclusive with one620 of

two RCTs reporting a significant difference favoring spinal

anesthesia while the other found no difference.620, 641

The same 2012 review reported faster patient discharge

after general anesthesia. No inter-group difference is

reported in patient satisfaction scores. The incidence of

urinary retention is not reported in the review.

The largest RCT629 comparing local, general and

regional anesthesia was not included in the section of the

2012 review comparing general to regional anesthesia. The

excluded RCT randomized 397 patients to either regional

or general anesthesia. The majority of patients (62%) in

both groups received local anesthetic infiltration as well.

Pain, nausea, early postoperative complications, hospital

length of stay, patient satisfaction and costs were not sig-

nificantly different between groups.615, 629, 632 However,

regional anesthesia patients were significantly more likely

to require bladder catheterization for urinary retention.

Another recent systematic review639 excluded this

RCT629 as well because many patients underwent two

different anesthetic modalities. This systematic review also

reported a lower incidence of urinary retention in the

general anesthesia group. Less early postoperative pain was

seen in the regional anesthesia group. There were no dif-

ferences between groups in the incidence of other

complications.

An analysis done on 29,033 elective groin hernia repairs

from the Danish Hernia Database found a higher incidence

of medical complications in patients aged 65 years and

older after regional anesthesia (1.17%) compared with

general anesthesia (0.59%).643 Complications included

myocardial infarction, pneumonia and venous

thromboembolisms.

Discussion, consensus, clarification of grading

Some high-quality medical evidence is available to address

KQ13.b. Several RCTs support the statements and rec-

ommendations above. Barring the questionable value of a

statistically significant but clinically negligible faster

patient discharge, no clear benefits of general over spinal

anesthesia have been reported except in those 65 and older.

Urinary retention might be more frequent following

regional anesthesia. A moderate level of evidence supports

the recommendation above.

Key question

KQ13.c Can surgical residents/registrars safely perform

open inguinal hernia repair using local anesthesia?
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Introduction

Local anesthesia has several advantages to regional and

general anesthesia. However, data from hernia registries

suggest that the hernia reoperation rate may be higher after

local anesthesia when compared with general or regional

anesthesia.50 Reoperation rates after hernia repair by pri-

vate surgeons using local anesthesia are lower than those

seen following primary IH repair in general hospitals. A

higher level of expertise in local anesthesia administration

seems to be associated with a lower reoperation risk. Does

this also apply to physicians in the midst of learning curves

like surgical residents/registrars?

Evidence in literature

Five observational studies have examined complication

rates after open IH repair under local anesthesia by

trainees.644–648 We excluded one of these articles from

analysis because it only investigated results in patients

operated on by fully trained surgeons who wanted to learn

local anesthetic administration.647 An Italian language

article.644 was also excluded from analysis, leaving three

English-language publications for review.645, 646, 648 Two

studies reported no complication rate differences including

no difference in recurrence rate after 10 years of follow-up

after trainee-performed operations versus consultant-per-

formed operations despite use of higher local anesthetic

volumes by trainees.645, 646 One study investigated the

influence of experience on recurrence rates in 24 surgeons

performing IH repair under local anesthesia.648 Beginners,

defined as those who have repaired less than six hernias

under local anesthesia, had a significantly higher recur-

rence rate. The study authors concluded that beginners

should be closely supervised during their first six

operations.

These few studies suggest that in the case of IH repairs

done under local anesthesia, experience in local anesthesia

administration influences recurrence/reoperation rates.

Trainees can safely perform these operations, but super-

vision by a surgeon with the requisite experience is nec-

essary to achieve optimal outcomes.

Chapter 14

Early postoperative pain prevention
and management

P. Nordin and A. R. Wijsmuller

Introduction

Several approaches to postoperative pain management

have been studied including various medical treatments

and interventions like the use of local anesthetics. This

chapter reviews the literature on preoperative, periopera-

tive, and postoperative interventions designed to treat pain

after open groin hernia repair.

Key questions

KQ14.a Do preoperative or perioperative local anesthetic

methods affect patients’ pain experiences after open groin

hernia repair?

KQ14.b Which is the most effective oral analgesic pain

management regimen after groin hernia repair?
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Evidence in literature

Herniorrhaphy postoperative pain prevention measures

include the use of preoperative and intraoperative local

anesthetic infiltration and/or preoperative or intraoperative

field block and paravertebral block and conventional

NSAIDs or selective COX-2 inhibitors.

The use of a preoperative or intraoperative field block

(mostly of the ilio-inguinal and ilio-hypogastric nerves)

with or without local wound infiltration is superior to

placebo or no treatment for reducing early postoperative

pain scores and the need for supplementary

analgesics.649–653

Seven randomized trials reported that field block of the

ilio-inguinal and ilio-hypogastric nerve with wound infil-

tration was superior to no treatment or placebo for reducing

postoperative pain scores and supplementary analgesic

requirements.654–660

A 2012 review614 summarized four randomized trials

comparing wound infiltration with local anesthetic to

placebo.642, 661–663 Wound infiltration was found to be

superior to placebo for reducing early postoperative pain

scores and the use of supplementary analgesics. Wound

infiltration also lengthened the time-to-first-analgesic

request.

A 2015 randomized trial of wound infiltration versus

placebo found no difference in pain incidence 3 months

postoperatively.664

A prospective, double-blind, randomized trial compared

subfascial to subcutaneous local anesthetic infiltration and

reported improved early postoperative pain scores after

subfascial infiltration.665 Another randomized study com-

pared combined subfascial and subcutaneous infiltration to

subcutaneous or subfascial infiltration alone. Combination

infiltration resulted in improved early postoperative pain

scores, less supplementary analgesic need and longer time-

to-first-analgesic request.666

Two studies compared local anesthetic infiltration to

placebo or no treatment and found local infiltration supe-

rior with respect to early postoperative pain and supple-

mental analgesic use.667, 668

Three studies investigated local anesthetic timing,

comparing preoperative to at/near-wound-closure infiltra-

tion.669–671 Two of the three studies reported no differences

in early postoperative pain and supplemental analgesic use

after preoperative field block versus at-wound-closure field

block during general anesthesia.669, 670 The third study

compared pre-incisional and before-wound-closure infil-

tration during general anesthesia concluded that pre-inci-

sional infiltration with lidocaine was a more effective

method of providing postoperative analgesia.671 The 2012

review referenced above concluded that preoperative and

at-wound-closure local anesthetic regimens had equal

benefit in reducing pain scores and supplemental analgesic

use.614

Two studies found that ultrasound-guided nerve blocks

(involving the ilio-hypogastric/ilio-inguinal nerves) were

superior to anatomic-landmark nerve blocks at providing

effective analgesia.672, 673

Paravertebral nerve blocks (PVBs) are established

methods of providing analgesia to thoracic- and
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abdominal-surgery patients including those undergoing

groin hernia repair. A PVB has the potential to offer sus-

tained pain relief with minimal side effects. One systematic

review674 and three randomized studies675–677 found a

tendency to less postoperative pain in PVB-patients when

compared with general-anesthesia and spinal-anesthesia

patients.

The transversus abdominis plane (TAP) block is a rel-

atively new regional anesthetic technique developed in an

attempt to reduce postoperative pain. It has evolved from a

landmark technique to an ultrasound-guided one. Four

randomized studies comparing TAP blocks with either

placebo, local anesthetic infiltration, or no treatment

reported conflicting results with respect to early postoper-

ative pain and analgesic use.123, 654, 678, 679 A 2010

Cochrane Database Systematic Review found only limited

evidence to suggest that the use of perioperative TAP

blocks is opioid sparing or reduces pain scores after

abdominal surgery.680

In addition to the preoperative and intraoperative pain

prevention and treatment methods above, non-opioid and

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications (ac-

etaminophen, NSAIDs and selective COX-2 inhibitors)

should be used for postoperative pain management.681–685

Paracetamol (acetaminophen) has insufficient effect as

single-agent therapy for moderate-to-severe pain. How-

ever, the combination of paracetamol and a non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drug, given in a timely manner, seems to

be optimal and provides sufficient analgesic during the

early recovery phase provided that there is no

contraindication.614, 686

Opioids may cause adverse effects such as nausea,

vomiting, and constipation, amongst others which may

delay postoperative recovery. Therefore, non-opioid anal-

gesics should be used whenever possible. However, opioids

can be used for moderate- or high-intensity pain, in addi-

tion to non-opioid analgesia or when the combination of an

NSAID and paracetamol is not sufficient or is

contraindicated.687

Several small studies of varying quality seem to indicate

that local anesthetic administration via intra-wound

catheters by repeat bolus or continuous infusion is more

efficacious than placebo at reducing postoperative

pain.688–693 Potential benefits and risks of this technique

need further study with RCTs and other means.

Discussion and grading clarification

Inguinal hernia repair results in pain postoperatively and

the optimal method(s) to treat this pain remain(s) contro-

versial. However, it is clear that local anesthetic field

blocks and subfascial and/or subcutaneous local infiltration

reduces early postoperative pain scores and the need for

supplemental analgesics. Therefore, when general or

regional anesthesia is used, local anesthetic field blocks and

infiltration is recommended in all open groin hernia surg-

eries. Additionally, the combination of a conventional

NSAID or a selective COX-2 inhibitor plus paracetamol

reduces postoperative pain and is also recommended.

A weakness in the review presented in this chapter stems

from the variation in quality of the available randomized

trials. Although postoperative pain was our focus, it was

not always the primary endpoint of the included studies.

There is strong evidence for preoperative and intraop-

erative inguinal field blocks and wound infiltration with

seven randomized studies showing superiority to no treat-

ment or to placebo. Four randomized trials found wound

infiltration superior to placebo. Provided that there is no

contraindication, the use of a conventional NSAID or a

selective COX-2 inhibitor is also recommended with four

randomized trials and one review showing reduced post-

operative pain when compared to placebo. There is also

strong evidence to support the use of paracetamol in

combination with conventional NSAIDs/selective COX-2

inhibitors. Opioids are recommended in limited circum-

stances as described above.

Chapter 15

Convalescence

T. Bisgaard and L. N. Jorgensen

Introduction

Convalescence duration—defined as sick leave from work

and time away from leisure—is an important feature of the

recovery phase following IH surgery. However, most

studies have not investigated the impact of recommenda-

tions on short duration convalescence.
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Key question

KQ15.a What is the recommended duration of convales-

cence following uncomplicated inguinal hernia repair?

Evidence in literature

The literature search identified 327 studies of which we

included one systematic review, 14 RCTs, three cohort

studies and four case–control studies.

Discussion

Surgeons’ recommendations for physical activity restric-

tions and/or sick leave duration are highly variable, rarely

evidence-based, and greatly affect the duration of absence

from normal activity.146, 694–696 No study has demonstrated

that early return to normal activities and work after IH

repair increases hernia recurrence risk or complications.

In a nationwide multicentre prospective questionnaire

study with controls from the Danish Hernia Database of

2365 patients with convalescence duration as the primary

outcome found that a short duration of convalescence (even

as short as 1 day) following open IH repair may be rec-

ommended without increasing hernia recurrence risk.146

Pain and wound-related problems are the most often cited

reasons for not resuming work or leisure activities as recom-

mended (evidence level—high).146 A 2012 study of 162

laparoscopic IH repair patients found that convalescence

duration was a median of 5 days (range 1–40) from work and

3 days (range 1–49) from leisure activities when the recom-

mendation was for 1 day.695 Patient expectation preoperatively

for time off work was the only independent factor that predicted

prolonged convalescence. Postoperatively, self-arranged

planned sick leave, and complaints of pain and fatigue were the

primary reasons for not resuming normal activities within the

first 3 days after operation (evidence level—low).695

In studies where duration of convalescence was sec-

ondary outcome using non-restricted recommendations

(B 2 days) reported 1 week absence from domestic activ-

ities,210, 223, 245, 246, 260, 697–699 1–2 weeks absence from

work,210, 223, 246, 250, 254, 257, 260, 281, 292, 697, 699–704 and

1–3 weeks after physical activities including

sports.210, 246, 254, 292, 697, 703 (low-to-moderate level of

evidence).

The available medical evidence supports the idea that

work and leisure activities can be resumed by most patients

within 3–5 days following elective laparoscopic or open IH

repair without risk of hernia recurrence or other compli-

cations. The recommendations have been upgraded by

HerniaSurge.
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Chapter 16

Groin hernias in women

N. Schouten, H. Eker, K. Bury, and F. Muysoms

Introduction

Groin hernia repairs are 8–10 times more common in men

compared with women.1, 2 Inguinal hernias (IHs) occur

9–12 times more commonly in men, whereas femoral

hernias occur approximately 4 times more commonly in

women.3 These differences may be explained by the

greater distance between the pubic tubercle and the internal

ring and the wider rectus abdominis muscle in females.4

No systematic reviews or randomized controlled trials

(RCTs) specifically address groin hernia repair in women.

Data are collected mainly from subgroup analyses of epi-

demiological studies from national databases. Reoperation

rates after anterior hernia repairs in women are higher
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when compared with men. In roughly 40% of reoperations

in women, femoral hernia recurrences are found, suggest-

ing that these ‘‘recurrences’’ might represent hernias

overlooked during primary operations.5–11 Therefore, the

European Hernia Society (EHS) guidelines on groin hernia

treatment recommend laparoscopic repair in women cov-

ering both the inguinal and femoral orifices.12

Key Questions

KQ16.a In women with a groin lump, what is the best

diagnostic modality and is a preoperative diagnosis

necessary?

KQ16.b What is the optimal treatment for women with

groin hernias?

KQ16.c What is the risk of incarceration/strangulation in

women with groin hernias? What is the incidence of

emergent inguinal/femoral hernia repair in women? What

are the outcomes?

Evidence in literature

When an overt groin hernia is present, the diagnosis can

often be confirmed by physical examination. Textbooks

state that a femoral hernia produces swelling inferolateral

to the pubic tubercle and an inguinal hernia causes super-

omedial swelling; however, this subtle distinction is often

difficult to discern, particularly in obese women.

A meta-analysis of ultrasound as an initial diagnostic

imaging modality for groin hernias showed a high sensi-

tivity and positive predictive value in cases confounded by

diagnostic uncertainty. The study cited low expense and

minimal risk as advantages over other radiologic meth-

ods.13 However, ultrasound and clinical examination is

‘‘operator dependent’’ and may be unable to distinguish an

inguinal from a femoral hernia. Both may also miss

femoral hernias entirely.14–16

The literature confirms that femoral hernias are fre-

quently found in women undergoing groin hernia repair,

but that a correct preoperative diagnosis of these hernias is

uncommon.14, 15

In a few large epidemiological studies from national

databases, reoperation rates after open anterior groin hernia

repairs in females are higher when compared with reop-

eration rates in males. In approximately 40% of reopera-

tions after anterior mesh or non-mesh repairs, a femoral

‘‘recurrence’’ is found, representing a nearly tenfold risk of

this finding in women.5–9, 17 The explanation for this

phenomenon may be that femoral hernias are overlooked

during the initial operations, since an open anterior repair

does not always involve opening of the transversalis fascia

or preperitoneal space exploration. Subgroup analysis from

the same studies supports this contention by noting that

reoperation rates after laparoscopic approaches (TEP,

TAPP) are lower when compared to Lichtenstein or other

open anterior approaches.5, 7, 8, 10, 11
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Two small cohort studies focused on hernia repair in

women also suggest that an open anterior repair is asso-

ciated with a relatively high postoperative complication

rate and a higher incidence of postoperative pain compared

with women undergoing TEP hernia repair.18, 19

The high frequency of femoral hernias in women and the

high risk of femoral recurrence mentioned above highlight

the need for preperitoneal exploration and repair in all

women with groin hernias. A laparoscopic preperitoneal

repair offers a thorough view of the entire myopectineal

orifice and creates easy access to, and coverage of, both

inguinal and femoral defects. This also obviates the need

for a correct preoperative diagnosis.7, 15, 16 Anatomically

and with regard to mesh application, there is a little dif-

ference between the laparoscopic and open preperitoneal

approach, but laparoscopic repair techniques have a long

learning curve (see chapter 22 on learning curve).20 In

experienced hands though, laparoscopic hernia repair

seems to be associated with a slightly lower reoperation

risk than open preperitoneal repair.9, 10, 21

Femoral hernias carry a higher risk of strangulation

when compared with IHs. In the Swedish and Danish

hernia registries, 36–39% of femoral hernias were emer-

gently repaired versus 5% of IHs.10, 22

About 17% of women with groin hernias require

emergent repair versus about 5% of men.9, 22 Furthermore,

patients with femoral hernias have a greater risk of

undergoing bowel resection (23% of patients undergoing

emergent femoral hernia repair compared with approxi-

mately 5% of patients undergoing emergent IH repair).

Bowel resection occurred in 17% of women undergoing

emergent groin hernia repair. There are no specific data

about bowel resection after femoral hernia repair.

A woman’s risk of death in the 30 days after elective

femoral hernia repair is comparable to the risk of dying in

an age- and gender-matched population (\ 0.1%). How-

ever, 3.8% of women die within the 30 days following

emergent femoral hernia repair.9, 22

The higher incidence of femoral hernias in women and

the associated strangulation risk argues strongly against a

watchful waiting strategy in women with groin hernias.

Timely hernia repair is recommended.

Discussion

There are no systematic reviews or RCTs specifically

addressing groin hernias in women, but several subgroup

analyses from large epidemiological studies of national

databases provide information about groin hernias and

groin hernia repairs in women. It is abundantly clear that

femoral hernias are more common in women. This argues

for the use of a preperitoneal laparoscopic approach in

women with groin hernias. In addition, since strangulation

risk is unacceptably high, timely elective repair of groin

hernias in women is strongly advised.

Key question

KQ16.d How is a groin lump in a pregnant female diag-

nosed and treated?

Evidence in literature

IH formation during pregnancy is rare with a prevalence

estimated as 1; 2000.23 A watchful waiting strategy is

recommended for those who develop IHs during

pregnancy.24

Although mainly described in small case series and case

reports, the onset of a groin lump in pregnancy is often a

round ligament varicosity rather than a hernia.25 A round

ligament varicocele arises from the veins draining the

round ligament and the inguinal canal. It is a rare entity

associated with pregnancy, presents with a groin lump

typically early in the third trimester, progressively enlarges

during pregnancy, and regresses soon after delivery.25 The

diagnosis can be easily confirmed by color Doppler

sonography. If, in fact, a groin lump consisting of varicose

veins occurs, symptoms will spontaneously abate after

delivery and expectant management can be used. Varico-

cele resection might be necessary only in cases with severe

pain.
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Discussion

There are several case reports and case series, but only one

small prospective cohort study describing the onset of a

groin lump in pregnancy associated with varicose veins of

the round ligament rather than a groin hernia. All conclude

that a watchful waiting strategy is safe and preferred. It

seems prudent to confirm the diagnosis with color Doppler

sonography. The true prevalence of groin hernia formation

during pregnancy is unknown, difficult to determine, and

only mentioned—but not investigated—in two small

cohort studies. The level of evidence supporting the

statements in this section is low because of limited medical

literature on the subject.

Key question

KQ16.e What is the best management of the round liga-

ment in women who undergo groin hernia repair?

Evidence in literature

One unaddressed issue in the management of groin hernia

repair in women is whether the round ligament should be

divided or spared during surgery. Although there is no

evidence in the literature to support either, there are some

anatomy-based considerations to take into account, mainly

based on extrapolation from extended experience with

anterior and retroperitoneal neurectomy.

The round ligament is attached to the uterus through the

broad ligament of the uterus, enters the inguinal canal, and

finally terminates in the digital process of fat of the labia

majora. The genital branch of the genitofemoral nerve

mostly meets the round ligament at the internal ring, but

sometimes it may join earlier. Division of the round liga-

ment in open repair inherently implies simultaneous divi-

sion of the genital nerve and likely division of the

ilioinguinal nerve. Sacrifice typically has minimal mor-

bidity or consequence but carries a small risk of deaf-

ferentation hypersensitivity and ipsilateral labial numbness

that may contribute to complaints of sexual dysfunction. It

is, therefore, advised to avoid division of the round liga-

ment in open (anterior) hernia repair. If the ligament is

divided nonetheless, care should be taken to properly

address any incidentally ligated nerves.

Division of the round ligament in laparoscopic hernia

repair is optional and might facilitate optimal mesh

placement. The round ligament is enveloped by the peri-

toneum and may lead to lower folding of the mesh or

peritoneum sliding beneath. For this reason, many surgeons

choose to divide it in laparoscopic repair. There are fewer

implications of division in the preperitoneal space as the

nerves are not adherent to the ligament until it enters the

internal ring. Division of the round ligament should,

therefore, be performed proximal to the genital branch

meeting, which is typically best performed at the fusion

with the peritoneum where division has no functional

implication.

Discussion

There is no literature that addresses the sparing or division

of the round ligament in groin hernia repair in women. The

statements are based on anatomical considerations and

thorough discussion with experts in anterior and

retroperitoneal neurectomy.

Chapter 17

Femoral hernias

H. Eker, N. Schouten, K. Bury, and F. Muysoms

Introduction

Elective and emergent femoral hernia repairs constitute

roughly 2–4% of all groin hernia repairs. However, the true

femoral hernia incidence is likely lower than 2–4%, since
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this estimate is skewed by the high percentage of surgically

treated femoral hernias compared to IHs. Medical literature

focused on femoral hernias is scant and studies lack suf-

ficient power to draw firm conclusions. However, large

systematic reviews on IHs provide data that can inform

decision-making about femoral hernia management.26, 27

Some topics in this chapter (e.g., suture and mesh

choice, prevention, and treatment of complications) were

assumed to be comparable to IH repair and were not

evaluated separately.

Key questions

KQ17.a Does tissue repair in femoral hernia have a higher

recurrence rate than mesh repair?

KQ17.b Following femoral hernia repair are there differ-

ences in recurrence rates or the incidence of chronic pain

between open anterior mesh repair and open posterior mesh

repair?

KQ17.c Following open and endoscopic femoral hernia

repairs are there differences in recurrence rates and or

postoperative pain?

KQ17.d Should asymptomatic femoral hernias always be

treated surgically?

Two systematic reviews (SRs) were identified that

focused on IH repair but included data and recommenda-

tions on femoral hernias.26, 27 KQ 17.d, concerning whe-

ther an asymptomatic femoral hernia should be electively

repaired, received the strongest consensus

recommendation. Watchful waiting is discouraged, since

the risks of serious and potentially lethal complications

such as strangulation and bowel resection are unacceptably

high.27–30 Several clinically significant differences were

found in outcomes following elective and emergent

femoral hernia repair. When compared to elective repair,

emergent femoral hernia repair is associated with a greater

risk of small bowel resection and a longer length of hos-

pital stay.22, 31, 32

In contrast to IH repair, primary suture repair of femoral

hernia is still an accepted technique in elective and emer-

gency settings. A cohort study from a specialized hernia

center concluded that there were no significant differences

regarding recurrence rate between tissue-based and mesh

repair of femoral hernias.29 However, studies from the

Danish Hernia Database and the Swedish Hernia Registry

all concluded that recurrence and reoperation rates after

mesh repair were significantly lower.10, 33

Which mesh or plug should be used in open femoral

hernia repair was investigated in two RCTs and a large

national database study.33–35 Significantly better results

concerning recurrence, postoperative pain, and foreign-

body sensation were found in the RCT for preperitoneal

mesh repair compared to plug repair.35 No differences in

hernia recurrence were found in a retrospective study. The

large database study showed no differences in postopera-

tive pain between different mesh types and anatomical

locations for the mesh devices.
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The medical literature strongly supports the advantages

of elective laparoscopic femoral hernia repair.10 Three

cohort studies from specialized hernia centers found that

endoscopic repairs provide the opportunity to unerringly

diagnose conditions which may have been obscure preop-

eratively.7, 14, 15 Several other cohort studies of various

sizes found significantly fewer recurrences after elective

endoscopic femoral hernia repairs compared to

open.8, 10, 33 The aforementioned arguments strongly sup-

port a laparoendoscopic approach for femoral hernia repair.

Chapter 18

Complications: prevention and treatment

S. Smedberg, W. Reinpold, A. Wijsmuller, and R.

Fitzgibbons

Introduction

Common primary outcome measures in IH surgery studies

include: recurrence, chronic postoperative pain, and wound

infection. Usually reported as secondary outcomes are:

urinary and sexual dysfunction, hematoma, seroma, infre-

quent visceral and vascular injuries, late postoperative

complications, and mortality. These secondary measures

are indispensable when considering the success and value

of different types of IH repairs. Only these are reported in

this chapter.

Urinary retention

Key questions

KQ18.a Is early postoperative pain associated with

increased urinary retention risk?

KQ18.b Is there an age-associated postoperative urinary

retention risk?

KQ18.c Does intraoperative parenteral fluid restriction

reduce urinary retention risk?

KQ18.d Is there an increased risk of postoperative urinary

retention with open anterior repair?

KQ18.e When is prophylactic urinary bladder catheteri-

zation indicated before hernia operation?

KQ18.f Is there effective prophylactic medication to

decrease urinary retention?
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Evidence in literature

The incidence of urinary retention following IH repair

varies widely in published series ranging from less than 1%

to greater than 20%.36, 37 The most common predisposing

factor for postoperative urinary retention (POUR) after an

IH repair is the use of general or regional anesthesia.38–42

Most authorities feel that regional anesthesia (spinal or

epidural) is worse than general. However, in a study

pooling data from 70 non-randomized and two randomized

studies, the incidence of urinary retention with local

anesthesia was 0.37% (33 in 8991 patients), with regional

anesthesia 2.42% (150 in 6191 patients), and with general

anesthesia 3% (344 in 11,471 patients). The need for

general anesthesia for most laparoscopic IH repairs (LIH)

almost certainly accounts for the higher incidence of

POUR after LIH repair which has been reported to be as

high as 22%.37 Other factors which have been inconsis-

tently incriminated for POUR (i.e., some studies reporting

statistically significant differences after LIH, while others

do not) include: over-hydration with intravenous fluid

during surgery,37 bilateral hernia repairs,43 increased

BMI,43 use of opioid analgesics,44 older age,44, 45 prostatic

symptoms,45 and prolonged operative time.43, 45 In a meta-

analysis performed by Tam et al., the incidence of POUR

was found to be higher in patients with tack fixation pre-

sumably because of increased pain (3.1 vs[ 1.0%), but

this difference did not reach statistical significance.46 Other

meta-analyses have not demonstrated a difference in uri-

nary retention when comparing tack fixation with glue.47

Meta-analyses of RCTs comparing various hernia tech-

niques have not shown a difference in urinary retention

rates among the various laparoscopic and open tech-

niques.48, 49 Many surgeons routinely place urinary

catheters for inguinal herniorrhaphy especially when done

laparoscopically.43, 45 This seems to be more a surgical

tradition, not an evidence-based practice. A year study

looked at patients in two time periods, an earlier one when

urinary catheters were used routinely, and a later one when

they were not. A marked improvement in urinary compli-

cations (cystitis, urinary retention and hematuria) occurred

when the practice of routine urinary catheterization was

abandoned.50 One of the largest laparoscopic TAPP series

also showed that the procedure can be safely conducted

without the use of a urinary catheter.51 Urinary retention

can be treated by either intermittent catheterization or

temporary placement of an indwelling urinary catheter.

Prophylactic use of alpha-1 receptors’ antagonists such as

prazosin, phenoxybenzamine hydrochloride, or tamsulosin

has been shown in some studies to be an effective strategy

to prevent postoperative urinary retention.49–51 Overall

urinary function as measured by the American Urological

Association Symptom Score is improved by hernia repair

providing that a Foley catheter was not used at the time of

the index operation.52

Sexual dysfunction, testicular hormone function, and

ischemic orchitis

Inguinal hernia surgery can cause damage to different

nerves, disturbances of testicular circulation, and damage

to the vas deferens which can lead to various long-lasting

harms to the patient. Nerve damage can cause chronic pain

that could interfere with sexual activity. Disturbances of

testicular circulation can result in initially severe pain

followed by atrophy of the testicle and thereby impaired

hormone production. Division of the vas deferens will

cause obstruction for the passage of sperm. In case of

bilateral injuries of different types, both hormone changes

and infertility could result in a disaster for the patient.

Sexual problems after hernia operations are probably

under-reported, patients often being unwilling to discuss

their sexual concerns. The heading ‘‘sexual dysfunction’’

includes several interacting factors, making the topic’s

bounds difficult to delineate. For that reason, it is also

difficult to measure the incidence of sexual dysfunction.

Key questions

KQ18.g What defines ‘‘sexual dysfunction’’ after IH

surgery?

KQ18.h What is the incidence of sexual dysfunction after

IH surgery?

KQ18.i Are ischemic orchiditis causes known; and can this

complication be prevented?

KQ18.j Does hernia repair with heavyweight mesh cause

more testicular pain than hernia repair with lightweight

mesh?

KQ18.k Are methods of repair or bilateral operation

related to risks of impaired spermatogenesis and hormone

production?

KQ18.l Can sexual dysfunction following hernia repair be

treated surgically?
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Evidence in literature and discussion

There is no generally accepted definition of sexual dys-

function after hernia operations. Publications can roughly

be divided into those reporting on pain having a negative

effect on sexual function such as neuropathic pain in the

groin, pubalgia, and orchialgia (discussed in Chapter 19 on

pain, briefly mentioned in this text), those focusing on

negative effects of hernia operations on fertility and tes-

ticular gonadal function and those evaluating complica-

tions having an influence on both symptoms and function,

i.e., dysejaculation and ischemic orchitis.

Groin or genital pain interfering with sexual activity was

assessed in two follow-up questionnaire studies from the

Danish Hernia Database. In the first, consisting mainly of

open repairs, 28% admitted to some pain, while the second

study of exclusively laparoscopic repairs reported 11%

some pain53, 54 with 2.8% of the mainly open and 2.4% of

the laparoscopic group reporting that pain moderately to

severely impaired their sexual activity. The incidence of

dysejaculation55 felt to be caused by spermatic duct trauma

and/or a mesh-related inflammatory reaction along the duct

typically causing pain at the superficial inguinal ring) was

7.6 and 3.1%, respectively.56

Ischemic orchitis is caused by damage to the arterial

and/or venous structures in the spermatic cord. An early

clinical review suggested that the condition was related to

venous thrombosis caused by the operative trauma.57 In a

subsequent study, when distal indirect sacs were left in situ

and recurrent hernias were operated upon with preperi-

toneal technique, the risk of ischemic orchitis was reduced

from 0.65 to 0.03% and from 2.25 to 0.97%, respectively.58

In most cases, the acute condition subsides postoperatively,

but may result in testicular atrophy.59 In atrophic testicles

after ischemic orchitis, seminiferous tubes are usually

absent. Leydig cells producing testosterone and supporting

Sertoli cells are, however, usually still present and have a

normal appearance.57 In a meta-analysis of randomized

studies of lightweight mesh vs heavyweight mesh, the

incidence of testicular atrophy was reported as 0.8% irre-

spective of repair method.60

Testicular function is related to testicular perfusion.59

Animal studies have shown considerable structural changes

in the cord and testicle after hernia repair, more pro-

nounced after the use of mesh.59, 61, 62 In clinical studies,

mesh repairs have negative effects on testicular perfusion

and testicular volume, and reduce testosterone levels and

sperm motility during the early postoperative period.59, 63

However, long-term follow-up has not shown statistically

significant differences in testicular perfusion or spermato-

genesis compared to preoperative values.64, 65 Further

studies are in progress.66

Apart from above-mentioned complications, infertility

may be caused by operative injury to the vas deferens by

division, ligation, clipping, stapling, electrocauterization,

and scarification. Damage to the vas is estimated to occur

in 0.3% of adults and 0.8–2.0% of children.67 The

inflammatory response to mesh can be so severe that vas

obstruction results.68 One of the major arguments for the

routine use of mesh in IH surgery, however, is to preserve

fertility. The theory is that by decreasing the generally

accepted recurrence rate in the general population from 10

to 15% seen with Bassini and its variants to less than 5%

with the mesh tension-free approach, reoperative surgery,

with its heavy toll of testicular loss, is avoided.69 The

development of sperm antibodies as a result of extravasa-

tion of sperm from an injured duct is of particular concern,

because the argument is challenged that the patient is

protected by the opposite testicle when a unilateral inguinal

herniorrhaphy is done.70, 71

There was no increased risk of male infertility after

bilateral hernia surgery with or without mesh when com-

pared to the general population in a prospective
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questionnaire study within the Swedish Hernia Register.72

In a retrospective register study of bilateral hernia opera-

tions, a significantly higher incidence of infertility was

found in a subgroup receiving mesh on both sides com-

pared to sutured repairs.73 However, the risk was very low,

and both studies concluded that there is no increased

infertility risk after hernia repairs using mesh.73

A recent publication on surgical treatment of chronic

inguinodynia with tailored neurectomy, funicular release,

and/or mesh removal confirmed beneficial effects on

dysejaculation with a significant reduction of VAS scores

in 20 patients from 55 to 21 (p\ 0.001). Sexual life nor-

malized in two-thirds of the patients.74 Vasovagal anasto-

mosis to correct infertility after hernia surgery is most often

reported after hernia operations performed when the patient

was a child.75 In adult patients with previous polypropy-

lene, mesh repairs and infertility caused by vasal obstruc-

tion, reconstruction, and eventual fertility restoration are

possible in only a minority of patients.68

Hematoma and perioperative vascular incidents

The EHS guidelines on IH treatment in adults report that a

significantly lower incidence of hematoma formation

occurs following endoscopic versus open repairs.12 The

occurrence of a hematoma is more clinically obvious at

inspection when performing an open than a laparoen-

doscoic repair. The definition of a hematoma that would be

clinically relevant in both open and laparoendoscopic sur-

gery is lacking, which makes results difficult to compare. A

‘‘moderate’’ preperitoneal bleeding in laparoendoscopic

repairs might be of the same magnitude as a wound

hematoma that would be easily diagnosed in open repair.

No trials include hematoma as a primary outcome. If

studies are planned that include hematoma formation, it is

HerniaSurge opinion that only symptomatic hematomas

should be considered a postoperative complication.

Key questions

KQ18.m Is hematoma formation related to hernia repair

method or mesh use?

KQ18.n Are intraoperative bleeding and postoperative

hematoma formation related to a surgeon’s level of

experience?

Evidence in literature

Nine reviews and meta-analyses have compared open with

endoscopic IH procedures, however, not all report on

hematoma formation.76–84

Several of the studies that did investigate the incidence

of hematoma formation report it to be lower in hematoma

incidence after endoscopic versus open hernia repair but do

not cite exact differences.76, 77

A 2003 meta-analysis, which included the mean inci-

dence of hematoma formation from 33 trials, reported a

significantly lower incidence after endoscopic versus open

techniques.82 This difference was attributed mainly to the

TEP procedure which is associated with significantly less

hematoma formation than are open repairs. No significant

difference in hematoma formation incidence was found

when TAPP and open repairs were compared. When

Shouldice versus endoscopic and Lichtenstein versus

endoscopic repairs were compared, a significantly lower

incidence of hematoma formation was seen after endo-

scopic repairs.80–83

Another meta-analysis which included 3410 patients,

compared Shouldice repair to open mesh repairs and to

other open non-mesh repairs and reported no significant

difference in the incidence of hematoma formation

between Shouldice repairs versus either open mesh repair

or non-mesh repair.85

A different meta-analysis compared open preperitoneal

mesh repair with Lichtenstein repair and found no differ-

ence in hematoma incidence.86

Three other meta-analyses reported no difference in

hematoma incidence amongst different types of open mesh

repairs.87–89

One RCT and three cohort studies have examined the

influence of the endoscopic IH repair learning curve on

postoperative complications including hematoma

formation.20, 90–92

The RCT compared endoscopically operated patients

with open-repair patients and investigated the effect of

surgical residents’ postgraduate level. Besides a difference

in the incidence of hernia recurrence, no difference was

found in overall complication rate.90

A retrospective cohort study investigated the learning

curve influence on morbidity in laparoscopic IH repair

(TAPP).92 No inter-group morbidity differences were noted
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between those operated upon by young trainees under

supervision and those operated upon by experienced sur-

geons.92 However, it is possible that some hematomas were

missed owing to the study’s retrospective design.

A prospective cohort study also investigated the impact

of surgeons’ experience in TEP endoscopic hernia repair

patients. Significantly more complications were noted in

surgeons’ first 100 cases compared with those of more

experienced surgeons.91

This finding is mirrored by another prospective cohort

study that reported a significant decrease in postoperative

complication rates with enhanced learning curve experi-

ence with the TEP procedure20 (see also chapter 22).

However, a direct comparison of hematoma formation

incidence was not made.

Discussion

The clinical relevance of hematoma formation following

IH repair is unclear, since there is no hematoma severity

classification and hematoma-related interventions are usu-

ally not reported. Two cohort studies do report significant

decreases in overall complications associated with progress

along the TEP repair learning curve. However, this infor-

mation is too indirect to allow conclusions about hematoma

formation and surgeons’ level of experience. In addition,

other outcome measures must be weighed when consider-

ing which repair type to undertake.

Anticoagulants

Anticoagulants and platelet aggregation inhibitors lower

the incidence of thromboembolic events perioperatively

and postoperatively, and may also affect the incidence of

hematoma formation after open or endoscopic IH repair.

Key question

KQ18.o Which patients undergoing anticoagulant or anti-

platelet therapy are at risk of significant hematoma for-

mation following hernia repair?

Evidence in literature

Eight studies have examined anticoagulated hernia repair

patients, five RCTs and three retrospective cohort stud-

ies.93–100 Two of the RCTs were excluded from our anal-

ysis, because their results did not directly answer the KQs

posed above.95, 96 One retrospective cohort study has

investigated the influence of platelet aggregation inhibitors

on the incidence of hematoma formation.101

A 1981 study randomized otherwise healthy male adults

undergoing open hernia repair to either prophylactic hep-

arin (5000 U 1 h before surgery and every 12 h thereafter

for 4 days) or placebo.94 One hematoma occurred in the 30

study patients. There were no thromboembolic complica-

tions. The study authors concluded that there were no

significant inter-group differences.

A 1986 study randomized unilateral hernia patients to

either prophylactic heparin (5000 U heparin 1 h before

surgery and every 12 h for 4 days) or placebo.93 All

patients were discharged on postoperative day 5 and a

variety of hernia repair techniques were employed. Sig-

nificantly more hematomas were seen in the heparin group.

Another study involving the Bassini–Lotheisen repair

randomized to heparin at 5000 U 2 h preoperatively and

every 8 h for 5 days and placebo.96 Significantly more

hematomas occurred in the heparin group. No throm-

boembolic complications occurred. The study authors

concluded that heparin should be administered only to

those with an increased thromboembolic risk. Notably, the

heparin dose used was higher than that used in other

comparable studies.

A 2000 retrospective study reviewed 465 patients

undergoing Shouldice repair. Healthy patients did not

receive anticoagulation. Prophylactic heparin was given to

those with risk factors for thromboembolism or for a longer

operation. A higher incidence of hematoma formation and

surgical reintervention was seen in the heparin group.100

A case-matched retrospective cohort study from 2008

examined patients who developed hematomas after open

IH repair and reported warfarin use as the only significant

predictor of postoperative bleeding.98
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Another 2008 study, done retrospectively, compared

patients on warfarin with INRs in the 2–3 range with those

in the 3–4 range, and reported that an INR of 3–4 was

associated with an increased risk of postoperative hema-

toma formation (p = 0.03). The study authors concluded

that IH repair can safely be done in patients on warfarin

with an INR\ 39.9

A 2014 retrospective review of 1839 patients, including

40 who continued warfarin perioperatively, reported no

significant difference in hematoma formation between

these patients and those who had discontinued warfarin or a

case-matched control group.102

One 2011 study investigated clopidogrel effects in 46

patients undergoing open or endoscopic hernia repair.

Patients were divided into those who had received clopi-

dogrel\ 7 days before operation and those who had

received clopidogrel[ 7 days before operation. No sig-

nificant differences in bleeding complications were

reported.101

Discussion

Most anticoagulant-related studies on hernia patients are

dated and were performed before day surgery was common

and during an era when patients spent several days post-

operatively in hospital. In addition, patient activity levels

between those admitted and those discharged are unclear.

Stasis is a known risk factor for thromboembolic compli-

cations and patient mobilization levels are poorly described

in most studies. In addition, operative techniques have

changed over time. Therefore, the available study results

generally do not apply to the patient groups of interest in

the modern era.

Seroma

Seroma assessment in IH repair studies is hampered by the

lack of standardized definitions for this condition.103 No

trials include seroma as a primary outcome. If studies are

planned that include seroma formation, it is our groups’

opinion that only symptomatic seromas should be consid-

ered a postoperative complication.

Key questions

KQ18.p What are the risk factors for postoperative seroma

formation?

KQ18.q Is there an association between open anterior

repair method and postoperative seroma formation?

KQ18.r Do certain endoscopic or open preperitoneal

techniques increase the risk of postoperative seroma

formation?

KQ18.s Can the risk of postoperative seroma formation be

reduced surgically?

KQ18.t Does drain usage reduce the risk of postoperative

seroma formation?

KQ18.u Is there an association between hernia sac treat-

ment modality and seroma/hematoma formation?

KQ18.v Does the use of abdominal binders or comparable

wound compression devices prevent seroma/hematoma

formation?

Evidence in literature

The reported incidence of seroma formation after IH repair

varies between 0.5 and 12.2%. Seroma formation risk

factors are as follows: coagulopathy, congestive liver dis-

eases, and cardiac insufficiency.103, 104

Several meta-analyses report that seroma formation

incidence is significantly higher following endoscopic and

laparoscopic (TAPP/TEP) versus open hernia

repair.82–84, 105 A 2013 RCT confirmed this finding,

although its clinical relevance is uncertain.

Another meta-analysis of mesh versus non-mesh open

techniques across 13 RCTs found no significant difference

in seroma formation incidence.106 Neither did a meta-

analysis of 8 RCTs with 2919 patients comparing Licht-

enstein with mesh-plug repair.89 Another study found that

seromas were the most frequent complication after TAPP

repair of scrotal hernias.107 An RCT comparing TAPP

repair with titanized lightweight mesh versus TAPP repair

with heavyweight mesh found significantly fewer seromas

in the lightweight group.108 Two recent RCTs reported
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significantly more seromas following TEP versus TAPP

repair.109, 110

Two studies found that seroma and hematoma formation

incidence is lessened after TAPP and TEP repair of large

direct defects by inverting the lax fascia transversalis and

closing the defect.111, 112 A recent meta-analysis of

laparoscopic IH repair comparing mesh fixation with tissue

glue versus tack fixation reported no difference in seroma

formation.113 Another meta-analysis found a lower seroma

incidence after glue mesh fixation compared with suture

mesh fixation in open IH repair.47

Two studies found that drain insertion may prevent

seroma formation especially in complicated and large

scrotal hernias.114, 115 Two other studies demonstrated that

drain insertion after TEP repair may also reduce the inci-

dence of seroma formation.116, 117

Most seroma resolves spontaneously over 6–8 weeks.

Since infections following seroma aspiration are regularly

described, it is our groups’ firm opinion that only symp-

tomatic seromas be treated.

Studies of drain usage to prevent seroma formation

provide conflicting results. One study of 100 patients found

no benefit following open repair. However, another study

involving 301 patients found fewer seromas after a 24-h

drainage period.105, 114

Since clinically significant seroma formation following

IH repair is uncommon, our group recommends against

routine drain insertion after primary uncomplicated repair.

There is no evidence that binders and other compression

devices prevent hematoma and seroma formation.

Infrequent complications

Key questions

KQ18.w How common are serious complications during

hernia surgery?

KQ18.x Are serious complications more common during

endoscopic hernia surgery in patients with a history of

previous abdominal surgery?

KQ18.y Is mesh migration—with the attendant risk of pain

and severe complications—related to: mesh type, mesh

shape, repair method, wound infection, or hernia type?

Evidence in literature

One meta-analysis comparing endoscopic to Lichtenstein

and other open mesh techniques reported 13 incidents in

3640 operations (0.4%) of potentially serious operative

complications (defined as bowel, bladder, and vascular

injuries).83

Another meta-analysis comparing endoscopic to Shoul-

dice and other non-mesh techniques reported 4 incidents in

5900 operations (0.1%) of potentially serious operative

complications.84

A systematic review and meta-analysis of TEP versus

Lichtenstein reported no inter-group differences in severe

adverse events from the patient’s perspective, although

1068 events—including chronic pain and recurrences—

occurred in 5397 patients. We calculated that, if chronic

pain and recurrences had been excluded, 78 (1.4%) severe

events occurred.76

In one study, infrequent serious intraoperative compli-

cations were reported to occur more frequently in endo-

scopic versus IH surgeries, although there was no overall

morbidity difference.83

A Cochrane review of laparoscopic versus open tech-

niques found that operative complications were uncom-

mon, but more frequent, in the laparoscopic group.82

Another Cochrane review found an increased incidence of

operative complications with the TAPP over the TEP

approach.118 The study reported that serious events were

bowel perforation, urinary bladder damage, and vascular

injuries.82–84, 118

First trocar introduction during hernia operations has the

potential to cause bowel and vascular injury. A variety of

techniques including: use of blunt-tipped trocars, optical

access trocars, and needlescopic 3–5-mm instruments have

been studied, and are shown to reduce complications and

improve safety.119–121
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One study has shown that patients with a history of

lower abdominal surgery are at increased risk for visceral

injury during laparoscopic hernia operation.122

Vascular injuries at dissection and mesh fixation or

suturing in the preperitoneal space typically involve the

epigastric vessels or the aberrant obturator vessels crossing

the Cooper ligament, the so-called corona mortis.123

Subcutaneous carbon dioxide emphysema can occur

during TEP repair. This rare but serious condition affects

the respiratory and/or cardiovascular system.124, 125

Infrequent serious late complications related to mesh,

mesh fixation, port-site hernia formation, and intra-ab-

dominal adhesions have all been reported.12, 118, 126, 127

Port-site hernias occur mostly after TAPP operations

with a frequency of 0–3.7% according to a Cochrane

review118 and up to 8% after TAPP operations of recur-

rences after previous preperitoneal—mainly TAPP—re-

pairs of primary hernias.126 Closure of port sites C 1 cm is

recommended.12

The risk of intestinal obstruction after hernia surgery

was calculated in a study based on data from the Swedish

Hernia Register. Ninety patients—representing 0.3% of

33,275 operations on primary hernias—had intestinal

obstruction considered to be related to the hernia operation.

TAPP was the only operative technique associated with an

increased relative risk of obstruction.127

Mesh complications (see chapter 10 on meshes)—ex-

cluding pain and problems related to the mesh itself or its

fixation—are rare and can take years to develop. These

generally are not mentioned in RCTs and only occasionally

in meta-analyses. Clinical observations of these compli-

cations are most often published as case reports. Late

mesh-related complications are associated most often with

polypropylene meshes. Sometimes deep infections,

including abscesses, develop around mesh. Erosion into

hollow organs including the bowel or bladder and ingrowth

and obstruction of the spermatic duct has been reported.128

Mesh migration into the abdominal cavity, the bowel or

bladder or into the scrotum and mainly associated with

mesh plugs in open techniques and preperitoneal meshes

placed laparoscopically.129–131 Mesh exposed to the

abdominal cavity through peritoneal defects (e.g., after

hernia sac resections and peritoneal tears) may cause bowel

adhesions resulting in bowel obstruction.132 Adhesions and

obstruction caused by tacks have been reported.133

In a register study of postoperative complications and

recurrence risks spanning 150,514 operations, those with

complications such as hematoma and severe pain docu-

mented in the medical record at 30-day follow-up had a

significantly increased relative risk (RR 1.23 and RR 1.84,

respectively) of reoperation for recurrent hernia.134

Discussion

Serious complications related to hernia operations are rare.

When they do occur, their details and descriptions are often

published as secondary outcomes. Reviews of complica-

tions are often based on collections of individual cases in

RCTs, retrospective follow-up cohorts, and case reports.

Prospective registration of specific complications in a

national registry is difficult, hampered by practical limita-

tions on reporting of details and by compliance issues when

reported. Secondary outcomes are frequently ill defined

making comparisons difficult and potentially unreliable.

These confounders should be considered when interpreting

reviews on severe and/or rare complications.

Mortality

The mortality rate associated with elective hernia surgery is

no higher than the mortality rate in the general population

when compared to Cause-of-Death registers calculating

expected deaths considering age and gender of the popu-

lation, and often somewhat lower given patient selection

criteria for operation,135 with high-risk patients being

excluded from elective hernia repairs. This is not the case

for emergent hernia repair. It is important to know the risk

factors for incarceration and strangulation and patient

characteristics such as medical history, age, and physical

condition that place patients at increased risk of death.

Key question

KQ18.z What is the 30-day mortality rate following groin

hernia repair? What are the causes of this mortality?
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Evidence in literature

A 2011 systematic review summarized mortality rates

following elective and emergent IH repairs. The review

encompassed 85,585 operations reported in 14 publications

over a 50-year period. The average reported mortality was

0.5% (range 0–2%) representing 470 patients.136

An average mortality rate of 5.8% was found for

emergent IH repair. Of 7404 emergent hernia operations

reported in 18 publications during the same study period,

22% were performed for femoral hernias and bowel

resections were done in 14% of the emergent hernia

operations. Factors associated with a statistically signifi-

cant increase in morbidity and mortality included: age over

49 years, delayed presentation to hospital, presence of a

femoral hernia, non-viable bowel, and ASA class above

two.136

The INCA Trialists’ Collaboration published a meta-

analysis in 2011 on which approach—operation or obser-

vation—would be best for asymptomatic or mildly symp-

tomatic male IH patients. A literature review and a Markov

model of relevant parameters like mortality associated with

elective or emergent hernia repair were incorporated into

the meta-analysis. The mortality associated with elective

IH was 0.2% (596 of 242,207 patients). The mortality

associated with emergent IH repair (excluding femoral

hernias) was 4% (715 of 18,092 patients).137

A 1996 study analyzed data from 30,675 IH operations

performed on patients of all ages, during the period

1976–1986 in a geographically defined population. The

study included data on the nine percent of patients who

underwent an emergent operation. Of note, emergent

operations were much more common in patients over

50 years of age. On average, emergent operation patients

were older than elective operation patients and had a sig-

nificantly greater postoperative mortality rate. No deaths

were reported in day surgery patients.138

Another study on elective hernia repair in the elderly

found a tenfold increase in mortality for non-agenarians

versus octogenarians (3 versus 0.3%, respectively).139

A Scottish audit of mortality following hernia surgery

reported 91 fatalities (18 elective) in 28,760 inguinal and

femoral hernia operations on a surgical ward or within

30 days of surgery during the period 1994–1997. Mortality

was 0.8% following IH repair, and 3.1% following femoral

hernia repair. Cardiopulmonary and neurological diseases

were the principle comorbidities in the patient

population.140

A cost-utility analysis of treatment options for IH done

at Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical

School analyzed data from over 1.5 million adult patients.

Data from national databases and 51 RCTs were analyzed.

A mathematical model derived from the data predicted that

surgical mortality increased 8.7% per 1-year age increase.

As an example, the calculated mortality risk for a 25-year-

old male operated on for primary IH was 0.0065% and was

postulated to be 125 times higher (0.81%) for a 65-year-old

male undergoing operation for a recurrent IH with

obstruction. These calculations were found to be in

agreement with outcomes seen in national hernia

registries.141

From 1992 to 2005, data on 107,838 groin hernias were

entered in the Swedish Hernia Register.32 Five thousand

two hundred and eighty of 104,911 (5.1%) IHs were treated

emergently compared with 1068 of 2927 (36.5%) femoral

hernias. Twenty-two percent of the operations in women

were for femoral hernia versus 1% in men. In both men and

women, operation for femoral hernia (including emergent

operation) was associated with a sevenfold mortality

increase. Mortality for elective hernia repair was not higher

than the background mortality recorded in the national

Cause-of-Death register, but increased sevenfold after

emergent operations and 20-fold with bowel resec-

tion. Seventeen percent of women and 5.1% of men

underwent emergent surgery. The overall standardized

mortality ratio (observed/expected death in the population)

within 30 days following hernia repair was 1.4 in men and

4.2 in women. In elective surgery, this ratio was lower,

0.67 and 0.85, respectively. Cardiovascular disease

accounted for 59% of the observed mortality in elective

cases.32

Another Swedish Hernia Register study looked at 3980

patients operated on for femoral hernia. Women were at

increased risk for emergent operation, 40.6 versus 28.1% in

men. Emergent femoral hernia operation was associated

with a tenfold increase in mortality. The mortality risk of

elective femoral hernia operation did not exceed that of the

general population.22

A registry study of patients who died within 30 days of

surgery examined causes of treatment delay and death.135

In 37% of patients with signs of bowel obstruction, docu-

mentation was missing on physical examination of the

groin. These patients had an increased time-to-surgery

when compared with patients with a palpable lump.

Women and those with femoral hernias were significantly

less likely to have a groin examination done.

A cohort study from the Danish Hernia Database of

29,033 elective groin hernia repairs analyzed: 30-day

postoperative morbidity, prolonged length of stay, and

death. Morbidity increased with age. Regional anesthesia

was associated with an increased risk of complications.

Thirty-day mortality following elective hernia repair was

0.12%.142 Another Danish multicenter study of 57,709 day

surgery procedures reported no day-surgery-related

deaths.143
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Discussion

Mortality risk calculations and cause-of-death analyses

require large data sets. Prospective registration of opera-

tions facilitates these calculations and reduces selection

bias, thereby making the results more representative of the

overall hernia surgery population. National registers are

useful when calculating mortality risks, since the results

can be verified and compared with national Cause-of-Death

registers.

Emergent hernia surgery is associated with considerably

increased mortality. Symptom duration before diagnosis

and treatment delays are factors that contribute to this

increased mortality.

In elective hernia repair, medical comorbidities are the

primary contributor to cause of death and must be con-

sidered when planning operations, especially in the elderly.

Chapter 19

Pain: prevention and treatment

A. Wijsmuller, D. Chen, L. Liem, M. Loos, W. Reinpold,

and S. Smedberg

Pain prevention

Definition of chronic postoperative inguinal pain (CPIP)

Chronic pain is a frequent long-term complication fol-

lowing nearly all surgical procedures. However, there are

no consensus definitions of exactly what constitutes

chronic pain after specific operations. With IH repair, pain

patterns may differ depending on structures and organs

involved and the type of repair performed. While certain

predisposing neuroanatomic and technical factors can be

avoided, chronic postoperative inguinal pain (CPIP)

remains a complex challenge with several psychological,

social, genetic, and behavioral influences.

Key question

KQ19P.a How is chronic pain defined? What is its

prevalence after IH repair?

Key question

KQ19P.b What are the risk factors for CPIP?

Evidence in literature

Definition of chronic pain

In 1986, the International Association for the Study of Pain

defined chronic pain as pain lasting more than 3 months.144

This definition was considered valid in epidemiological

studies145 and was used in randomized studies on hernia

surgery, even if pain related to surgery was not part of the

objectives when the definition was formulated.

However, with mesh hernia repairs, the inflammatory

healing process may last longer than this defined 3-month

interval due to tissue reaction to the mesh. Therefore, some

systematic review authors have used pain lasting 6 months

or more as a criterion for inclusion in their reviews.146
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In spite of these varied interpretations of chronic pain,

we recommend that the widely accepted C 3-month time

period be used to define CPIP. We also recommend that the

definition of CPIP includes a level of discomfort rated by

the patient as C moderate and impacting daily activities.

Prevalence of chronic pain

As noted in various guidelines, CPIP incidences vary from

0.7 to[ 75%.104, 147 The reported incidence of pain varies

greatly due in part to the pain definition used in the

guideline.

One RCT looking at Kugel versus Lichtenstein repair

considered any visual analog score (VAS) of pain[ 0 at 3

months to be chronic pain, and reported incidences of 20.7

and 40.5%, respectively.148 Another prospective follow-up

study of hernia repairs performed during 1992–1993 (pre-

mesh) used different definitions. Mild pain was defined as

occasional pain/discomfort, not limiting activity, with

return-to-prehernia lifestyle. Moderate pain was defined as

pain preventing return-to-preoperative activities. Severe

pain was defined as pain incapacitating the patient fre-

quently or interfering with daily activities.149

Follow-up data in this study and reporting on any groin/

inguinal pain within the last month found a 62.9% inci-

dence at 1 year and a 53.6% incidence at 2 years. The

incidence of moderate-to-severe pain was 11.9% at 1 year

and 10.6% at 2 years.

A Danish Hernia Database 1-year questionnaire follow-

up study found that 28.7% of patients reported hernia-area

pain in the last month, 11% reported work- or leisure-ac-

tivity impairment, and 4.5% had received medical treat-

ment for pain.150

Follow-up interval is an important metric, since pain

tends to decrease over time. In the same Danish Hernia

Database group, those with pain after 1 year were followed

up after 6 years. After 6 years, less pain was reported by

75.8% of patients, the same pain by 16.7%, and increased

pain by 7.5%.53

In a meta-analysis of open preperitoneal versus Licht-

enstein repair, chronic postoperative pain of greater than

6-month duration was found in 7.1 and 12.3%, respec-

tively.86 In another meta-analysis of TEP versus Lichten-

stein, chronic postoperative pain of greater than 3 months

duration was reported in 12.5 and 16.8%, respectively.76

Meta-analyses and guidelines on surgical technique find

that chronic pain occurs less frequently after endoscopic

versus open procedures.83, 84 Mesh use reduces the risk of

chronic pain and surgical ‘‘fine tuning’’ on mesh choice and

fixation method (or no fixation) may help to decrease its

incidence (see chapters 10 and 11).

Overall, the incidence of clinically significant CPIP is in

the 10–12% range, decreasing over time.53, 147, 151 Debil-

itating CPIP affecting normal daily activities or work

ranges from 0.5 to 6%.147

Systematic reviews published within the last decade

have generally found similar predictors for CPIP devel-

opment.104, 146, 151, 152 The International Endohernia

Society guidelines summarized from the literature: young

age, female gender, preoperative pain level, and postop-

erative pain intensity as risk factors for chronic postoper-

ative pain.104 One author has summarized risk factors for

postherniorrhaphy inguinal pain (Table 3).152

Population-based studies from the Swedish Hernia

Register on long-term pain after hernia repair are in accord

with the systematic reviews cited above. Pain interfering

with daily activity occurred in 98 of 2421 (6%) patients
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followed 1–6 years after the operation. Pain risk factors

included: age below median, female gender, direct hernia,

open technique, postoperative complications noted in

patient files at 30-day review, recurrent hernia repair, and

chronic pain of other origin in the 3 years prior to opera-

tion.153 Similar results were found in another register study

of 2456 patients followed for 2–3 years.154

Another author, in a more holistic review, confirmed the

same risk factors and added the significance of mental

state, anxiety, and patient expectations.151

A prospective cohort study investigated psychological

models for prediction of chronic postoperative pain after

hernia surgery. These models are useful for predicting

acute pain and in non-surgical contexts, for predicting

transition from acute to chronic pain. A finding of higher

pain intensity 1-week postoperatively predicted higher pain

intensity at 4 months. Lower preoperative optimism was an

independent risk factor for chronic pain occurrence.155

A systematic review of predictive experimental pain

studies of quantitative sensory testing investigated

mechanical, thermal, and electrical stimuli.156 The review

found that preoperative pain tests may predict 4–54% of

the variance in postoperative pain occurrence. However,

the review concluded that there is no simple reliable

prognostic assessment method for postoperative pain.156

Discussion

A consensus on the definition of CPIP does not exist,

although a time threshold has been suggested. Most IH

literature uses a 3-month duration to define chronic pain.

As discussed, for mesh-based repairs, a 6-month time

frame may be more appropriate.

In a similar manner, discomfort severity that seems

clinically meaningful has been set at a level of ‘‘bother-

some moderate pain impacting daily activities.’’ Using this

cutoff, roughly 10–12% of patients experience this chron-

ically after IH surgery.

Pain etiology does not enter into the definition of pain

itself. However, etiology, treatment, prognosis, and, above

all, prevention, is of utmost importance for the research

into pain following IH surgery.

Inguinal nerve anatomy

Introduction

CPIP is thought to be primarily of a neuropathic origin.

Therefore, knowledge of the most common inguinal nerve

distribution patterns and variants is paramount in its pre-

vention and treatment.

Key question

KQ19P.c What is the most common inguinal nerve dis-

tribution pattern and how common is it?

Evidence in literature

Several anatomic studies have been performed to elucidate

the course of one or more of the inguinal nerves.157–170

Anesthesiology-based studies have been done to improve

nerve block success.157–159 Surgical anatomical studies

have been done in the hopes of preventing nerve injury

during different approaches in this area.157, 160–168 These

anesthesiology-based and surgical anatomical studies

report data on retroperitoneal and/or anterior nerve distri-

bution patterns.

This section focuses on the most common course of

the ilioinguinal (IIN), iliohypogastric (IHN), and the

genitofemoral (GFN) nerves retroperitoneally over the

quadratus lumborum and psoas muscles and anteriorly

after they pierce the transverse abdominal muscle

(TAM).

Pooled results of anatomical studies indicate that the

IHN was present in 864 of 879 inguinal dissections (98%,

range 60–100%).157, 159–166, 168 The IIN was present in

1217 of 1443 dissections (84%, range 56–100%).157–169

The genital branch (GB) of the GFN was present in 256 of

258 dissections (99%)160, 165, 166, 170.

In 68% (578 of 844) of dissections, the IIN and IHN

emerged separately lateral to the psoas muscle instead of

emerging as a single trunk157–161, 163, 168. Thereafter, the

IHN runs anteriorly over the quadratus lumborum muscle

to pierce the TAM usually just cranial to the iliac crest, and

runs shortly between the TAM and the internal oblique

muscle (IOM) to pierce the IOM and run dorsally to the

external oblique muscle (EOM). The IIN does the same,

except that in most cases a part of its course is caudal to the

iliac crest, anterior to the iliac muscle.160

The GFN emerges through the psoas muscle as a single

branch in the majority of patients (58%) and divides into

femoral and genital branches anterior to the psoas

muscle.165

In most patients, the IHN innervates the hypogastric

region, after a course just cranial to the spermatic cord.

Cutaneous innervation of the medial thigh, pubic, and

scrotal/labial area and inguinal crease is provided jointly by

the IIN and GB. The same applies to the motor innervation

of the cremasteric muscle. When present, the IIN usually

runs anteriorly and parallel to the spermatic cord. The

course of the genital branch is usually laterocaudal at the

level of the internal inguinal ring.166

The dorsal nerve branch of the pudendal nerve, which

originates from S2 to S4, innervates the posterior scrotum/
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labia.162 Data from a chronic pain patient series in which

treatment consisted of triple neurectomy—that was exten-

ded to nerve tissue surrounding the vas deferens in some

patients—suggest that the testicles are viscerally inner-

vated by autonomic nerve fibers located with the lamina

propria of the vas deferens originating from the deep pelvis

plexus and referred to as paravasal nerves.171, 172

Variations in the distribution pattern of inguinal nerves

exist on several levels in the course of each nerve. Because

of this logarithmic increase in different types of distribu-

tion patterns, a classic distribution pattern and its incidence

cannot be determined.

Key question

KQ19P.d What are the most common variations in anterior

inguinal nerve distribution patterns?

Evidence in literature

Common variations in inguinal nerve distribution patterns

include a proximal common trunk for the IHN and IIN, an

emergence of the GFN through the psoas muscle as two

separate branches and variation in cutaneous innervation

by the IIN and GB of the medial thigh, pubic, and scrotal/

labial area and inguinal crease.

In 266 of 844 dissections (32%, range 9–50%), there is

a single trunk for the IHN and IIN emerging laterally from

behind the psoas muscle after which it usually divides

somewhere after passing the quadratus lumborum muscle

before piercing the IOM157–161, 163, 168. Notably in one

study, in 44 of 256 dissections (17%) with a common

IHN/IIN trunk, the trunk divided beyond the anterior

superior iliac spine (ASIS). In a subgroup, this trunk

would divide after perforating through the aponeurosis of

the EOM.168 This pattern may have been misinterpreted in

other studies as an absent IIN, leading to an underesti-

mation of the IINs true prevalence. One study describes

that the GFN emerges through the psoas muscle as sep-

arate femoral and genital branches in 27 of 64 dissections

(42%).165

Several studies describe a variation with an absent IIN

(range 7–44%).158, 165–167 In this case, sensory innervation

of the medial thigh, pubic, and scrotal area and inguinal

crease is mostly provided by the GB.158, 165–167 A high-

quality anatomic study suggests that in these cases, the

sensory component of the IIN follows the course of the GB

after interconnections between the IIN and GB proximally

at the height of the internal ring or at the lumbar level.165

Interconnections between all inguinal nerves have been

described. Some studies note the absence of cutaneous

innervation by the GB.165 One study found the GB in all

dissections, but in 18 of 64 of those dissections (28%), it

did not contain sensory fibers for cutaneous innervation.165

Nerve management during open inguinal hernia repair

Introduction

Surgeons can either recognize or ignore the courses of the

inguinal nerves during open IH repair. The IHN and IIN

can be seen directly. The GB, running adjacent to the

cremasteric vessels in the majority of cases, can be indi-

rectly determined by the course of those vessels.

Key question

KQ19P.e Does a ‘‘nerve-recognition’’ approach reduce the

incidence of acute and chronic pain following open ingu-

inal hernia repair?

Evidence in literature

A literature search was done for studies comparing only

nerve-recognizing (N-R) with nerve-ignoring (N-I)

approaches. Several studies that lacked a group in which

nerves were ignored were excluded.173–176 One review was

found177 that included data from two cohort studies

investigating the influence of an N-R versus and N-I

approach.178, 179

A high-quality prospective multicentre cohort study

compared the influence of preservation versus division of

the IIN, IHN, and GB during open mesh herniorrhaphy. At

6 months postoperatively, the incidence of moderate-to-

severe pain was 4.7% in 189 N-I (no nerves identified)

patients and 0% in 310 patients in whom all nerves were

identified and preserved (p = 0.02).178

An older study compared chronic pain in N-I versus N-R

McVay-repair patients.179 A four-point scale was used for

symptom reporting (1 = no pain, 2 = minor, 3 = major,

4 = persistent or disabling) with a follow-up of[ 5 years.

Symptoms graded as 3 or 4 occurred in 3.7% of 297 N-I
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patients and 1.6% of 614 patients in whom all nerves were

identified (p\ 0.001).

The conclusion from both studies was that N-R (all three

nerves) results in a significantly lower incidence of chronic

pain.

Discussion

Both cited studies were observational and, therefore, ‘‘low’’

grade. In addition, in the McVay-repair study, only one

surgeon performed all operations possibly resulting in a

systematic bias and, therefore, a ‘‘very low’’ grade. The

multicenter center study quality was ‘‘high.’’ Overall, the

evidence quality on the subject is ‘‘low.’’

The GRADE system also assesses benefit-to-harm ratio.

An N-R approach presumably improves operative out-

comes by avoiding iatrogenic nerve injury, suture entrap-

ment of nerves, and mesh-stimulated scarring with

resultant nerve damage. Chronic pain leads to disability,

repeated clinical encounters, consultations with anesthesi-

ologists and other specialists, additional imaging studies,

and extra costs in various ways. Although there is only a

‘‘low’’ level of medical evidence to support it, a strong

recommendation for an N-R/nerve-preservation approach

seems justified, since this is associated with less chronic

pain. To be clear, N-R/preservation in this context does

NOT involve formal surgical dissection and identification,

but rather simple recognition of nerves and their course as

they are encountered.

Prophylactic nerve resection

Introduction

Medical literature describes different nerve handling

techniques: nerve preservation, prophylactic neurectomy

(resection, removal of a segment of the nerve along the

inguinal canal), and pragmatic neurectomy (in cases of

nerve injury or if mesh/nerve interference occurs). A search

was conducted for studies investigating the influence of

prophylactic inguinal neurectomy on chronic pain. A sep-

arate search was conducted for studies involving the IIN,

the IHN, and the GB of the GFN.

Key questions

KQ19P.f Does prophylactic ilioinguinal nerve resection

reduce pain incidence?

KQ19P.g Does prophylactic iliohypogastric nerve resec-

tion reduce pain incidence?

KQ19P.h Does prophylactic resection of the GB of the

GFN reduce pain incidence?

Ilioinguinal nerve

Evidence in literature

Three meta-analyses177, 180, 181 and seven RCTs182–188

have investigated the influence of IIN resection during

open IH mesh repair. Studies investigating a pragmatic

approach to perioperative inguinal nerve handling were

excluded, since they did not compare a group in which the

IIN was prophylactically neurectomized with a group in

which it was preserved.175, 178, 189, 190

A 2012 meta-analysis180 (MA-12) covers all prior

RCTs182–184, 186, 188 except two.185, 187 One of these two

was published after the 2012 meta-analysis.187 We have

excluded it from our discussion due to a systematic bias

resulting from inadequate study design. The other was also

excluded from the meta-analysis and from our discussion

because of selection bias.185 This meta-analysis reported no

inter-group differences in chronic pain scores and numb-

ness at 6- and 12-month postoperatively.180 However,

increased sensory loss was reported at 6- and 12-month

postoperatively following IIN resection.

These chronic pain outcomes were confirmed by another

2007 meta-analysis177 (MA-07). A 2011 meta-analysis

(MA-11) of fewer studies than reference MA-12 reported a

lower chronic pain incidence after IIN resection on the

basis of fewer studies than were analyzed by reference
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MA-11.181 References MA-12 and MA-11 reported a

moderate-to-high degree of heterogeneity with respect to

chronic pain as an outcome measure and questioned the

suitability of pooling results. This heterogeneity is present

in several RCTs on the subject as well.

Discussion

The data from the meta-analyses were graded as moderate,

since the included RCTs are moderately to highly hetero-

geneous. Evidence from several of the RCTs was also

graded as moderate due to high loss-to-follow-up rates,182

small sample size,188 and possible selection bias.183

The GRADE system also assesses the benefit-to-harm

ratio and treatment effect magnitude. Clear benefits of

prophylactic IIN division/resection have not been reported.

Possible harm might result from a higher rate of sensory

loss but the clinical consequence of this loss is unclear.

Therefore, the treatment effect magnitude is low, leaving

us unable to make a strong recommendation. Finally, since

study follow-up durations are 12-month maximum and

delayed long-term painful conditions may occur following

neurectomy (i.e., neuroma and deafferentation hypersen-

sitivity), some of these adverse outcomes may have been

missed in presently available series.

Iliohypogastric nerve

Evidence in literature

Two RCTs184, 191 and three cohort studies174, 192, 193—but

no reviews—were found comparing IHN neurectomy with

IHN preservation.

One RCT191 and one cohort study193 were eliminated from

this critical appraisal, the RCT, because of systematic bias due

to comparison of two adjustments of the surgical technique.

The cohort study was eliminated because of imprecision due

to small sample size and possible selection bias.

Another RCT compared chronic pain incidence after

tension-free self-gripping mesh repair with sutured Licht-

enstein repair and recorded the type of nerve manage-

ment.174 It too was omitted from our critical appraisal,

since it did not report on the incidence of chronic pain after

pure prophylactic IHN. Therefore, we deemed the evidence

to justify prophylactic IHN neurectomy too indirect.

One RCT184 and one cohort study192 were critically

appraised. Both reported no significant differences in the

incidence of chronic pain or sensory loss 1-year

postoperatively.

Discussion

Although the included RCT was well conducted, only one

study of its type exists. Therefore, we considered the evi-

dence quality to be moderate. The GRADE system assesses

the benefit-to-harm ratio as well as the treatment effect

magnitude and no benefit of prophylactic IHN resection

has been reported. Furthermore, the development of a

painful neuroma may have been missed as adverse out-

come in the presently available series. In short, no positive

treatment effect has been shown, making a strong recom-

mendation for IHN resection unsupportable.

Genital branch of the genitofemoral nerve

Evidence in literature

No studies were found comparing prophylactic resection of

the genital branch of the GFN with preservation of this

nerve

Pragmatic neurectomy

Introduction

Pragmatic neurectomy refers to nerve resection or removal

of a segment of a nerve that is ‘‘at risk.’’ An ‘‘at-risk’’

nerve, in turn, is the one that has been damaged during

surgery, is in danger of being traumatized due to interfer-

ence with mesh position, or is likely to be included in the

fibrotic process around mesh. Our search on this topic

encompassed studies reporting on pain incidence following

pragmatic resection of inguinal nerves.

Key question

KQ19P.i Does pragmatic (when nerve injury occurs or

interferes with placement of the mesh) resection of inguinal

nerves reduce pain incidence?
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Evidence in literature

Our search found one cohort study comparing pragmatic

neurectomy of ‘‘at-risk’’ nerves with a routine nerve-

preservation approach.173 Three other cohort studies

involving only pragmatic neurectomy (without a nerve-

preservation control group) were identified, but excluded

from analysis.178, 189, 194

The analyzed cohort study involved 364 Lichtenstein her-

nia repair patients who underwent neurectomies for ‘‘at-risk’’

nerves (traumatized, stretched, or interfered with by mesh).173

In a different group of 161 Lichtenstein patients, no recom-

mendations were given for nerve handling and a nerve-

preservation routine was employed. There were no significant

inter-group differences in the number of identified nerves. In

the larger group, significantly more IHN resections were done

(40 versus 12%, respectively). No inter-group differences

existed for IIN and GB resections. At 3-month postopera-

tively, there was significantly less pain in the nerves-at-risk

resection group. It was concluded that, in Lichtenstein hernia

repair patients, a pragmatic approach of at-risk neurectomy

produced less chronic postoperative pain.173

Three other cohort studies were excluded from analy-

sis.178, 189, 194 These studies investigated the influence of a

pragmatic approach of ‘‘at-risk’’nerves but did not compare

this group to a group in which all nerves were preserved.

For example, one study prospectively investigated a cohort

of patients in which the influence of a pragmatic approach

was investigated in all 172 patients: preservation of ingu-

inal nerves unless it was felt that they would hinder the

placement of the mesh or would become entrapped by the

mesh or suture material, in which case, they were divided

cleanly at the edge of the wound.194 They reported no

differences in mean VAS score between the groups in

which the IIN or IHN or GB was divided compared to the

group in which all three nerves were preserved. Another

study prospectively recorded type of nerve management in

973 primary IH patients undergoing elective Lichtenstein

or Trabucco repair.178 No recommendations were made

regarding identification or preservation of inguinal nerves.

They reported no significant difference in moderate-to-

severe pain at 6 months and 1 year between a group of 310

patients in which all nerves were identified and preserved

and a group of 60 patients in which one or two nerves were

divided and a group of 10 patients in which all nerves were

divided. Furthermore, the third study prospectively recor-

ded type of nerve management in 781 Lichtenstein and

Shouldice repairs.189 They reported 12 patients with rele-

vant chronic pain (VAS[ 3) at 5 years. In 11 of these 12,

IIN neurolysis had been performed during a Lichtenstein

repair. The conclusion of this study was that mesh contact

with a nerve removed from its natural bed should be

avoided, supporting the notion that nerve resection is a

better alternative to leaving an intact mobilized nerve

in situ allowing mesh/nerve contact to occur.

Discussion

Overall, the strength of evidence on this topic is low. Only

one cohort study exclusively compared a pragmatic

resection of nerves ‘at-risk’ approach with a general rou-

tine of preservation, supporting pragmatic ‘at-risk’

neurectomy.173 One other cohort study indirectly supports

the view that nerves should be pragmatically resected in

case of iatrogenic damage or interference with the position

of the mesh.178 Two other cohort studies report no down-

side to pragmatic neurectomy. The level of evidence is low,

since only cohort studies were conducted.

When considering the benefit-to-harm ratio, IIN or IHN

division does not influence the incidence of chronic

pain.180 Sensory loss has been reported to increase fol-

lowing IIN neurectomy.180

Pragmatic resection of at-risk nerves seems justified and

provides a better alternative to nerve preservation of an

injured nerve or a nerve that interferes with mesh position.

Hernia sac resection in indirect hernia

Introduction

Hernia sac excision and ligation in indirect hernia man-

agement has been standard treatment for as long as radical

hernia operations have been performed. The hernia sac—

part of the parietal peritoneum—is well innervated. Early

postoperative pain reduction might be achieved if the sac

was resected or invaginated, but not ligated.

Key question

KQ19P.j Does hernia sac resection and ligation increase

the incidence of acute and/or chronic pain?
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Evidence in literature

Until the 1970s, high ligation of the indirect hernia sac was

generally considered a crucial part of the hernia repair in

preventing recurrence. The 1978 edition of Hernia dis-

cussed this approach.195 A 1977 randomized study found

no support for suturing of the peritoneum at abdominal

wound closure.196

In the anterior abdominal wall, the peritoneum is

innervated by parietal nerves also innervating the skin and

muscles as opposed to the visceral and posterior peri-

toneum having a visceral innervation through the par-

avertebral ganglia and the vagal nerve.197 A prospective

randomized study of hernia sac ligation of 110 indirect

hernias in 105 male patients found that sac resection

without ligation did not result in increased recurrences at

1–3-year follow-up. There was, however, a significant

decrease in severe postoperative pain at 2-week and in

moderate pain at 6-week follow-up in the non-ligated

group.198 Increased pain after hernia sac ligation was

attributed to peritoneal ischemia. A 2007 study randomized

477 Lichtenstein repair patients to ligated or non-ligated

hernia sac groups. Significantly fewer non-ligated subjects

had postoperative pain during a 30-day follow-up period

and pain levels were significantly higher in the ligated

group.199 Another study from 2014 randomized 167

Lichtenstein indirect hernia repair patients to one of three

groups: sac dissected, not opened and inverted into the

peritoneal cavity; sac excised without ligation; and sac

resected and transfixed at the neck.200 Postoperative pain

scores were 3.04, 3.98, and 4.06, respectively, significantly

higher in the ligation group. Chronic pain and recurrence

were not significantly different amongst the groups at

80-month follow-up.

A Swedish Hernia Registry study of 48,433 open ante-

rior indirect IH repairs examined hernia sac manage-

ment.201 Hernia sac excision and ligation occurred in

49.5%, invagination in 37.6%, and division (the distal sac

left in situ) in 12.9%. Reoperations for recurrence occurred

in 1.7, 2.7, and 1.7%, respectively. However, within the

subgroups of sutured repairs including a total of 6217

repairs, invagination of the sac did not increase the recur-

rence rate significantly.

Discussion

Three RCTs have reached similar conclusions regarding

postoperative pain. Indirect hernia sac invagination or resec-

tion without ligation results in less local pain in the immediate

postoperative months and does not confer a long-term recur-

rence risk. There is a high level of evidence for this finding.

However, a large register study with a 5-year follow-up term

found that reoperation rates for recurrence were worse in

invagination or resection without ligation patients. Therefore,

our final recommendation received only a weak grade.

Pubic pain and orchialgia

Introduction

The periosteum is highly innervated, and if violated by

fixation sutures or tacks, pain—intense and long-lasting—

is likely to occur. The resultant pain is somatic in nature,

but, if intense, may be misinterpreted as neuropathic.

Key question

KQ19P.k Does mesh fixation to the pubic bone increase

the incidence of acute and/or chronic pain?

Evidence in literature

While no studies focus specifically on periosteal pain, this

entity is recognized as one of a number of causative factors

in postherniorrhaphy pain syndromes.149, 202–205

One study found at 2-year follow-up that non-neuro-

pathic pain is the most common cause of chronic pain.

Tenderness over the medial insertion of the inguinal liga-

ment is the most common clinical finding. Therefore,

authorities recommend against placing sutures in the area

of the pubic bone.149 Another study mentions the issue of

pain related to periosteal sutures but does not cite an

incidence.202

A third study found that 18 of 40 patients with non-

neuropathic pain had periosteal pain probably caused by

sutures. The 18 patients represented 12% of the total group

of those with chronic postherniorrhaphy pain.203 Eight of

these received an injection with lidocaine and corticos-

teroids resulting in pain reduction of more than 50% in

their VAS scores. From a group of 237 Swedish Hernia

Register patients operated on for persistent pain after groin
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hernia operations, 111 completed a questionnaire. Fourteen

of these patients (13%) had undergone pubic tubercle

suture removal.205 Total or partial mesh removals were

done at the same time and the results of suture removal

alone were not calculated. The results within this subgroup

did not significantly differ from the results in the whole

study group of 111 patients answering the questionnaire,

improvement being reported by 62% of the patients. In

those with chronic postherniorrhaphy pain (10–12% of IH

repair patients), approximately 12–13% will have pain

probably caused by tubercle mesh fixation, representing

about 1% of chronic pain cases.

Discussion

Despite this being an uncommon problem and the subject

of a limited number of publications, pain due to pubic bone

periosteal interference is an important issue with a signif-

icant impact on patient wellbeing. Our recommendation on

the subject is, therefore, ungraded to strong.

In open anterior mesh repairs, the mesh overlapping the

medial pubic tubercle is, in fact, an ‘‘onlay’’ mesh part,

meaning that local preparation for mesh placement is

important. Overlap should compensate for mesh shrink-

age.206 Deeply positioned sutures for medial mesh fixation

should be avoided, and if local treatment with anesthetics

and corticosteroids fail, surgical suture removal must be

considered.203

The sensitive pubic bone area is also reachable via the

preperitoneal route. The pectineal ligament along the pubic

bone’s superior ramus is commonly used for suture fixa-

tion. This ligament thins medially and sutures or tacks in

that area may reach periosteum. However, no publications

specifically address this issue.

Orchialgia

Introduction

Few CPIP patients develop testicular pain. If it develops,

however, it can be debilitating and adversely affect sexual

function and quality of life.

Key question

KQ19P.l What percentage of CPIP patients have

orchialgia?

Evidence in literature

Orchialgia results from damage to the testicle’s visceral

innervation. These nerves run along the spermatic vessels

and are derived from paravertebral ganglia mainly at the

kidney level. It is known that ipsilateral orchialgia occurs

in 6–44% of kidney donors.207, 208 Laparoscopic standard

procedure involves an en bloc dissection of the ureter and

gonadal vein divided at the level of the iliac vessels’

crossing.207 Orchialgia does not occur if a gonadal-vein-

sparing approach is used (so as not to disturb the vessel

below the point of ligation at the renal vein). A study of

genitofemoral neurectomy in 23 patients found that three of

six patients with persistent neuralgia had significant

orchialgia. None of the patients who had significant pain

relief after neurectomy had preoperative testicular pain.209

Another study found that orchialgia was not affected by

laparoscopic triple neurectomy in refractory neuropathic

inguinodynia, because the testes have a separate

innervation.210

Testicular pain occurs after open and laparoscopic her-

nia operations. Etiologies include: spermatic cord trauma,

inflammation and fibrosis due to mesh ingrowth, and cord

strangulation at the passage through a cut slit in the mesh.

Note that publications on testicular problems that do not

cite patient numbers are excluded from our discussion.

A meta-analysis on endoscopic versus open mesh and

non-mesh techniques found testicular atrophy or ‘‘prob-

lems’’ in 51 of 7622 operations (0.7%) with no statistical

significant inter-group differences in articles reporting on

this issue.83, 84 Chronic postoperative pain was reported in

598 of 8524 operations (7%), endoscopic 5%, and open

9%. Orchialgia and testicular problems represented 10% of

the chronic groin pain cases.83, 84 A systematic review

found the incidence of testicular pain to be 1–6%. In

another article reporting on those with severe or very

severe groin pain, 22 of 120 (18%) had testicular pain and

2.6–4.5% had testicular atrophy.146 A meta-analysis of

open preperitoneal versus Lichtenstein repair that included

2860 patients found testicular problems in 1.3 and 1.9%,

respectively, chronic pain in 7.1 and 12.3%, respectively,

for a total of 1.6% incidence of testicular problems and a

9.8% incidence of chronic pain.86 In four meta-analyses on

lightweight versus heavyweight mesh in open hernia sur-

gery published from 2011 to 2013, testicular problems
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were all reported in the same four publications. There were

no significant differences in testicular problems between

groups. One of the meta-analyses reported testicular atro-

phy in 0.8% of patients and chronic pain in 11.2%.60

Irrespective of surgical technique, the incidence of

orchialgia is about the same, roughly 10% of the incidence

of CPIP.

New directions in acute/chronic pain prevention.

Introduction

Preoperative and intraoperative methods (various medica-

tions, psychological treatments and preparation, and edu-

cational programs) have been used in attempts to prevent

chronic pain. Many of the techniques hinge on surveying

psychological risk factors for chronic pain after hernia

operations. A few psychologically based studies examining

counseling or education have been published that related to

hernia surgery.

Key question

KQ19P.m Can preoperative and perioperative topical and

systemic medications reduce the incidence of chronic pain?

KQ19P.n Can chronic postoperative pain be prevented or

reduced by preoperative information and psychological

preparation?

Perioperative prevention of chronic pain

Evidence in literature

A review on persistent postsurgical pain concluded that

nerve injury is the major factor causing chronic pain. It

further surmised that preempting neuropathic pain requires

a different approach from that needed for preventing

inflammatory pain.211 Preemptive analgesia attempts to

reduce sensory input from the surgical trauma causing

sensitization and an increased risk of chronic postoperative

pain. Analgesia timing is considered to be crucial.212

A systematic review and meta-analysis including 11

clinical trials on perioperative administration of gabapentin

or pregabalin found that they were effective in reducing the

incidence of chronic postsurgical pain.213 Of eight gaba-

pentin trials, four (one of which was a hernia repair

study211) reported lower incidence of pain and/or lower

analgesic requirement[ 2 months after surgery. So did all

three pregabalin trials.

One systematic review on preemptive analgesia con-

cluded that it can reduce acute postoperative pain. It also

commented on the need for additional studies on gaba-

pentin and pregabalin before recommending their use in

chronic pain prophylaxis.214 However, the review sum-

marized, the cause of chronic pain being multifactorial, that

a combination of intraoperative and postoperative pain

therapy is needed to minimize the risk of developing

chronic pain.214

Another systematic review found no evidence to support

preemptive analgesia use in chronic postsurgical pain

prevention.215

A Cochrane review on high-dose topical capsaicin on

intact skin for chronic neuropathic pain from postherpetic

neuralgia and HIV neuropathy found a significant benefit

during a 12-week study period.216 One study of wound

instillation of capsaicin showed superior analgesia versus

placebo in the 3–4 days following IH repair.217 Follow-up

at 2.5 years revealed that 5 of 20 patients in the capsaicin

group had hyperalgesia compared to 1 of 16 in the placebo

group. This trend did not rise to the level of statistical

significance.218

Etanercept—a tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitor—

has the potential to inhibit neuropathic pain. When this

agent was used to treat postamputation pain, 5 of 6 soldiers

in whom it was employed reported improvement.219 In a

subsequent multicenter randomized study, etanercept was

given 90 min before IH surgery and reduced postoperative

pain by some measures. However, the effect was small,

transient, and not statistically significant.220

Preoperative education and psychological preparation

Evidence in literature

In a systematic review of experimental pain studies

investigating quantitative sensory testing, the variance in

postoperative pain could be predicted in 4–54% of patients.

Preoperative psychometric evaluations of vulnerability,

anxiety, depression, and pain catastrophizing were less

predictive.156 Numerous studies from a variety of disci-

plines have identified psychological risk factors for chronic

pain.155, 214, 221–224

Few studies exist on preoperative preparation and edu-

cation of patients to reduce chronic postoperative pain. A

prospective randomized study did evaluate the influence of
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a preoperative informative video before hernia surgery on

postoperative quality of life. A benefit was noted at

3-month follow-up, but no difference was detectable at

6 months.225 The effect of music and music combined with

therapeutic suggestions was studied in a prospective ran-

domized manner in day case varicose vein and IH surgery.

Either intervention demonstrated a modest effect on

patients’ pain in the immediate postoperative period. Long-

term effects were not studied.226 The effect of postopera-

tive education after hernia surgery was studied in a

prospective randomized fashion. No difference in postop-

erative pain or return-to-work interval was found, but a

small statistically significant benefit on pain-when-moving

was found on postoperative day #7. However, the study

authors found no reason to recommend a change in stan-

dard practice regarding postoperative counseling.227

Discussion

The perioperative use of medications to prevent chronic

pain has focused mainly on blocking central sensitization

and the development of neuropathic pain. Gabapentin is the

best studied and has a documented short-term benefit. In

general, these benefits fade after 1–6 months. Pregabalin,

though less well studied, has a similar effect. Capsaicin and

etanercept have no proven long-term effect on chronic

pain. So-called ‘‘preventive analgesia’’ through multimodal

approaches is predicated on the assumption that the only

way to prevent central sensitization is to completely block

any painful input from the surgical wound from time-of-

incision to final wound healing.211, 212

Preoperative psychological predispositions toward the

development of chronic pain have been investigated in

several surgical disciplines. This field remains poorly

studied. The limited data available suggest only minor

short-term effects on postoperative pain and no benefit in

chronic pain prevention.

Pain treatment

Chronic postoperative pain treatment after inguinal hernia

repair

Introduction

Chronic pain is a significant complication after IH surgery

leading to disability, dissatisfaction, and impaired produc-

tivity and quality of life. Despite a wide array of general

pain treatment options, management of this burdensome

condition remains challenging. Due to a paucity of evi-

dence-based data of the subject and heterogeneous patient

populations and pathologies, expert opinion plays a vital

role in decision-making. For this reason, nearly all state-

ments in the section below are only weakly supported but

do represent a blend of an exhaustive literature review and

expert opinion. The recommendations reflect current state-

of-the-art and are important for clinicians and patients

dealing with chronic pain.

Key question

KQ19T.a How should inguinal hernia repair patients with

immediate, severe, postoperative pain be treated?

Evidence in literature

There is clear evidence that acute postoperative pain is a

risk factor for chronic pain development. Early adequate

pain management is vital to reduce the risk of conversion to

chronic pain.228, 229 The existing guidelines of prevention

and chronic pain management after IH repair address the

issue of whether immediate reoperation is necessary.147

No studies exist on the appropriate treatment of acute

severe pain after IH repair. In particular, no studies address

whether early reoperation with neurectomy prevents

chronic pain. From a purely pragmatic perspective;
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however, patients with immediate severe neuropathic pain

postoperatively may be offered reoperation with neurec-

tomy if appropriate.

Key question

KQ19T.b What should the initial approach be to IH

repair patients with chronic postoperative pain (pain still

present[ 3 months after surgery) (see treatment

algorithm)?

Evidence in literature

Our search identified seven reviews describing different

treatment options for chronic pain patients.151, 157, 230–240

A 1988 landmark paper presented a treatment algorithm for

chronic pain after IH repair.230 The study authors con-

cluded that pain persisting for 2–3 months required further

investigation and treatment, starting with an IIN block at

the ASIS. If this reduced pain to some extent, a repeat

nerve block could be done, since repeated injections may

interrupt the pain cycle. If an IIN block is ineffective, an

anesthesiologist may be asked to perform a paravertebral

block of the genitofemoral nerve. If transient pain reduc-

tion is achieved, a repeat block or neurectomy of the IIN or

GB of the GFN is the next recommended step. If a block

does not result in pain reduction, a course of pharmaco-

logical and adjunctive non-pharmacological therapy (i.e.,

psychotherapy, hypnosis, behavioral therapy, biofeedback,

and acupuncture) is advocated.

A systematic review of CPIP management was done in

2005.231 It concluded that neurectomy relieved chronic

pain but also that studies demonstrating this finding suf-

fered from methodological flaws. In particular, a clear

pre, intra, and postoperative assessment was deemed

necessary to provide a better understanding of therapeutic

options.

Another study group emphasized that there is a broad

differential diagnosis for chronic inguinal pain following

IH repair.232 Examination with ultrasonography or mag-

netic resonance imaging may provide useful information

and may detect recurrence, meshoma, or non-hernia-related

causes of pain. This group suggested an initial trial of

conservative modalities and pharmacological options (e.g.,

TCAs, SSRIs, gabapentin, and pregabalin). Then, nerve

blocks and peripheral nerve stimulation were advocated as

necessary. However, they acknowledged that these

modalities are often ineffective and that surgical neurec-

tomy provides the best results. Although the study group

did not research the issue, the question then becomes which

patients are suitable for neurectomy? They proposed a

conservative treatment period of at least 6 months before

neurectomy is done.

In 2011, the international guidelines for the prevention

and treatment of CPIP were published, providing consen-

sus statements on best-available clinical recommenda-

tions.147 The guidelines advised a 1-year expectant period

before remedial surgical treatment to allow the mesh/tissue

interface inflammatory response to diminish. The guideli-

nes further recommended a triple neurectomy if neurec-

tomy was done. After endoscopic repair, a transabdominal

or retroperitoneal approach was urged to remove the

proximal parts of the nerves. They also concluded that the

intramuscular part of the IHN should be resected during an

open triple neurectomy.

More recently, others have proposed an algorithm for

CPIP using the Delphian consensus method.233 They urge an

expectant phase and—after recurrence has been excluded by

imaging—referral to a multidisciplinary pain management

team. If this approach fails, triple neurectomy and/or mesh

explantation by an expert hernia surgeon is advocated.

In 2014, two CPIP reviews were published. One

emphasized the complexity of, and the need for individu-

alization in, treatment schemes making definitive broadly

applicable treatment algorithms difficult to compose.152

The other concluded that while neurectomy provides the

best results, improved studies with long-term outcome

measures should be initiated.234

Most recently, data on 105 CPIP patients were pub-

lished. On the basis of history, physical examination, and

imaging, the 105 were partitioned into neuropathic (37) and

non-neuropathic (68) pain groups. Twenty-eight underwent

intervention with ultrasound-guided nerve blocks. Perma-

nent pain reduction was achieved in 18 of the 28 (62%).

Implantable peripheral nerve stimulators were placed in 6
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of 28 who had temporary pain reduction following nerve

block. Overall, this approach led to pain reduction in 24 of

28 (83%) patients.235

Discussion

A stepwise multidisciplinary approach starting with mini-

mally invasive measures like analgesics and nerve blocks is

advocated in all studies. Neurectomy seems reasonable

after a minimum waiting period of 6 months without an

adequate response to other therapy. Again, a paucity of

evidence in this important subject area allows only a weak

grade for the recommendation.

Key question

KQ19T.c Does non-pharmacological treatment work in

CPIP?

Evidence in literature

No studies exist on non-pharmacological treatments (e.g.,

physical therapy, acupuncture, and mind–body therapy) for

CPIP, although there are some general articles on chronic

pain modification and improvement by cognitive and

emotional means.236

Remarkably, even pharmacological treatments (e.g.

NSAIDs, acetaminophen/paracetamol, TCAs, SSRIs,

gabapentin, pregabalin, and opioids) of CPIP have rarely

been studied. Only one relevant case report describes long-

term pain reduction with gabapentin.237 However, the

general pain literature on neuropathic pain (NeuPSIG

guideline, http://www.neupsig.org/) does provide a step-

wise treatment scheme.238

Limited evidence exists for the use of lidocaine and

capsaicin patches in CPIP patients. One crossover trial of

21 patients found no benefit for lidocaine patches.239

Another study failed to show a statistically significant

benefit of the capsaicin patch, although there was a trend

toward less pain in the capsaicin group at 1 month.240

Discussion

There is little in the medical literature on non-pharmaco-

logical treatment options for CPIP. Lidocaine and capsaicin

patches have not been proven to be effective for this

condition.

Key question

KQ19T.d What is the effect of non-surgical interventional

treatment on chronic pain after IH repair?

Evidence in literature

Limited evidence exists for the use of local nerve blocks

for CPIP treatment. No studies have investigated whether

nociceptive pain can be reliably distinguished from
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neuropathic pain. Only three studies have examined the

effect of local anesthesia on chronic pain.241–243

The most notable of these is a small double-blind RCT

demonstrating that ultrasound-guided IIN and IHN blocks

did not produce pain relief.241 It is not clear from the study

what percentage of patients had improperly placed nerve

blocks despite ultrasound guidance.

A larger uncontrolled, retrospective study of 43 patients

used local anesthetic and a corticosteroid injection with

nerve stimulator or ultrasound guidance. Thirty-two per-

cent of the patients were relieved of moderate-to-severe

pain and nerve blocks, done as described, were considered

to be an effective treatment modality.242

A case series describes CT-guided GFN block as an

effective diagnostic and therapeutic option.243

Neuroablative techniques for chronic pain relief have

been described.244–253 Cryoablation for chronic inguinal

pain has been the subject of two case studies involving a

total of ten patients.244, 249 One of these studies reported a

77.5% mean overall pain reduction with an average follow-

up period of 8 months.244 Another successful cryoablation

case involved a patient with chronic inguinal pain but no

prior hernia surgery.249

The effects of peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS), dorsal

root ganglion stimulation (DRGS), and spinal cord stimu-

lation (SCS) on CPIP are new to the pain management

field. Our literature search of PubMed and Embase yielded

117 articles using the terms ‘‘inguinal pain posthernior-

rhaphy.’’ Excluding transcutaneous electrical nerve stimu-

lation studies left 11 articles involving 64 patients

undergoing PNS, SCS, or DRGS. The largest of these

involved DRGS and pain relief of 76.8 ± 8.2% (n = 10)

with a follow-up period of 17.4 ± 5.7 weeks.254 Another

small study with a follow-up period of 12 months reported

pain relief of[ 75% and reduced pain medication intake

with SCS.255 The other articles in this subject area are case

reports or small case series.

Discussion

Few studies exist on nerve blocks for CPIP; therefore, no

evidence-based recommendations for preferred technique

(ultrasound-guided, neuro-stimulator directed, anatomic

landmark) can be made. However, multiple authorities

consider that nerve blocks serve an important diagnostic

function and can be effective in the treatment of CPIP.

Cryoablation has been the subject of a few case reports

involving few patients and limited follow-up. The initial

positive results should be viewed accordingly.

All available studies on neuromodulation for CPIP cite

sustained pain relief, quality-of-life improvement, and/or

analgesic use reduction or cessation. However, these

studies have significant limitations, such as retrospective

design, case report or series design, lack of control group,

short follow-up time, and no report of adverse events or

complications. Presently, there is weak preliminary infor-

mation in support of neuromodulation to treat CPIP.

Key question

KQ19T.e Is mesh removal without intentional neurectomy

an effective treatment for chronic pain after IH repair?

Evidence in literature

Mesh removal can be considered if nociceptive pain due to

mesh occurs. Compression of adjacent structures like the

spermatic cord and surrounding inflammation is thought to

be the mechanism of this pain. Often mesh is wrinkled and

fibrotic causing pain in certain positions like sitting.

However, some patients have pain that is both nociceptive

and neuropathic.256 Therefore, the effect of mesh removal

without neurectomy is difficult to interpret.

After a literature search, we identified 120 papers and

considered nine to be suitable/eligible for inclusion in our

review/discussion.205, 257–264 In total, 278 operations for

mesh removal were included. Five studies were retro-

spective case series.257–259, 261, 263 Efficacy rates in sig-

nificantly reducing or eliminating pain ranged from 60 to

100%. Data on the effect of mesh removal alone cannot

easily be extracted, since the majority combined mesh

removal with a tailored or triple neurectomy (82%).

Iatrogenic nerve injury during mesh removal was often an

indication for simultaneous neurectomy. However, Cam-

panelli et al. routinely performed a neurectomy.263
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Discussion

Given the limitations of the literature on this subject, no

conclusions can be reached regarding mesh removal sans

neurectomy.

Key question

KQ19T.f What type of neurectomy should be performed in

patients with chronic neuropathic pain ([ 3 months) after

IH repair?

Evidence in literature

High level evidence is lacking. In total, 25 papers were

identified.171, 210, 257–276 Most are retrospective case series.

There are only two prospective studies.260, 265 The first one

describes detailed preoperative and postoperative charac-

teristics using mesh removal and a selective neurectomy.

The second reports on 20 cases treated by endoscopic triple

neurectomy (success rate 100%). There are no studies

comparing tailored and triple neurectomies. The results of

endoscopic triple neurectomies were reported in seven case

series/studies/trials.171, 172, 210, 259, 263, 265, 266 The remaining

18 studies reported on patients treated with a tailored

neurectomy.257, 258, 260–262, 264, 267–277

The reported outcomes of triple neurectomy operations

range from an 85–100% pain reduction. Selective single or

double neurectomy studies generally report lower success

rates.

Numerous confounding factors prohibit firm conclusions

regarding a preferred neurectomy technique. First of all,

most of the triple neurectomy data are derived from a

single institute with reports including sequentially accu-

mulated data. Furthermore, pain scores, follow-up, ques-

tionnaire, and neurologic examination techniques are

inconsistent and mostly absent. Therefore, the hetero-

geneity in patient data prohibits firm conclusions.

Discussion

The literature quality on this subject area is poor, resulting

in weakly supported recommendations. Given that mesh

removal and neurectomy and the decisions around these

procedures are complex, this will likely be the situation for

some time. A high level of expertise and experience is

required for positive outcomes. Neurectomy type is prob-

ably a secondary consideration relative to the selection of

appropriate patients likely to benefit from nerve resection.

Chapter 20

Recurrent inguinal hernias

H. Tran, D. Weyhe, and F. Berrevoet

Introduction

Recurrent inguinal hernia clearly still is a major health

problem. It is estimated that, worldwide, approximately 20

million primary IH operations are performed annually.278

Recurrence rates in this same population can be as high as

15%.279 This figure is difficult to pinpoint, since recurrence

rates vary with length of follow-up.280 Regardless, vast

resources are committed to this problem.

Over 35 years after the introduction of mesh and

25 years after the first laparoendoscopic IH repair was

performed, recurrence rates when compared to open-repair

(tissue) techniques have not consistently decreased world-

wide.49, 281, 282 This situation needs improvement. Reori-

enting our thinking, such that recurrence is routinely

considered a complication rather than an expectation is a

necessary first step.
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Since recurrence rates are difficult to know, reoperation

rates are used as a proxy, with the assumption that recur-

rences are up to twice as common as reoperations.11 In a

2014 long-term Danish observational study, the reoperation

rate after primary Lichtenstein repair was 2.4 and 3.3%

after laparoscopic repair.281 A 2011 Swedish study found

the cumulative 24-month reoperation rate to be 1.7% for

primary repair and 4.6% for recurrent repair.11 In Australia,

the recurrence rate following IH repair is estimated at

7.9%, and appears unchanged over 2 decades.283 This is,

perhaps, disappointing, since, in Australia in 2014, 51% of

IH repairs were done laparoscopically, compared with 20%

in 2000.284

Promisingly though, in highly specialized centers, 1%

long-term recurrence rates have been achieved.285 These

same investigators have found that the recurrence rate for

laparoscopic recurrent IH repair after failed anterior repair

approaches that of primary hernia repair. This strongly

supports the notion that hernia surgery specialization may

have a positive impact on outcomes, particularly recur-

rence rates.286

Key question

KQ20.a Are recurrence rates still too high despite inno-

vations like endoscopic repair, anterior preperitoneal

repair, and new mesh prosthetics?

Key question

KQ20.b Is surgery necessary for all recurrence patients?

Evidence in literature

The current guidelines on a watchful waiting approach to

patients with primary IHs remain unchanged from the 2009

EHS guidelines.12 However, our 2016 update states that

while watchful waiting is relatively safe, there is a high

likelihood of crossover to surgery (23% at 2 years and 72%

at 7.5 years in one study287 and 68% at 5 years in

another.288 These data suggest that virtually all IH

patients—whether primary or recurrent—will require

repair, usually because of pain or discomfort.

A 2014 cohort study of 1032 patients undergoing IH

repair in the 16 months after the adoption of watchful

waiting for asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic her-

nia compared with 978 in the 16 months before the adop-

tion of watchful waiting showed a higher incidence of

emergency repair (5.5 vs 3.6%, 95% confidence interval:

1.03–2.47), a higher adverse events rate (18.5 vs 4.7%,

adjusted OR: 3.68, 95% CI 2.04–6.63), and higher mor-

tality (5.4 vs 0.1%, p\ 0.001, Fisher’s exact test).289

Currently, there is no evidence on either watchful

waiting or elective repair for those with recurrent IHs.

Discussions about, and plans for repair, should be shared

apace with recurrent IH patients.

Open repair for recurrent inguinal hernia

Details of prior hernia operations are important in planning

for a recurrent IH repair. Regardless of the procedure

chosen to repair a recurrent hernia, it is highly likely to be

more difficult than a primary repair.

An anterior approach for recurrence after primary

anterior repair means that scarred tissues with distorted

tissue planes must be entered. In our experience/judge-

ment, this increases the risk of testicular atrophy and nerve

entrapment with consequent postherniorrhaphy chronic

groin pain. If an endoscopic repair was previously per-

formed, then an anterior repair where tissue planes are

undisturbed is recommended.290 At least one authority has

stated, given that the extra-peritoneal space has already

been dissected, an open preperitoneal approach including

the PHS and Kugel should be avoided.291

Key question

KQ20.c Which management strategy is the best for

recurrence after anterior repair?
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If the primary repair was a tissue repair, then either the

anterior or posterior—either open or endoscopic—ap-

proach can be used for the recurrent hernia repair. If the

primary repair was a mesh repair, then the entrance point

should be via a space not previously entered.

For non-endoscopic surgeons, an anterior Lichtenstein

approach has been recommended after a primary tissue

repair.12 Care must be taken to prevent any potential (ad-

ditional) damage to testicular vessels, since this may result

in testicular atrophy.292 According to one study, incidental

femoral hernias occur in up to 9% of recurrent IH patients.7

Therefore, groin exploration must include the femoral

region.

When laparoendoscopic surgery is not an option, the

open posterior approach represents an acceptable alterna-

tive.293, 294 This approach involves placing a large mesh

piece posterior to the transversalis fascia via a trans-in-

guinal incision (Rives), or a muscle-splitting incision

(Kugel and Wantz) or a lower midline incision (Stoppa).295

A report of 58 Stoppa operations for recurrence reported an

overall rerecurrence rate of 12%.296 Nearly two-thirds of

these occurred in the first few years after the technique was

introduced at the study site. Further experience with the

technique halved the rerecurrence rate in the same study.

The Prolene Hernia SystemR operation involves mesh

leaflet placements anterior and posterior to the transversalis

fascia.297, 298 A connector holds the leaflets together. This

technique requires a preperitoneal dissection via the ante-

rior approach, difficult if the patient has already undergone

a posterior approach either laparoscopic or open during

primary repair. In addition, any prior anterior intervention

would cause scarring, resulting in distorted tissue planes

and increasing risk of testicular atrophy and nerve damage.

Since the potential for complications of open recurrent

IH repair—including testicular atrophy and/or nerve

entrapment and damage—is higher than for primary repair,

we strongly suggest that this operation be performed by an

expert hernia surgeon.

Surgical options for patients with recurrence after anterior

repair

A 2016 study provided strong evidence that endoscopic

recurrent hernia repair (TEP or TAPP) after anterior repair

provides optimal outcomes while reducing the incidence of

chronic pain and allowing earlier return-to-work or physi-

cal activity.299

Once an anterior repair has been done, an endoscopic

repair will generally go through nearly undisturbed tissue

planes, permitting relative ease of dissection. One study

has demonstrated that the rate of recurrence of primary and

recurrent IHs is similar.285 This likely depends on local

expertise in part. It has been demonstrated that endoscopic

repair after an anterior repair generally takes longer than a

primary repair and increases the peritoneal tear

incidence.300

A 2014 meta-analysis summarized findings from six

RCTs and 5 other studies comparing laparoscopic to open

procedures in recurrent IH repair. The analysis of 1311

patients demonstrated that laparoscopy was associated with

a lower incidence of wound infection and a shorter sick

leave without an increase in operation time.301

While nationwide data on recurrence rates have

remained disappointing high, there is evidence to suggest

that in highly specialized hernia centers, rerecurrence rates

of less than 2% can be achieved. For instance, a large

institutional review reported a 2% rerecurrence rate after

TAPP.83 Yet, another study of over 8000 patients found

nearly identical rerecurrence rates of 1.1% for both primary

and recurrent hernia repairs.302

A Swedish Hernia Register study of 850 recurrent IHs

showed that posterior mesh repair (PMR)—either endo-

scopic of open preperitoneal—had a lower second recur-

rence rate versus anterior mesh repair (AMR) (5.6 vs 11%,

p = 0.025).303 An increased risk [3.21 (CI 1.33–7.44)

(p = 0.009)] of a second recurrence was seen after anterior

primary repair followed by AMR, and a decreased risk

[p = 0.08 (CI 0.01–0.94)] (p = 0.45) after PMR followed

by AMR.303

Surgical options for patients with recurrence after TEP/

TAPP

Key question

KQ20.d What is the best operation for a recurrence after

TEP/TAPP?
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After a failed TEP or TAPP repair, where the extra-

peritoneal space was entered, it is strongly recommended

that an AMR (Lichtenstein)—which does not involve

entering the posterior space—be performed. This recom-

mendation remains the same as the EHS recommendation

in 2009.12

Surgical options for recurrence after anterior and poste-

rior repairs

Key question

KQ20.e What is the optimal management strategy in a

patient with recurrent hernia after failed anterior and pos-

terior (laparoscopic or anterior preperitoneal) repairs?

The comparable recurrence rates after primary anterior

and laparoscopic repair imply that patients are encountered

presenting with rerecurrence after a laparoscopic or ante-

rior preperitoneal repair and at least one anterior repair.

Another anterior repair (e.g., Lichtenstein) would be

expected to have a rerecurrence rate of three times that of a

primary hernia repair. In addition, there would be signifi-

cant risk of testicular atrophy and/or chronic groin pain.126

Relaparoscopy, either with a TAPP technique126 or a

modified intraperitoneal onlay mesh technique,283 is fea-

sible, but this decision, and the procedure itself, should be

in the hands of an experienced laparoscopic hernia

surgeon.286

Surgical options for recurrence with chronic groin pain

Key question

KQ20.f What are the options for a recurrence in a patient

with postherniorrhaphy chronic groin pain?

Due to multiple prior interventions, anterior and/or

laparoscopic, some patients with rerecurrence will develop

postherniorrhaphy chronic groin pain. A tailored approach

is urged, dependent upon the previous interventions and the

significance of the recurrence (e.g., large incarcerated

rerecurrence with small bowel obstruction risk). While an

anterior approach may address the recurrence and poten-

tially alleviate the chronic pain (if neurectomy and

meshectomy are done), there are significant risks of tes-

ticular atrophy and even orchiectomy. In addition, subse-

quent recurrence is highly likely. All this must be

explained to, and discussed with, the patient. Given the

complexity of these cases and the high risk of complica-

tions, it is strongly suggested that patients in this category

be managed by expert hernia experts.

Conclusion

Given the factors cited above, treatment of recurrent and

serially recurrent IHs remains challenging. It may be pos-

sible to minimize rerecurrence and other complications

using appropriate surgical technique, accounting for the

previous approaches, and calling upon expert hernia sur-

geons to manage these cases.
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Chapter 21

Emergency treatment of groin hernia

M. López-Cano, S. Morales-Conde, and P. Chowbey

Introduction

Medical evidence is limited about the emergent treatment

of groin hernias and the quality of that evidence is very

low. Future research on the subject should focus on:

incarceration and strangulation risk factors, diagnostic

modalities, and optimal timing for emergency repair of

incarcerated/strangulated groin hernias.

This chapter addresses key questions on best surgical

approach (open anterior, posterior, or laparoscopic) and

repair options (e.g., mesh versus non-mesh). It is important

to consider the limitations imposed by the state of the

currently available literature as we search for definitive

evidence-based answers to key clinical questions.

The following definitions are used throughout this

chapter.

Incarceration: Inability to reduce the hernia mass into the

abdomen

Strangulation: The blood supply to the herniated tissues is

compromised

Key question

KQ21.a Which groin hernias in adults are at increased risk

for incarceration/strangulation?

Evidence in literature

It has been written that ‘‘most studies concerning hernia

focus on recurrence rate, acute and chronic pain,

convalescence, type of anesthesia, and risk of complica-

tions, but description of results after emergency hernia is

scarce’’.304 Randomized studies (RSs) addressing KQ21.a

are not available. Several non-randomized studies (NRSs)

with acceptable methodological quality have been pub-

lished, however. Most are cohort studies although popu-

lation-based studies exist also.

Patients who undergo emergent IH surgery had more

hospitalizations than elective patients in the year preceding

hernia repair.138 It has been noted that groin hernias in

females have increased incarceration/strangulation

risk.22, 305 Femoral hernias in particular have an increased

risk of incarceration/strangulation22, 30, 305–307 and this risk

seems to be increased if the hernia is right-sided306 (see

also chapters 16 and 17).

In summary, an increased incarceration/strangulation

risk is found for groin hernias in adults with the following

features:

• Hernia-related hospitalizations in the year preceding

hernia repair

• Female gender

• Femoral hernias, particularly those on the right side

Discussion

Understanding of incarceration/strangulation risks in adults

with groin hernias will be improved by large-scale epi-

demiological studies, preferably based on national and

international registries. However, the statement in KQ21.a

has been upgraded to ‘‘strong’’, because the incarceration/

strangulation risk factors are consistent across the currently

available studies. Even with the acknowledged low level of

evidence, the benefits of emergent or urgent surgery likely

outweigh the risks.
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Key question

KQ21.b Which risk factors increase morbidity and mor-

tality in adults with incarcerated/strangulated groin

hernias?

Evidence in literature

Morbidity and mortality are increased amongst incarcer-

ated/strangulated adult groin hernia patients with the fol-

lowing risk factors.

• Age[ 65 years,30, 138, 305, 306, 308 especially

octogenarians309

• Prolonged symptom duration305

• Delay to admission, diagnosis, and surgery22

• Prolonged time from admission to start of surgery308

• Incarceration for more than 24 h310

• Symptom duration of 3 or more days307

• Bowel obstruction308

• Lack of health insurance308

• Associated midline laparotomy for exploration after

incarcerated/strangulated hernia reduction311

• Femoral hernia,30, 305–308 especially right-sided306

• Female gender138, 304, 305

• ASA class III and IV, BMI[ 30, and recurrent hernia30

and

• Anticoagulant use307

One study group has proposed a classification scheme to

objectively reflect the degree of clinical and morphological

changes in acutely incarcerated bowel. They found that

acute incarceration time was the strongest predictor of

bowel damage and subsequent infection. They also found

that outcomes were worse in older patients, especially

those with comorbidities and higher ASA scores.312

Discussion

The statement is graded as low evidence, because the

available evidence leaves appreciable uncertainty about the

magnitude of the effects of the various risks cited. More

study in this area is clearly needed.

Key question

KQ 21.c Which diagnostic method is most suitable for the

detection of incarcerated/strangulated groin hernias in

adults?
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Evidence in literature

No RCTs, systematic reviews, or meta-analyses were found

that address the KQ21.c. Two NRSs exist on ultrasound as

a means to detect incarcerated/strangulated groin hernias.

In the first of these, ultrasound was found to be helpful in

diagnosing those with atypical presentations (e.g., obese

patients).313 Hernia complications such as incarceration

and strangulation are usually diagnosed or strongly sus-

pected based on a constellation of signs and symptoms

occasionally supported, or augmented, by laboratory data.

However, sonography is required when the clinical picture

is inconclusive or when the surgeon believes that he must

assess the contents of an incarcerated/strangulated groin

hernia sac preoperatively. Sonographic findings associated

with incarcerated hernias include: free fluid in the hernia

sac (accuracy 96%), bowel wall thickening within the

hernia (accuracy 97%), fluid within a herniated bowel loop

(accuracy 94%), or dilated intraabdominal bowel loops

(accuracy 92%).313 This ultrasound study did not comment

on strangulated hernias due to a paucity of cases.313 In a

second study, sonography was used as a guide to show the

location and direction of the fascial defect when the

inguinal mass was compressed with two hands.314 This

ultrasound-guided maneuver may achieve incarcerated

hernia reduction—reducing the number of emergent oper-

ation—and was found to be easier than blind manual

reduction. Another advantage of sonography in this setting

is its ability to diagnose other inguinal conditions pre-

senting this groin pain or mass (e.g., varicocele, hydrocele,

abscess, and lymphadenopathy). Notably, both studies

included small patient numbers and their results must be

interpreted cautiously.

No studies have been found regarding other imaging

modalities in adults with incarcerated/strangulated groin

hernias.

Regarding the importance of clinical examination, in a

retrospective cohort study from the Swedish Hernia

Register,135 the authors concluded that ‘‘In patients with

bowel obstruction, physical examination of the groin may

decrease the time-to-surgery and reduce imaging investi-

gations in patients needing emergency surgery for groin

hernia.’’

Discussion

Although the statement is only weakly supported by evi-

dence, the recommendation was upgraded to strong,

because potential benefits greatly outweigh risks. RCTs are

needed on the value of imaging studies in the setting of

suspected incarcerated/strangulated groin hernias.

Key question

KQ21.d Should adults with acutely incarcerated/strangu-

lated IHs undergo repair emergently?

Evidence in literature

Although most would immediately and intuitively answer

‘‘yes!’’ to the question, there is no RCT supporting this

opinion. However, results from NRSs consistently support

the approach. A low-quality, comparative cohort study

with small numbers of adult patients with incarcerated/

strangulated groin hernias analyzed time from symptom

onset to surgery in two ways.315 The first comparison was

between patients requiring bowel resection and those not

requiring it. The second was between patients treated

within 12 h of symptom onset with those treated outside

that window. Both analyses found a significant increase in

morbidity and mortality in those with delayed surgeries.

Another similar study comparing patients operated upon

within 24 h of symptom onset versus those operated on

after that period found a statistically significant increase in

bowel resection rates (29 vs 49%, p = 0.047).

In addition, data related to the question which risk fac-

tors increase morbidity and mortality impact this issue. In

particular, presentation and treatment delays, incarceration

duration, and prolonged symptom duration are related to

increased morbidity and mortality in adults with incarcer-

ated/strangulated groin hernias.

Discussion

Although all studies in this subject area are of low quality,

the statement is graded as strong, since benefits to patients

seem to clearly outweigh risks. RCTs would be difficult, if

not frankly impossible, to perform; however, large-scale

epidemiological studies based on national or international
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registries might further inform surgical decision-making on

this crucial issue.

Key questions

KQ 21.e What is the optimal surgical approach for an

acutely incarcerated/strangulated groin hernia?

Evidence in literature

No randomized studies, systematic reviews, or comparative

cohort studies address the question which approach is best.

Only one low-quality randomized trial compares a mesh-

based open posterior approach with a mesh-based open

anterior approach and found no differences except for an

increased incidence of second incisions in the anterior

approach group. A preperitoneal approach was judged to be

as safe as an anterior Lichtenstein approach in incarcerated/

strangulated groin hernia repairs.316

A very low-quality comparative cohort study recom-

mends a preperitoneal approach.317

No randomized studies or systematic reviews focus on

TAPP or TEP repair techniques in patients with incarcer-

ated/strangulated groin hernias. Only one low-quality

comparative cohort study showed that TAPP repair is

useful in elective and emergent cases such as those

involving strangulated hernias in selected patients (those

with scrotal hernias, previous pelvic or abdominal surgery,

and severe cardiac or pulmonary problems were

excluded).318

Discussion

The optimal technique for acutely incarcerated/strangu-

lated IH repair remains an open issue, unknowable from the

present literature. Well-conducted RCTs and other studies

are needed to provide answers to the KQs posed above.

Key questions

KQ21.f In patients with intestinal incarceration without

signs of intestinal strangulation or concurrent bowel

resection (i.e., a clean surgical field) is mesh-based repair

recommended? Which mesh?

Evidence in literature

One low-quality cohort study compared open anterior

polypropylene mesh repair with open anterior repair (ana-

tomic repair, modified Bassini) without mesh.319 The

majority of patients had intestinal incarceration without

intestinal strangulation or concurrent bowel resection (i.e.,

a clean surgical field). No inter-group differences were

found in wound infection rates or postoperative compli-

cations. No mesh-related problems were reported.

Another low-quality cohort study compared Lichten-

stein repairs in incarcerated versus elective IH patients and

found no inter-group differences. Most patients had clean

surgical fields and were ASA class I and II.320

One low-quality randomized trial compared Lichten-

stein with Bassini repairs in selected clean (no peritonitis,

inflammatory hernias, or bowel resections) incarcerated

groin hernia patients. In this study, the Lichtenstein repair

was found to be safe and effective with an acceptable low

rate of postoperative complications and no recurrences.321

All studies cited used polypropylene mesh. No data were

found on absorbable mesh or biologic implants.

Discussion

In spite of low-quality medical evidence, the statement

above received a strong grade, since benefits outweigh

risks when mesh is used in emergent clean hernia opera-

tions. This is similar to the elective surgery experience.

Definitive research is needed on this subject.
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Key question

KQ21.g In patients with intestinal strangulation and/or

concurrent bowel resection (clean-contaminated surgical

field) is mesh-based repair recommended. Which mesh?

Evidence in literature

One well-done cohort study with a prospective analysis of

Lichtenstein repairs in clean-contaminated fields (bowel

resection vs no bowel resection) showed that acutely

incarcerated groin hernias can be safely repaired with non-

absorbable mesh (monofilament polypropylene) with an

acceptable wound infection and recurrence rate even when

intestinal necrosis was present.322

Another small low-quality cohort study found no differ-

ences in morbidity, mortality, or wound- and mesh-related

problems when comparing mesh repair (Lichtenstein) with

Bassini in incarcerated/strangulated hernia repairs requiring

bowel resection.323 Polypropylene mesh (type unspecified)

was used after copious saline lavage of the surgical field.

Another cohort study compared mesh (PHS system)

with non-mesh repairs in a mixed clean and clean-con-

taminated field population and found no differences.324

Contaminated-dirty field patients were excluded. The study

supported the idea that use of prosthetic mesh in emergent

hernia repairs is not contraindicated.

A well-done cohort retrospective study compared bowel

resection with no bowel resection groups and concluded that

mesh repair was safe in patients not requiring bowel resec-

tion.325 A further conclusion was that mesh use is not con-

traindicated in patients requiring bowel resection so long as

the field is kept clean-contaminated during surgery. Gauze or

a wound protector was used at time of bowel resection and

the area was lavaged with saline following bowel resection.

A low-quality systematic review with meta-analysis has

been published and suffers from a number of flaws but

represents the only SR that examines whether mesh repair

is associated with a higher surgical site infection risk when

compared with non-mesh techniques.326 The SRs authors

recognize their review’s weaknesses and conclude, ‘‘The

mesh repair technique is a good option for the treatment of

strangulated IHs in adults, giving an acceptable wound

infection rate and fewer recurrences than non-mesh repair.

Our study does not allow us to recommend the use of mesh

in cases of bowel resection. We emphasize that, except for

the two RCTs, the results are predicated on patient selec-

tion by careful surgeons.’’

Information to address the question is insufficiently

available in the current medical literature.

Discussion

There is limited, low-quality evidence addressing the issues

raised in this question. The statement is, therefore, only

weakly supported. Appreciable uncertainty exists about the

magnitude of benefits and risks. Definitive research is

needed on this subject.

Key question

KQ21.h In stable patients with strangulated obstruction

and peritonitis caused by a bowel perforation or an abscess

due to necrosis of the omentum (contaminated-dirty sur-

gical field) is mesh repair recommended. Which mesh?
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Evidence in literature

No medical literature addresses this question; therefore, the

statements and recommendations are based on expert

opinion.

Key question

KQ21.i Should adult patients with acutely incarcerated/

strangulated groin hernias receive antibiotic prophylaxis or

treatment?

Evidence in literature

No medical literature directly addresses this question.

However, most papers addressing other KQs related to

emergent operations for incarcerated/strangulated groin

hernias reference the use of intravenously antibiotics for

5 days postoperatively. Antibiotic choice varied across the

studies.

Key question

KQ21.j In adults with acutely incarcerated/strangulated

groin hernias, does hernia sac laparoscopy (hernioscopy)

reduce morbidity and mortality in cases with spontaneous

reduction of the hernia before viability assessment?

KQ21.k In adults with acutely incarcerated/strangulated

groin hernias, is laparoscopy useful to check bowel via-

bility even when an anterior approach is done?

Evidence in literature

One randomized study concludes that hernia sac laparo-

scopy seems to be an accurate and safe procedure with the

potential to prevent unnecessary laparotomies after spon-

taneous incarcerated IH reduction.327 Particularly in high-

risk patients (poorly defined, ASA class IV excluded), it

may decrease major morbidity. However, this study suffers

from the fact that is a preliminary report with risks of bias

(no fully explained concealment allocation, no sample size

calculation, major complications not fully defined, and

small sample size).

A second publication is a review of ‘‘all published

articles’’ about hernioscopy in adults and children. Data on

58 adults are included from one RCT, seven case reports,

and two case series. The review concluded that in adults

with incarcerated groin hernias, hernioscopy is useful to

assess bowel viability after spontaneous hernia reduction.

Furthermore, hernioscopy lessened the need for explora-

tory laparoscopy. However, the conclusion must be inter-

preted cautiously, because—in our opinion—the

publication represents a narrative review based on the

authors’ subjective analysis.

The current medical literature does not address the

question concerning the value of laparoscopic

visualization.
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Chapter 22

Training and the learning curve

J. Bingener, R. Simmermacher, D. Lomanto and W.

Reinpold

General introduction

This chapter’s goal is to review evidence and provide

guidance for two questions:

What are the learning curves of the different

techniques?

What are the best methods to teach groin hernia

repair?

Depending on circumstances, training to perform IH

repair has different competency goals. In rural or low

resource settings, training may be focused on the basic

ability to perform any inguinal repair for patients with

significant symptoms without causing mortality or serious

morbidity (see also Chapter 28).1

The advent of laparoscopic techniques directed attention

to the technical learning curve of surgical procedures.

Learning curricula initially focused on the number of rep-

etitions needed to achieve outcomes similar to experts. It

soon became clear that skills proficiency or competence,

rather than number of repetitions, correlated to improved

patient outcomes.2 Technical competence is the ability to

achieve a mastery level outcome in three consecutive

attempts at a technical skill, where mastery level is cal-

culated as the mean scores of several surgical experts

(surgeons with excellent patient outcomes) in the same

skill.3 The learning curve is defined as the time and effort

necessary to achieve proficiency.

Assessing proficiency by objective standardized tools is

possible but resource intense,4, 5 thus the number of pro-

cedures performed, years spent in training, operative time

and complication rates continue to be proxies for profi-

ciency and metrics for learning curve progress.

Globally, options for training are diverse and evolving.

Most surgical training programs include time for super-

vised performance of IH repairs. HerniaSurge considers

‘‘supervision’’ as the presence of a trained expert in the

operating room. Training components are both cognitive

and technical: groin area anatomy, procedural steps,

intraoperative decision making and manual dexterity.

These components should be safely acquired before inde-

pendent practice occurs.

This chapter will not address the learning curve for

pioneering a new technique or technology. Recommenda-

tions to safely guide these developments can be found in

the IDEAL framework for surgical innovation.6 As a

general rule, patient outcomes should be the same or better

than for existing techniques once the novel approach is

fully developed.

KQ22.a What is the learning curve for open inguinal

hernia repair, anterior approach?

KQ22.b What is the learning curve for open inguinal

hernia repair, posterior approach?

KQ22.c What is the learning curve for laparoscopic

inguinal hernia repair, TEP?

KQ22.d What is the learning curve for laparoscopic

inguinal hernia repair, TAPP?

KQ22.e What are the best methods to teach open hernia

repair?

KQ22.f What are the best methods to teach laparoscopic

inguinal hernia repair?
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Evidence in literature

Learning Curve: Tissue Repair

Although some may consider primary tissue repair of groin

hernias to be easy and feasible, little is published about

learning curves to independently perform a primary tissue

repair in groin hernia patients. Therefore, no statement can

be made regarding the learning curve for tissue repair. The

mesh placement component of the open anterior approach

is easier to learn for physicians already proficient in the

anterior tissue repair7, 8 than for novices without any

experience in hernia repair. The following statements

derive from published literature regarding surgical trainees

in the mesh repair era.

Learning Curve: Open Repair

A registry study of 4406 patients9 demonstrated more

recurrences if operating residents were unsupervised [un-

supervised junior resident RR 21 (95% CI 7.3–58.9),

p\ 0.001]. Recurrence rates and operative times were also

higher for junior residents (\ 4 years of postgraduate

training) in a large randomized trial10 where residents were

supervised. A 2012 study11 found an average 16 min

longer operative time for residents versus consultants on

procedures for 28,000 patients captured in the American

College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improve-

ment Program (ACS-NSQIP), confirming earlier reports by

others.12 In a recent study, 69 trainees were followed for

7 years with case log review and standardized technical

competency assessments in UK NHS training programs.

On average, the trainees achieved proficiency for inde-

pendent IH repair after they had performed 64 repairs

(range 12–73) which usually was reached in their fourth

year of training.13

Learning Curve: Laparo-endoscopic Repair TEP Approach

Irrespective of the definition, there seems to be consensus

that laparo-endoscopic IH repair has a distinct learning

curve. Evaluating learning curves in health technology is

challenging.14

The figures below depict the reported complication rates

(Fig. 5), operative times (Fig. 6) and recurrence rates

(Fig. 7) in relation to procedure numbers from studies

retrieved in literature search. The learning curve for laparo-
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endoscopic TEP shows some variation; however, it appears

that, on average, more than 100 repairs are required to

achieve outcomes comparable with open anterior mesh

repair. Around 100 repairs represent about a 40% higher

case number to achieve proficiency in TEP compared to

open IH mesh repair. There is limited evidence that the

learning curve may flatten after about 400 procedures.15

More experience is likely required to achieve expert center

outcomes.

Figure 5: Published complications rates (% in y axis)

correlated with case numbers. Complication rates for open

IH repair captured for[ 4000 patients in the NSQIP data

base are reported as 3%.15–22

Figure 6: Reported operative time (minutes in y axis) in

six studies.15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24 correlated with case number.

Note the mean time reported for general surgeons (not

trainees) in NSQIP comprising[ 4000 cases is

45 min/case.20

Figure 7: Reported recurrence rates (% in y axis) in six

published studies correlated with case numbers. Note most

studies reported using 10–15 cm polypropylene mesh for

repair.15, 16, 19, 25–27

Learning Curve: Laparo-endoscopic Repair, TAPP

Approach

Similar to TEP repair, TAPP repair appears to have a

distinct learning curve compared to open anterior mesh

repair. Five studies have addressed the topic,28–32 two of

them28, 29 from the same center. The development and

learning of the TAPP repairs appears to be included in

study.28 After 300 repairs by the pioneers, complications

and recurrences decreased significantly and these successes

were passed on to subsequent trainees under well defined

and rigorous training conditions.28, 29 Notably, the program

trainees experienced an operative time learning curve

similar to the pioneers and were still considered trainees

after they had performed[ 200 individual procedures.

Another study31 also reported on all results including the

initial learning curve and stated that recurrence rates

improved after 200 cases, as the mesh size was changed to

a larger mesh. A different study32 reported that there were

significant improvements in conversions and admissions

after 50 cases. Complication rates were halved, but were

still 16% and did not reach statistically significant differ-

ences from the initial rates (32%). We can thus extrapolate

that the learning curve to get to outcomes comparable with

open IH repair may have been longer.

Teaching: Open Hernia Repair

The literature search for teaching open hernia repair

revealed two procedure-specific papers. One33 found that

any simulation (high tech, low tech) improved performance

over standard training with interactive simulation training

showed the most improvement. Components of training are

the understanding of anatomy, understanding of procedure

steps and acquisition of technical skills; however, teaching
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anatomy on simulators does not necessarily lead to profi-

ciency.34 Video assessment35 reliably reveals the profi-

ciency level for open IH repair. One study5 noted that the

mental workload for experts in open IH repair is lower than

for novices, supporting the need for cognitive learning

prior to technical performance.

Teaching: Laparoscopic Hernia Repair

A survey of more than 800 North American general sur-

geons and surgery residents found 59% felt they lacked the

requisite training for laparoscopic hernia repair and 26%

were interested in learning the technique. They were most

likely to seek education in a course followed by expert

proctoring.36 The learning curve for the laparoscopic

techniques may be significant enough to prevent some

surgeons from offering the technique to their patients. This

underscores the need for effective training methods to

ensure that patients will benefit.36, 37

The Cochrane Collaboration published a systematic

review on laparoscopic surgical box model training for

surgical trainees with limited prior laparoscopic experi-

ence. The review included a variety of procedures,

including laparoscopic hernia repair.38 It found that

laparoscopic box training improved patient outcome (e.g.

length of stay), operative time and performance.

The review included a 2011 trial which demonstrated

that by achieving a proficiency level in the simulation

environment, residents performed better in the operating

room than peers undergoing standard training and that their

patients had fewer overnight admissions. The mastery

training included cognitive learning (anatomy review and

procedure steps learning) and technical skills training.3 The

trainees required on average 69 min (range 13–193 min)

and 16 attempts (range 7–27) to be able to perform the

hernia repair in the low tech model39 in mastery time

(2 min). When this was translated to the operating room,

the operative time was statistically significantly improved

by 6 min for operations with residents who underwent

training compared to operations with those who did not.

The NSQIP data suggest that surgeons unaccompanied by

residents perform laparoscopic hernia repair on average

20 min faster. In this RCT, undergoing purposeful profi-

ciency training shortened the in-OR learning curve. Others

have proposed similar simulators, checklists and curric-

ula4, 40–46 with the same goal. In laparoscopic training in

general, high tech or low tech environments may be less

important than the fact that knowledge and skills are

translated and measured. While some believe that intensive

mentor presence and teaching of pitfalls is pivotal,40 other

research disputes this.47, 48 Residents do seem to be less

frustrated with the low tech simulation.49 There are not

enough data to prescribe the exact training modality in

which the knowledge should be transferred. The available

studies suggest that cognitive and technical components are

essential for meaningful outcomes.

Discussion, consensus and grading clarification

The listed literature describes the current review of evidence-

based knowledge to the best of our abilities. Several large

registry-based studies and at least one large RCT have recently

provided updated information on the learning curves for open

and laparoscopic hernia repair. While none of our sources

represent perfect data, many have similar results which led us

to provide strong statements and recommendations for ante-

rior mesh repair and laparoscopic TEP repairs.

We did not find enough published evidence on open

tissue repair or an open posterior approach to reach firm

statements or recommendations. It is known that in the

Shouldice Hospital surgeons are supervised in their first

300 repairs, supporting our assumptions on learning curves

to achieve expert performance.

In our review we postulated several benchmarks to

delineate the progress of training to expert proficiency:

• Reaching minimum safety standards

• Reaching physician-reported outcomes similar to tra-

ditionally available procedures

• Reaching an institutional performance level at which

the above standards and outcomes are met and patient-

reported outcomes exceed those of traditionally avail-

able procedures

Many surgeons have graciously described their experi-

ence with learning new procedures, especially the laparo-

endoscopic TEP approach. In evaluating these reports in

the literature, several considerations apply:

• Given the overall small number of expected complica-

tions for hernia repair, large numbers of procedures are

needed to identify a statistically significant change in an

outcome (e.g., complication, recurrence rate). When a

statistically significant increase in complication occurs

in small patient cohorts (e.g., n = 20), that may signal a

large effect size in complication rates.
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• The development and learning of the techniques by

early independent pioneers in the 1990s should be

regarded separately from current structured surgical

training programs.

Some surgeons find TAPP easier to learn than TEP. The

data we reviewed on operative times and patient outcomes,

however, do not strongly indicate that this is correct. It may

be that entry into the preperitoneal space from the more

familiar intra-abdominal environment decreases the dis-

orientation in the preperitoneal space, or it may be that

TAPP is indeed easier to learn.

Our statements and recommendations on how to teach

laparoscopic skills were based on a systematic review of

available studies that included a RCT on how to teach

laparoscopic hernia repair. The mastery training used in the

RCT did not close the gap to experts; it reduced it by a

clinically relevant decrease in complications.

Other lower quality studies revealed largely similar

results. There is, however, more available evidence on the

learning curve than on the teaching methods. As more

literature becomes available, the guidance on teaching

methods may evolve as well.

In preparing these statements we have accessed new,

good quality and relevant research. Thus, our statements

and recommendations may update prior guidelines (e.g.,

EHS,50 EAES51). In addition, as stated above we set

external benchmarks for the learning curve. For example,

the fact that a complication rate decreased by 50% after 50

cases was important; however, if the patient outcomes were

still lagged other options (e.g., open mesh repair as

described in a large database) we did not describe the

learning curve as complete.

We acknowledge that the statements and recommenda-

tions may represent challenges for training programs.

Twenty-five years after the introduction of laparoscopic IH

repair, surgeons and surgical trainees have, however,

voiced concerns about being incompletely prepared.36, 37

Prior underestimation of the learning curve may have

contributed to this unease.

Chapter 23

Specialized centers and hernia specialists

G. H. van Ramshorst, H. J. Bonjer, D. Cuccurullo, R.

Bittner and H. M. Tran

Introduction

Terms like ‘‘specialization’’ or ‘‘specialized centers’’ are

often undefined or poorly defined and rarely based on

scientific standards of excellence. The term ‘‘hernia center’’

and terms like it are frequently used as marketing tools.52

Studies on IH repair—with good results—are often pub-

lished by surgeons specialized in hernia surgery.

The definition of a hernia specialist requires objective

parameters of expertise, annual case load, outcomes and

contributions to education and science. It is recommended

that surgeons complete their learning curves in multiple

techniques, thus facilitating a patient-specific approach to

each individual dependent upon comorbidities and surgical

history. Most experienced hernia surgeons support the use

of this patient-tailored approach (see Chapter 8).53

Recently, surgical procedures of various types have been

qualified as ‘‘highly complex, low volume’’ and ‘‘low

complex, high-volume.’’ IH repair can reasonably be con-

sidered a high-volume procedure in the right setting. It has

been shown that regular operating theater teams can

shorten room turnover times, preparation times and pro-

cedure times and thereby increase daily patient volumes.54

The medical literature supports the notion that specialized

centers with their high patient volumes achieve better

results in laparoscopic and complex IH surgeries. The

category ‘‘complex IH surgery’’ includes: multiple recur-

rences, chronic pain, and mesh infection.28, 55, 56

As in other types of surgery, the incidence of surgical

complications is in large measure inversely related to a

hernia surgeon’s annual caseload. This is particularly true

for laparoscopic hernia repair. The learning curve for open

IH repair is shorter (see Chapter 22 on Learning Curve).

To improve IH repair outcomes, a continuous quality

control and improvement cycle is recommended. Patient

follow-up should be organized to detect and register long-

and short-term complications. Active involvement in

training, education and science and a broad and deep

clinical experience are essential for improving hernia sur-

gery care. Regionalization of hernia care at specialized

centers is vital as well.

The ability to discern a ‘‘true hernia center’’ of excel-

lence from one with average experience and outcomes may

lie in certification of hernia surgery centers. A seminal

article from 2014 described the process and goals of hernia

center certification in Germany.52 The article details that

two certification processes exist in Germany. The non-

profit organization Surgical Review Corporation uses the

designation, Certified Center of Excellence in Hernia

Surgery (COEHS) while the German Hernia Society (GHS)

and the German Society of General and Visceral Surgery

use the term Certified Hernia Center.52
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Certified Hernia Centers in Germany:

Level 1: Prerequisite to become a hernia center

Requires at least an annual hernia repair volume of 30

cases per surgeon registered in the Herniamed registry and

follow-up. After 1 year at least 90% of all hernia patients

must be entered into the Herniamed registry with infor-

mation on comorbidities to allow for case mix variations.

Quality outcome measures exist for infections, revisions,

complications and follow-up rates.

Level 2: Competence center

It has higher annual volume stipulations and additional

requirements for morbidity conferences, pain management

and documentation (see Table 4).

Level 3: Reference center

It has still higher and more specific annual volume

requirements and a variety of science- and education-based

requirements. Level 3 (or reference) centers must be able to

perform all laparoscopic and open techniques for hernia

repair and must have formalized cooperative agreements

with plastic surgeons (see Table 4).

All hernia surgeons in the healthcare system must be

GHS and EHS members and subscribe to Hernia (http://

www.springer.com/medicine/surgery/journal/10029).52

KQ23.a Does a center’s volume affect IH surgery

outcomes?

A significant correlation between surgical volumes and

better outcomes was demonstrated in a systematic review

of 16 studies.57 However, this is not the case for all surgical

interventions. The relationship between caseload and

mortality held for pancreatic resections but not for col-

orectal surgery.58 It may be that as intervention complexity

increases—requiring an interdisciplinary approach and

advanced complication management—caseload becomes

more important. However, an interdisciplinary approach or

special complication management is rare in IH repair.

What constitute high- and low-volume centers for IH

repair are unclear, making outcome comparisons difficult.

Two large case series reported excellent results concerning

recurrences in TAPP28 or TEP,56 but small case series have

reached similar standards.59–62 One paper concluded that

technique standardization and learning curve completion

(of 50–100 cases) are the key parameters for performance

quality.29

Another study showed that in a high-volume center

(defined as[ 1000 IH repairs/year) well-supervised trai-

nees had longer operation times but similar complications

rates and recurrences when compared with experienced

surgeons.29 It seems that learning IH repair well in a short

time period requires a certain caseload. This experience

may be easiest to obtain at a high-volume center.

Table 4 Overview of requirements for hernia centers in Germany

Level Level 1 Level 2

Competence center

Level 3

Reference center

No of hernia patients

treated yearly

Min 30 Min 200 (min 30 incisional

hernia)

Min 250 (min 50 incisional hernia, 5

complex hernias, 5 hiatal hernias)

Science Membership German and European Hernia

Society, subscription Herniaa
Yearly attendance at atleast

one hernia meeting

At least two presentations at a hernia

congress or one publication

Education – – Education seminars, guest visits

a Obligatory for all levels
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KQ23.b Do surgical volumes affect the outcomes of IH

surgeries?

A Swedish Hernia Registry study found that surgeons

who performed one to five hernia repairs annually (any

technique) had longer operation times and significantly

higher reoperation rates than surgeons who did more

repairs.63, 64 An NHS study found comparable results;

surgeons’ annual laparoscopic hernia repair caseload was

inversely related to reoperation rates following laparo-

scopic repair of primary IH.65 This was not the case for

open repair. This study contained no information on sur-

geons’ laparoscopic experience. The summed evidence

suggests that higher case load correlates positively with

fewer recurrences following primary laparoscopic IH

repair.

A large RCT compared laparoscopic with open IH repair

and found a 10.1% recurrence rate following laparo-

scopy.66 In the study, 69 surgeons performed 989 repairs.

Prior to the study’s commencement, only 20 of the sur-

geons self-reported an experience of more than 250 repairs.

For this highly experienced group, the recurrence rate for

laparoscopic repair of primary hernia dropped to 5.1% and

was comparable to recurrence rate after open repair at

4.1%. The authors concluded that an experience of 250 IH

repairs was necessary to achieve a significant reduction in

recurrence rates. They defined a new category, ‘‘highly

experienced surgeons’’ as those who had performed more

than 250 IH repairs.

A survey found that routine surgical practice varied with

hernia surgery volume. Surgeons who performed more than

50 repairs annually were more likely to visualize and

preserve inguinal nerves,67 a measure recommended for

prevention of chronic pain. It is reasonable to assume that

high-volume surgeons are more focused on chronic pain

prevention. Notably though, this study did not document

chronic pain incidence in relation to surgical volume.

A review article noted that recurrence rates after

Shouldice repair by hernia specialists (term not defined in

the article) were lower when compared with repairs by

non-specialists. Wound infection rates were comparable

between the groups.68

Few studies have compared high-volume surgeons’

outcomes with low-volume surgeons’ outcomes. Some

studies have compared open IH repairs by residents with

repairs by full-trained surgeons. In one study, residents

took more time to dissect and mobilize the sac and had

significantly higher postoperative complication rates.

Recurrence rates, however, were similar. More chronic

pain occurred in the specialist-repair group.69

KQ23.c Does facility specialization affect IH surgery

outcomes?

Emerging evidence suggests that high center volume is

related to positive outcomes for a wide variety of surgical

procedures and that reducing the number of centers

undertaking complex surgical procedures is associated with

better outcomes.

Complex IH repairs include those with re-recurrences,

chronic pain or mesh infections. However, there are no

studies comparing specialist with non-specialist center

repairs of these cases.

Some have suggested that good outcomes in complex

cases result from the aggregate effect of surgical expertise,

high volumes, choice of more effective treatment modali-

ties and other factors unrelated to surgical expertise. There

may also be benefits of working with a highly skilled team

that performs complex tasks repeatedly, has good knowl-

edge of different techniques for abdominal wall repair and

possesses extensive experience in the entire field of hernia

surgery. There may be a need for hernia centers that offer

‘‘a complete hernia service’’ using a ‘‘tailored approach’’.52

The National Outcomes Program established in 2009,

evaluates healthcare outcomes in Italian hospitals and

assesses the UK’s National Health System (NHS). In

addition to outcomes, the 2013 Program edition included a

set of volume indicators for conditions with evidence of a

volume-outcome association. However, due to a paucity of

evidence, it is not possible to draw firm conclusions about

hernia treatment from this data set.70

Another trial was also unable to establish a clear rela-

tionship between high-volume hernia centers and improved

outcome.71
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However, another group reported marked differences in

outcomes in relationship to individual surgeon’s volume at

three hospital types. So-called ‘‘occasional operators’’

dominated at university hospitals and had a significantly

higher relative risk of recurrence compared with medium

and small hospitals.63 This finding supports the concept of

regionalization to specialized settings with high case vol-

umes and greater experience.

The impact of creating a surgical specialty referral

center has been studied as well, specifically the financial

and institutional volume impact.72 This study examined all

hernia repairs in the period 2004–2011 comparing hernia

repair type, volume and center financial performance. The

ventral hernia repair (VHR) patient subset was further

analyzed for previous repairs, comorbidities, referral pat-

terns, and concomitant plastic surgery involvement. Prior

to hernia center establishment, hernia procedures averaged

156 annually (years 1999–2003). Over the next 8-year

period, 4927 hernia repairs were performed with an aver-

age of 616 hernia procedures per year. Annual billing

increased yearly from 7 to 85% and averaged 37% per

year. Comparing 2004 with 2011, procedural volume

increased 234%, and billing increased 713%. During that

period, there was a 2.5-fold increase in open VHRs, and

plastic surgeon involvement increased almost eightfold,

(p = 0.004). In 2005, 51 VHR patients had a previous

repair, 27.0% with mesh, versus 114 previous VHR in

2011, 58.3% with mesh (p\ 0.0001). For VHR, in-state

referrals from 2004 to 2011 increased 340% while out-of-

state referrals increased 580%. In 2011, 21% of all patients

had more than four comorbidities, significantly increased

from 2004 (p = 0.02). It was concluded that the estab-

lishment of a tertiary/regional referral hernia repair center

led to a substantial increase in surgical volume, complex-

ity, referral geography, and financial benefit to the

institution.

In the some European countries and the United States,

increase in surgical volume is often dependent on volume

agreements with health insurance companies.

KQ23.d Does surgical specialization affect IH surgery

outcomes?

It is difficult to separate surgeon caseload from special-

ization since they are highly correlated. The literature on

surgeon caseload is described above. A publication from

one expert group opines ‘‘… there is a need for hernia

centers in which hernia surgery is practiced by specially

accredited hernia surgeons who as far as possible master all

hernia surgical techniques and play an active role in

training and continuing education as well as in the field of

science.52’’ This statement goes a long way toward defining

a hernia specialist.

Specialized hernia centers outperform general surgical

centers in laparoscopic and complex IH surgeries.28, 55, 56

Therefore, complex IH surgery should be performed by a

hernia specialist.

In primary IH Lichtenstein repair, general surgeons’ and

supervised-residents’ results were comparable with

experts’ results.73, 74 Similar findings were found for

repairs with bilayer patches and plugs.75, 76

Hernia surgery specialization can significantly impact

the type of hernia surgery performed in a region. Prior to

year 2000, less than 1% of inguinal repairs were performed

laparoscopically in the Australian Capital Territory, pop-

ulation 400,000. Following the adoption and popularization

of TEP repair in the state by a specialized hernia surgeon,

laparoscopic repairs increased annually to 39% in 2004.

The value of hernia specialists developing and promul-

gating new techniques and offering continuing education to

fellow surgeons and surgeons-in-training cannot be

underestimated.
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Chapter 24

Costs

G. H. van Ramshorst, R. Bittner, H. Eker and W. Hope

Introduction

Factors influencing costs in inguinal hernia repair.

Cost calculations for IH repair are complex and difficult to

perform.77 Overall costs, including pretreatment, treatment

and posttreatment medical care, societal and employer

costs are rarely completely reported in studies. Moreover, it

should be considered that costs are not equal to charges.78

Charges are not necessarily related to costs, and are usually

constructed using different formulas. Charges can vary

greatly among hospitals and countries. Reimbursement of

costs by insurance companies or patients varies widely

between countries and hospitals, often depending on

negotiations related to volume agreements.79 All of the

aforementioned stages in the treatment process are asso-

ciated with variable costs.

IH repair cost calculations are complex and difficult to

perform.77 Total costs, including pretreatment, treatment

and posttreatment medical care, societal and employer

costs are rarely reported completely.

Data demonstrate clearly that hernia surgery cost cal-

culations are determined by a large number of variables

including:

Patient-specific characteristics, hernia pathology, anes-

thetic type, annual hernia case load, procedure type, sur-

geons’ skills, fixation type (including no fixation),

Complication frequency, operative setting, number of

postoperative visits, sick leave duration, recurrence rate,

salaries of personnel, equipment depreciation, share of

costs from relevant support services.

As expected, published data on costs of an IH operation

show huge variations, ranging from about 126 USD to

more than 4116 USD.80, 81 Even within one institution,

there are huge variations in costs generated by individual

providers.81

Surgeons can only influence some of the factors above.

Operating time, surgical intervention quality, and instru-

ment and material choices are the surgeon’s responsibil-

ity.82–86 An individual surgeon’s experience and skill may

significantly impact cost when factors such as operating

time, complication rates and recurrences are

considered.82, 85, 87

Studies report wide variations in quality of life and

quality-adjusted life years (QALY) following IH repair. It

is known for example, that patients receiving workers

compensation take longer to return to work than those not

receiving these compensations.79, 88 Patient-related factors

such as age, comorbidity, work type, employment history,

local culture, and physicians’ expectations influence

recovery time but their contribution to costs are difficult to

evaluate.89, 90 Additional costs such as medication expen-

ses, home care compensations and transportation-related

expenditures add to the tally and are similarly difficult to

capture fully. Rarely considered are patient loss of income,

disability insurance costs, and costs associated with the

patient’s inability to care for others. Other relevant

employer-related outlays include: insurance costs, pro-

ductivity losses and worker replacement costs.79

Complicating comparisons between studies on costs is

the fact that currency conversions over time are problem-

atic and in some studies only percentages of cost differ-

ences were estimated. In other studies percentages of

effectiveness differences were used to calculate incre-

mental cost per recurrence avoided and incremental cost

per added day of work or usual activity.80

Laparoscopic repair costs can change over time as new

equipment is purchased, costs are spread over a higher

volume of procedures, or the equipment is used for other

procedures.91

KQ24.a Is open or endoscopic inguinal hernia repair more

cost effective?

KQ24.b What are the costs and cost differences between

open and laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair?
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Evidence in literature

Open tissue IH repair under local anesthetic is the least

costly technique when materials alone are considered.

However, due to longer return-to-work times and higher

recurrence rates it may be less cost-effective when com-

pared to mesh repair.92–94

Institutional costs were higher for laparoscopic repair

(TAPP, TEP) when compared with open mesh tech-

niques.62, 82, 83, 95–121 In experienced centers with minimal

disposables use, the cost of laparoscopic repair may be

equivalent to, or lower than, the cost of open surgery.

However, some study data used to arrive at this con-

clusion may be flawed. Operating times in excess of

60 min,90, 92, 96, 97, 100, 101, 107, 108, 113, 114, 120–122 high

recurrence rates for laparoscopic repair (10%)66, 92, 123 and

high conversion rates (6–10%)82, 115, 118 may indicate lack

of experience. Studies not mentioning instrument and

material types are unsuitable for cost calculations.

Most papers state that higher laparoscopic surgery costs

mainly reflect the use of expensive disposables and longer

operating times.80, 83, 90, 101, 105–110, 118, 124–126 Multiple

cost analyses demonstrate that if disposable trocars, gras-

pers, preperitoneal balloons and stapling devices (‘‘tack-

ers’’) are included,127 direct costs are significantly higher

for laparoscopic over open hernia repair. This was mainly

true in the early laparoscopic hernia surgery

era.82, 89, 96, 97, 100, 108, 117, 119, 124, 128

Now, institutional costs for laparoscopic hernia repair

may be comparable to, or lower than, open hernia repair

costs.79, 90, 91, 117, 129 One study shows that in large-volume

laparoscopic surgery centers with minimal use of dispos-

able instruments and no use of preperitoneal balloons and

tackers for mesh fixation, the direct costs of laparoscopic

repairs are comparable to open repairs.90 One recent study

found lower TEP/TAPP costs when compared to open

mesh repair. Data for this study were collected in 15

German hospitals and were used to analyze costs. The

authors concluded that laparoscopic approaches are not

necessarily associated with higher resource utilization

when compared to open mesh repairs.85 A recent large

English study had a similar finding.81 This study concluded

that the mean cost of laparoscopic versus open hernia

repair is comparable but laparoscopic repairs appear to

offer higher costs per QALY versus open repairs.81

In contradiction to the results seen in studies of direct/

hospital costs, nearly all RCTs, systematic reviews and

meta-analyses demonstrate that indirect/societal costs for

laparoscopic IH repair are lower than open mesh repair.

This finding is accounted for by more rapid recovery with

less pain,62, 90, 91, 100, 116, 122, 125, 130 shorter sick-leave

time,83, 84, 96, 101, 102, 106, 108, 109, 113, 120, 124–126, 130–132

better physio metric test results,79, 95 and decreased com-

plications and recurrence rates as experience has

grown.79, 82, 90, 94, 101, 106, 108, 114, 116, 119, 126, 130–132

If both direct and indirect costs are tabulated, laparo-

scopic hernia repair appears to be more cost-effective than

open hernia repair.81, 102, 105, 119, 126, 131, 133–136

KQ24.c Which surgeon-specific factors result in improved

cost-effectiveness?

Cost-effectiveness may be enhanced by an increase in

individual case load (more rapid depreciation of equipment

costs, more experience),137 shortening of the learning curve

(resulting in decreased operating times), proper supervision

of residents and junior consultants, surgical technique

improvements (resulting in lower complication and recur-

rence rates), technique standardization, systematic training

including simulation-based training46, 83, 87, 97, 100, 132, 138

and use of non-disposable trocars and other instru-

ments83, 90, 91, 107, 136, 139, 140 (see Chapter 22 material on

learning curves).
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It has also been shown that, due to mesh technology

improvements and a better understanding of the extent of

inguinal floor dissection needed in hernias with defects of

less than 3 cm, expensive fixation devices are

unnecessary.141, 142

Chapter 25

Groin Hernia Registries

P. Nordin, A. Montgomery, L. N. Jorgensen, U. Klinge and

T. Bisgaard

Introduction

Well-designed RCTs advance the scientific basis of our

knowledge and promote evidence-based medicine because

of their powerful internal validity.143, 144 However, some

aspects of medical care cannot be easily addressed by

RCTs. Studies from well-validated registries can provide

important information as well. Registry studies of large

populations have the unique strength of reflecting clinical

reality (e.g., outcomes in routine clinical practice) and thus

provide the surgical community a high level of external

validity.

KQ25.a When compared with RCTs, do well-validated IH

quality registries, and the studies done on their databases,

offer additional valuable evidence-based information to

hernia surgeons?

Evidence in literature

Hernia registries provide long-term monitoring of surgical

quality in unselected patients and facilitate surgical care

improvements at individual facilities.145, 146 Registries can

serve as the basis for observational studies, may detect and

lead to the analysis of rare events, may provide data needed

for RCTs, and facilitate questionnaire studies. Addition-

ally, patients may be recruited from registers for clinical

trials that address specific questions outside a registry’s

scope.

Registry data reflects effectiveness in routine care and

possesses high external validity, provided their coverage is

broadly inclusive of a national population. In contrast, RCTs

and other trials are investigational and often report on effi-

cacy obtained in expert hands when interventions are opti-

mally applied to carefully selected subjects (Fig. 8).147 RCTs

(Table 5) are widely recognized as the criterion standard in

the evaluation of pharmacological interventions, but prob-

lems may arise if surgical techniques are compared.144

The optimal design for comparing surgical methods is a

randomized study involving surgeons of equal skill levels

who demonstrate equal levels of objectivity with the

methods being compared. However, even in study settings,

patient-related and surgeon-related factors, which cannot

be controlled, influence outcomes. Technical skill variation

will always exist and was demonstrated in an RCT mea-

suring surgical skill.148 In this study, low surgical perfor-

mance scores were highly correlated with 5-year hernia

recurrence rates. The question naturally arises then, how to

consider this issue when analyzing studies? Similarly,

should RCTs be the only means we use to evaluate surgical

methods?

Hernia surgery is usually considered within the purview

of general surgery and is often performed by non-special-

ized surgeons or trainees.149 Factors like patient age, gen-

der, comorbidities, hernia-specific conditions and surgeons’

preferences and experience might influence surgical indi-

cations and the choice of operative technique.150–152
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For the reasons cited above, RCTs and registries should

be considered alongside one another when evaluating

various aspects of hernia repair.153

Ideally, a registry should follow patients from initial

inclusion event to death. Provided consent is obtained to

use personal identification numbers, patients can be tracked

within a healthcare system and all subsequent encounters

(e.g., reoperation) recorded.145, 146, 154 It is also possible to

link registries of various types to detect and analyze risk

factors contributing to unfavorable outcomes.

Coverage and data validity are crucial for registry studies.

If a registry enrolls nearly all hernia patient encounters, the

risk of skewed patient selection is minimized. Additionally,

care must be taken when entering registry data since incor-

rect or missing data limit a registry’s soundness. These fac-

tors influence the external validity or generalizability of

conclusions reached in studies involving registry data and

patients. In a perfect world, registry data and the conclusions

about those data would exactly match the world outside the

registry. This ideal is unlikely to be realized, but regional and

national registries do include enormous data sets. Studies can

be performed about time trends for repair methods, materials

used, anesthetic type, patient gender and others topics. In

contrast to studies performed at a single institution, registry

studies can shed light on rarer events and conditions like: IHs

in females, femoral hernias, serious complications and

mortality.155, 156 It has been demonstrated the results

abstracted from Danish and Swedish databases have changed

clinical practice nationwide.157–159

Use of the checklists from the CONSORT statements,

the STROBE curriculum and the RECORD statement are

highly recommended to improve reporting quality for

RCTs and observational studies.144, 160, 161

The 2012 EHS consensus meeting also spawned rec-

ommendations for reporting outcome results in abdominal

wall repair across different study types.162

Figure 8. The potential coverage of patients operated on

for an IH reported in a national or regional register com-

pared to a randomized control trial.

Table 5 Pros and cons with registry studies and randomized studies

Pros Cons

Registry-based
studies

High external validity

Includes all patients at aligned units

Involves many surgeons with varying level of skill and experience

Reflects routine clinical practice

Provides separate data from participating hospitals and aggregated

data for all participating units

Requires a limited contribution from all surgeons

Excellent tools for observing changes over time

Includes documentation and adjustment of several confounders

Permits post hoc subgrouping of patients at high risk

May investigate even rare events

Power increases over time

Requires a limited contribution of a large number of

surgeons

Recurrence rate are replaced by re-operation for

recurrence

Generally lower rate of follow-up than in RCT

Low internal validity if not data are monitored

RCT High internal validity

Allows for comparison of methods of repair under standardized

study conditions

Simple statistical analyses with comparative methods

Can prove the impact of a specific change in treatment on a

specific outcome in a specific setting

Short-term rates of recurrence and chronic pain can be determined

Specified inclusion and exclusion criteria limit the

external validity

Inclusion of all consecutive patients is difficult

Results are mostly obtained by a limited number of

experts under optimal conditions

Extensive contribution from participating study

investigators is required

Follow-up for more than a few years is rarely possible

Focus on a single primary endpoint

All confounders are usual not considered

Post hoc subgrouping usually is not possible or justified

Usually insufficient power to detect rare events
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Discussion

There are several examples of RCTs with a major role in

advancing the scientific basis of our knowledge and pro-

mote evidence-based groin hernia surgery.82, 163, 164 Hernia

registers with high population based coverage, correct data

and a great number of unselected patients have the unique

possibility to study clinical reality and reflect outcomes in

more routine clinical practice.

Registry-based studies are therefore important com-

plements to RCTs. Currently, there are several examples

of evidence-based national registry studies which are

generalizable to the realm of groin hernia

surgery.63, 146, 155–159

Chapter 26

Outcomes and Quality Assessment

D.L. Sanders, H. Eker and J. Bingener

Introduction

Surgical outcome reporting is important in understanding

the postoperative course of patients undergoing different

types of groin hernia repair. It also serves to clarify how

outcomes are affected by preoperative, surgical and post-

operative variables (e.g., comorbidities, mesh type, mesh

fixation method, and others).

KQ26.a What are the currently used methods for mea-

suring surgeon-specific outcomes following groin hernia

repair?

KQ26.b What are the currently used methods for mea-

suring patient-based outcomes following groin hernia

repair?

Evidence and discussion

A worldwide agenda now exists to ensure high standards in

surgical practice by public dissemination of the outcomes

of operations.165, 166 Quality outcome indicators can be

either surgeon-specific/clinical (e.g., length of stay,

recurrence, etc.) or patient-related (e.g., quality of life,

patient satisfaction, etc.). Both are important in assessing

quality and are interrelated. Devising a meaningful, intel-

ligible and fair system for collecting data on quality is

extremely complicated. Difficulties include:

Questions with no answers raised for discussion:

What is measured?

Which outcomes?

Should risk adjustment be performed?

How should risk adjustment be done (if it is done)?

Will outcome measurement lead to conservatism in sur-

gical practice?

How are measurements made and are they accurate?

Are data collected accurately and reliably?

Timing

When does a valid outcome manifest after an operation?

What follow-up time is required?

How is outcome information collected when routine

follow-up is not done?

Practicality

Will outcome data collection significantly add to

surgeons’ workloads?

Will outcome data collection significantly add to other

healthcare workers’ workloads?

Will costs be increased?

Who will pay for these cost increases (if they occur)?

How will the data be used and accessed?

Data available to the lay public must be both under-

standable and detailed enough to provide valid decision

making tools.

Will there be legal implications of outcome data

collection and dissemination?

Will there be regulatory or governmental implications?

Seven clinical outcomes assessment tools specific to

hernia surgery are in use internationally,167–174 as is one

patient outcomes assessment tool.175 Several hernia reg-

istries exist (Swedish Hernia Registry, Danish Hernia
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Registry, HerniaMed, Club Hernie, EuraHS, Dutch Hernia

Registry, Evereg and AHSQC).

Large registries have the theoretical advantage of being

able to capture information on rare adverse outcomes and

disseminate that information to the surgical community at

large. RCTs, which are often performed at expert centers,

may lack this feature. Registries also can inform regulatory

agencies and the public about important outcome differ-

ences between healthcare facilities.

Accurate, complete and valid data entry is crucial. A

voluntary registry or a system lacking validity checks is at

high risk for selection bias and input bias. Registry estab-

lishment and maintenance is costly and a stable funding

source must be assured prior to registry development.

What constitutes a good registry?

Reasonable construct validity for a registry requires a

robust system of data collection, follow-up and validation,

agreed upon at the national level, and practical for the

structure of the healthcare system in which it is imbedded.

To deter risk-averse patient selection, predefined risk

adjustment models are suggested.

Healthcare systems’ structures vary broadly worldwide

resulting in problems designing international registries. In

many countries, routine follow-up is not done due to

clinical and financial constraints. Additionally, patients

experiencing adverse events may not present to their

original healthcare provider, making adverse event data

collection more difficult.

Time burdens, financial constraints, resource limitations

and other factors place tremendous pressures on healthcare

systems and their personnel worldwide. Quality data entry

into registry databases may increase workload since many

of these data points are already in the medical record. A

method of minimizing data entry duplication would be to

ensure that registry data entry occurs during the recording

of clinical data entry. This, of course, would require local

and national coordination. International registries could

incorporate this feature as well.

Patient Reported Outcomes

Patient Reporting of Outcome Measures (PROMs) is

another method of measuring outcomes. The United

Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) has used

PROMs since April, 2009 to assess the quality of all NHS-

funded care from patients’ perspectives.176 PROMs mea-

sures patients’ health status or health-related quality of life

at a single point in time. Data are collected from short, self-

completed questionnaires. For surgeries, health status

information is gathered pre and postprocedure. Two gen-

eric measures are used to assess patients’ self-reported

outcomes following groin hernia surgery.

• The EQ-5D Index, a general measure of patients’

quality of life

• The EQ-VAS, which provides a simple snapshot of

patients’ self-reported health.

The EQ-5D Index gives a general overview of patients’

self-reported quality of life on five dimensions: health,

anxiety and depression, ability to self-care, ability to carry

out usual activities, and experience of pain or discomfort.

Patients’ scores on these questions are combined to give an

index ranging from - 0.594 to 1.0 (best possible score).

A problem with this approach is that IH patients gen-

erally do not have major problems with anxiety, depression

or ability to self-care, dimensions included in the Index.

What they do have is a specific local problem, that this

generic health questionnaire will not identify or measure.

At least two studies have shown clearly that generic

instruments have poor discriminatory powers for distin-

guishing between satisfied and dissatisfied hernia repair

patients.81, 177 For unclear reasons, the NHS has failed to

adopt a condition-specific IH questionnaire. Outcome-

specific disease measures for hernia surgery such as the

Carolinas comfort score exist and have been validated.81

Groin hernia repair outcome reporting is inconsistent

and poorly defined, limiting meta-analyses, which them-

selves do not control for the differing definitions of

assessed outcomes. A recent study published in the journal

Hernia assessed type, frequency and definition of clinician-

observed and assessed outcomes and PROMs for instru-

ment validity and frequency of domain reporting.178 Forty

RCTs (10,810 patients) and seven meta-analyses (17,280

patients) were included in the review.178 No single PROM

was reported by any study. There were 58 different clini-

cian-observed outcomes, with recurrence (n = 47, 100%),

wound infection (n = 33, 70.2%), hematoma (n = 31,

77.5%) and seroma formation (n = 22, 46.8%) being most

frequently reported. All studies measured patients’ views,

although only 12 (30.0%) used validated instruments. The

SF36 was the most commonly used multidimensional valid

PROM (n = 7), and a visual analogue scale assessing pain

(n = 32) was the most frequently used one-dimensional

scale. Non-validated questionnaires assessed 25 other

aspects of patients’ health. Two meta-analyses defined

recurrence, and three defined chronic pain; although neither

ensured that included RCTs adhered to the definitions.

These results suggest that a standardized core outcome

set is needed for hernia surgery to improve outcome

reporting and evidence synthesis.

Chapter 27

Dissemination and Implementation

M. Pawlak, A. Wijsmuller and H. Eker
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Introduction

One of the goals of the HerniaSurge Group is the worldwide

dissemination and implementation of our groin hernia

management guidelines. They contain the most current

evidence-based information and also show where scientific

research is needed. They are important for guiding clinical

practice and for the education of surgeons and for stan-

dardizing surgical training. However, without an ambitious

implementation plan designed to reach targeted groups, the

impact on hernia management could be disappointing.179, 180

Never before have any of the hernia surgery societies or

inguinal guidelines focused on performing the difficult task

of global recognition and awareness.50, 51, 181, 182

HerniaSurge will create a guideline implementation

trajectory and a transparent dissemination plan.

The following questions were identified:

• What are the target groups for the guidelines?

• What are the most important messages of the guideli-

nes, both general and specific, for the targeted groups?

• Which channels can be used for guidelines distribution?

• How can the guidelines be supported by Internet tools,

platforms, Apps and social media?

• What is the evaluation strategy for the implementation

process?

Target Groups

The groups needing information about guidelines content

include:

• Surgeons and physicians treating groin hernia patients

• Healthcare providers performing services for the treat-

ment of hernias

• Groin hernia patients and their family members

Message

HerniaSurge was established as a joint effort of the EHS,

EAES, IEHS, AHS, APHS, AMEHS and Australasian

Hernia Society to develop guidelines for surgeons and

healthcare providers who treat groin hernia patients. The

guidelines include information on inguinal and femoral

hernias in men and women and were developed according

to the AGREE II instrument.183 A set of key recommen-

dations of the guidelines will be identified on a global level

by a vote during the international hernia congresses. The

focus of the dissemination process will be placed on these

key recommendations while providing access to the whole

guideline. The barriers to implementing recommendations

were sought and described independently in relevant

chapters.

Implementation and dissemination methods

Branding—HerniaSurge. The aim is for the guidelines to be

well-recognized, effective and disseminated worldwide.

Translation of the key statements and recommendations

of the guidelines into languages that are most spoken:

Mandarin, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian,

Japanese and German.

Website: http://www.HerniaSurge.com—a platform that

consolidates the main aspects of the guidelines, gives

insight into their development methodology, provides a

database of the multimedia supplements and also includes

resources for patients and medical professionals.184

1. Patient Resources

• Short videos explaining the pathology of IH and

the most common surgical procedures.

• A brief explanation of the purpose for which the

guidelines were created.

• Highlights of the most important issues that are

of particular interest to IH patients (e.g., the

prevention and treatment of chronic pain).

2. Resources for medical professionals

• Full guidelines.

• Short explanations of main objectives, methods

and key recommendations in several languages.

• Database with literature.

Social media: Facebook and LinkedIn pages including

several selected topics (much more concise than the

HerniaSurge website)

1. Resources for patients: three to four videos as

mentioned above with simple explanations on the

aim of the guidelines and the key recommendations

that are of particular interest to patients, translated

into different languages.

2. Resources for medical professionals: short explana-

tions on main objectives, methods and key recom-

mendations in several languages.

3. Direct links to http://www.HerniaSurge.com.

Publication of the key recommendations with reference

to the full guidelines (on the HerniaSurge website)
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through every Hernia or National General Surgery

Society after an inventory of these societies worldwide.

Presentation of the key recommendations worldwide at

hernia congresses (EHS/AHS/EAES/Annual congresses

of Hernia Societies).

Mass media: several mass channels (for example,

Euronews, BBC, CNBC) should be approached through

media and communication departments to communicate

the existence of the first worldwide surgical guidelines.

Spokesmen will be chosen for this task.

The use of Modern Multimedia and Network tools.

The aim is not only to offer written guidelines, but also to

offer assistance in their implementation.

• Video—tutorial videos for procedures. Videos of the

most common hernia operations for the instruction of

new learners (Lichtenstein, TEP, TAPP).

• Podcasts—recorded discussions on the guidelines con-

ducted by recognized hernia experts and authorities.

There will be a few selected essential topics like

algorithms for groin hernia treatment pointing out the

advantages and disadvantages of proposed procedures

as well as defining the indications. Most importantly,

this information will be submitted in an understandable

and accessible fashion so that they are clear even for

novice surgeons. The information should focus on the

complexity of the treatment selection accordingly to

defined factors such as gender, age, etc. These factors

will be determined by the HerniaSurge Group and

presented in the Podcast.

• Teaching—PowerPoint presentations will be developed

and available on the website. Surgeons worldwide will

be able to use these for teaching/learning in their own

institutions.

• App—HerniaSurge will create an application for PC,

smartphones and other devices which will help to analyze

and select the best treatment option for individual

patients according to the guidelines. Further it will

contain critical information on the topic, an anatomical

atlas of the groin region, answers on all frequently asked

questions and a knowledge quiz to entertain and stim-

ulate the curiosity of residents and experts.

Evaluation and Revision

The dissemination process will be monitored and audited

by each of the national chapters. The level of implemen-

tation will be determined by a predefined set of criteria

(guidelines awareness, target groups’ attitudes, application

of recommendations, and the effect on medical care).

During the dissemination, a study will be performed

examining the quality and effectiveness of the process of

implementation in two to three test countries that will be

selected by the HerniaSurge Group. The most important

key recommendations will be used for those test countries

based on the up-to-date status of hernia surgery. The dis-

semination will be conducted and monitored by dedicated

Ph.D. students. An evaluation after 5 years will be per-

formed and analyzed so that improvements can be made.

The proposed dissemination plan is ambitious, however,

looking through the prism of today’s society that is oriented on

fast collection and processing of information we need a clear,

yet modern method for dissemination. It will be an innovative

project that will determine the trend for the possibility and

potential success of introducing future guidelines.

Global Groin Hernia Management

Chapter 28

Inguinal Hernia Surgery in Low Resource Settings

P. Nordin, D.L. Sanders, I. Konaté, R. Sani and M.

P. Simons

Introduction

HerniaSurge (http://www.herniasurge.com) develops

guidelines intended for use globally. This chapter contains

guidelines on the performance of safe, cost-effective IH

repair in low resource settings (LRSs). HerniaSurge

believes that every patient with a groin hernia, wherever

they may live, has the right to the best possible care.

Nevertheless, it will take time to achieve a consistent high

level of care throughout many areas in the world that lack

the resources that are necessary and this is reflected in the

recommendations made in this chapter.

There is a substantial burden of disease in countries

where the majority of the world’s groin hernia patients live.

Although herniorrhaphy is one of the most commonly

performed surgeries in LRSs,185, 186 needs exceed capacity.

This surgical ‘‘under-production’’ over time results in high

hernia prevalence in populations. This in turn results in a

high proportion of emergency surgery and significant

morbidity and mortality.187–194 This, despite the fact that

groin hernia repair is highly cost effective.195–197

Key Questions:

KQ28.a What is the epidemiology of inguinal hernia in

LRSs?

KQ28.b Which types of inguinal hernia repairs are cur-

rently performed in LRSs?

KQ28.c What is the recommended operation for inguinal

hernias in low resource environments?

KQ28.d What are the logistical challenges for safe groin

hernia repair in low resource environments?

KQ28.e Should any special precautions be taken?

KQ28.f What is the most suitable mesh?
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KQ28.g What is the best way to educate surgeons in a

sustainable manner in LRSs?

KQ28.h How can the internet and other technologies be

used to teach physicians in LRSs?

Evidence in literature

KQ28.a What is the epidemiology of inguinal hernia in

LRSs?

IH epidemiology literature is limited, from both the

developed world and particularly from LRSs. IH inci-

dence—measure of probability of IH occurrence in a

population within a specified time—is difficult to firmly

establish although it seems unlikely that incidence varies

much between countries. In contradistinction, IH preva-

lence—population proportion with IH at a given time—

appears to be significantly higher in countries with poor

healthcare access.194, 198–202 The assumption is that most

cases go untreated in resource-poor settings. The discrep-

ancy in incidence versus repair rate results in high preva-

lence. This in turn has a huge economic impact on

countries least able to shoulder that burden.197

A 1996 United Kingdom (UK) study found a lifetime

risk of IH repair of 27% for men and 3% for women, an

immense IH disease burden.186 Data from sub-Saharan

Africa paint a very different clinical picture. A 1978 study

of rural Ghanaian men estimated that 7.7% had an IH.203

However, a 1969 study showed that the prevalence of IH

was as high as 30% on Pemba Island in East Africa.204

A prospective cohort study compared IHs in Ghana and

the UK and revealed that two-thirds of Ghanaian hernias

extended into the scrotum. This was the case in only 7% of

UK IHs.205 The majority of these were longstanding right-

sided indirect hernias. Ghanaian subjects had an average

age of 34 versus 62 years in the UK cohort.

Inguinal hernias, occurring in the young, have a major

impact on fragile economies. In the Ghanaian study, 64%

of subjects experienced daily activity limitations and

16.3% of these individuals were unable to work.

A truly startling percentage of IH repairs are done on an

emergent basis in sub-Saharan Africa—65% in Ghana,

76% in Uganda, 33% in Sierra Leone and 25% in Nige-

ria.200, 206–209 In contrast, 6% of IH repairs are performed

as emergency in the EU.210 A 2007 Nigerian study reported

that 20% of emergent IH repair patients died.211

In 2012, data from the National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey prospective cohort study of IHs were

used to estimate IH disease burden in Ghana.199 Per this
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approach, the IH prevalence in the Ghanaian general

population was 3.15% (range 2.79–3.5%). The number of

symptomatic hernias was estimated at 530,082 (range

469,501–588,980). The annual incidence of symptomatic

hernias was 210 per 100,000 individuals (range

186/100,000–233/100,000). It was concluded that at the

estimated Ghanaian IH repair rate of 30 per 100,000, a

backlog of one million hernias needing repair develops

each decade. The cost of repairing all symptomatic hernias

in Ghana was estimated to be 53 million USD. Hernia

elimination over a 10-year period would cost 106 million

USD. Nearly five million disability-adjust life years

(DALYs) would be saved by the repair of prevalent cases

of symptomatic hernia in Ghana. These findings are sup-

ported by another study which estimated the unmet burden

of IHs in sub-Saharan Africa.212 This study reported that

the average district hospital performs 30 hernia repairs per

100,000 individuals per year (95% CI 18–41), leaving an

unmet need of 175 per 100,000 annually.

The same model was used to estimate Tanzanian IH

prevalence.198 The prevalence of IH in Tanzanian adults

was 5.36% while an estimated 12% of men had hernias.

This equates to 683,904 Tanzanian adults with symp-

tomatic IH. The annual incidence of IH in Tanzanian adults

was 163 per 100,000 people. At Tanzania’s current hernia-

repair rate, nearly one million hernia-in-need-of-repair

backlog will develop over 10 years. Repair of the prevalent

symptomatic hernias in Tanzania would save 4.4 million

DALYs.

A 2012 study using data from the 2010 Global Burden

of Disease (GBD) database quantified the burden of

digestive diseases avertable by surgical care at first-level

hospitals in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).202

The study calculated the potential decrease in digestive

disease burden if quality surgical services were universally

available and accessible at first-level hospitals. It con-

cluded that 74% of the burden of inguinal/femoral hernias

in East Europe and Central Asia was avertable.

These disparities in surgical coverage highlight issues

possibly amenable to rapid improvement. In East Europe

and Central Asia, for example, the excess hernia burden

can likely be addressed with few additional resources.

Other regions may require a comprehensive reordering of

priorities and resources to address their IH burden.

KQ28.b Which types of inguinal hernia repairs are

currently performed in LRSs?

Groin hernia repair techniques have evolved over

time.213 During the last 25 years, techniques with synthetic

mesh have become the norm and are now the preferred

technique in high-resource settings. They have demon-

strated superiority over conventional non-mesh procedures,

particularly because of their lower recurrence inci-

dence.50, 214, 215 Additional practice changes in high-

resource environments are laparoscopy and day-case

surgery.216, 217

In LRSs, where out-of-pocket expenditures are signifi-

cant and families often cope by borrowing money or selling

assets to pay for surgery, mesh is often either unavailable

or unaffordable. Most IHs in these settings are still repaired

with the Bassini method (and many modifications) because

of the high cost of mesh and the lack of training in mesh

repair.200, 218–220

Occasional exceptions have been reported. A study from

Nigeria found that mesh repair was well accepted with few

complications at 1-year follow-up.221 Similarly, in rural

Ghana and Uganda, mesh repair has been successfully used

without significant complications.222, 223 In India, mesh

repair seems to be more common (or perhaps more com-

monly written about) than in other LRSs.224 Laparoscopy

has been introduced in India as well.225 Nevertheless, mesh

cost remains prohibitive in most LRSs.

KQ28.c What is the recommended operation for an ingu-

inal hernia in low resource settings?

Most people with IHs live in LRSs. Many operative

innovations such as laparo-endoscopic and mesh repair

methods cannot be widely used in LRSs due to cost.

Solutions that provide cheaper alternatives and do not

compromise the safety and effectiveness of mesh repair are

needed. One alternative to expensive synthetic mesh is

sterilized low-cost ‘‘mosquito mesh’’. It too is a similar

synthetic product originally intended for another purpose

but is in use for hernia surgery in several loca-

tions.224, 226–228 Several studies of ‘‘mosquito mesh’’ have

shown promising results in terms of tissue reaction, out-

comes, and cost-effectiveness.222, 223, 229, 230

One animal study concluded that ‘‘mosquito mesh’’

might serve as a cheap substitute to other forms of mesh

when the latter is unaffordable or unavailable.231 Two

randomized trials have compared ‘‘mosquito mesh’’ with

commercial mesh. One involved 40 patients from Burkina

Faso and found no differences in outcomes at 30-day fol-

low-up.232 One recent trial with 302 patients from eastern

Uganda had a follow-up of 12–35 months. All patients

included were operated on with the anterior mesh tech-

nique according to Lichtenstein, under local anesthesia,

and the vast majority as day cases. Recurrence rate and

postoperative complications did not differ significantly

between low-cost mesh and those undergoing hernia repair

with commercial mesh.223

Hernia repair with ‘‘mosquito mesh’’ has also been

found to be highly cost effective in both Ghana and

Ecuador.197, 233

KQ28.d What are the logistical challenges for safe groin

hernia repair in low resource settings?

The challenge for hernia surgery in LRSs is to integrate

the organizational structure of surgical care into the larger
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healthcare system.203 The healthcare systems in LRSs have

variations in the range of services offered between hospi-

tals in the same country.234 Studies have shown that

properly functioning small hospitals and health centers in

rural areas can deliver effective basic low-cost surgical

services.187, 235 However, many of them suffer from a lack

of trained staff, equipment and integration of services

delivery.236 A well-functioning hospital offering a narrow

range of vital surgical services can be part of an integrated

model of healthcare delivery. Integration aims to improve

the service in relation to efficiency and quality, thereby

maximizing use of resources and opportunities.237 The

benefit of integration has been demonstrated in several

settings.238

Health practitioners should have appropriate surgical

and anesthetic equipment and supplies. It is important for

hospitals to be able to administer appropriate anesthesia,

whether local (LA), spinal, general (GA) or with tracheal

intubation.235

A meta-analysis demonstrated a striking disparity

between anesthesia-related mortality in LRSs when com-

pared with high income countries.239 Factors contributing

to this disparity included: few qualified anesthetists, lack of

appropriate training, limited supplies for safe patient

monitoring, and limited supplies for the safe administration

of anesthesia.240

Adequate surgical training of practitioners and the use of

LA permit the vast majority of IH repairs to be done in

LRSs. Studies have shown that IH repairs with LA allow

return to normal activity a day earlier than GA, important

in LRSs.241 Local anesthesia costs significantly less than

spinal anesthesia and GA, another advantage in LRSs.234

Given these limitations and the inherently higher risk of

GA, it is recommended that groin hernia repairs in LRSs be

performed under LA.

Several strategies can be used to overcome the logistical

challenge of cost. Surgical instrument packs and other

materials can be bought at a discount from non-profit

organizations. Healthcare facilities and manufacturers can

donate these materials close to their expiration dates.242 If

medical personnel and equipment are in short supply,

short-term surgical missions by charitable organization can

help reinforce the existing infrastructure. Sanitary mobile

surgical platforms can be used in environments lacking

modern sterile facilities.243 While short-term surgical

missions have been promoted as a method of alleviating

disease burden, the best way for charitable organizations to

support surgical care in LRSs is through partnerships with

local hernia societies and health practitioners.243, 244

Teaching and training local teams should be performed

next to alleviate the waiting list. A partnership of this type

is occurring presently in Ghana with Operation Hernia

http://www.operationhernia.org.uk/.234 The effectiveness

should particularly be evaluated in respect to the retention

of surgical skills of the newly trained staff, to improve-

ments in outcomes, and to the retention, in-country, of

local healthcare providers.243, 244

A sustainable model to improve hernia surgery in LRS

requires a national commitment to providing access to

surgical services, especially in rural areas, and to ade-

quately training practitioners. Safe, effective, accessible

and cost-effective surgical services must be available to

meet needs in LRSs.245

KQ28.e Should any special precautions be taken?

Only a few studies exist on interventions like antibiotics

or nutritional supplementation pre- or postsurgery in

LRSs.197, 208, 246–248 One additional study analyzed IH

patients in Ghana, Nigeria and the Ivory Coast operated on

between 2005 and 2010. Mesh—either a standard brand

polypropylene mesh or sterilized mosquito net—was used.

Antibiotics were administered at the surgeon’s discretion,

with most patients receiving them.249

Summary statements from the studies cited above

include:

• Antibiotics are recommended, particularly when mesh

is implanted.

• For incarcerated hernias without bowel necrosis, a

mesh repair with antibiotic coverage might be

recommended.

• Antibiotics are recommended in all strangulated hernia

repairs with or without bowel necrosis.

• Antibiotic administration was not standardized across

the studies.

• No recommendations about nutritional supplementation

were made.

Clearly, multi-centered RCTs in LRSs are needed to

guide decision making about antibiotic use and nutritional

supplementation.

KQ28.f Which mesh is most suitable for IH repair in

LRSs?

In most resource-poor countries, sutured repair—with

significantly inferior results compared with mesh—is

common, since commercial mesh is either unavailable or

unaffordable.184, 250

The hernia healthcare industry has developed over 200

mesh types with costs ranging from 40 to 6000 USD per

piece.251 The most commonly used macro-porous polymers

are polypropylene and polyester. Meshes differ marginally

in their ultrastructure, filament type/construction, pore size,

weight/density, tensile strength and elasticity.251 Com-

mercial hernia meshes are class II medical devices and are

required to undergo the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) pre-market notification process in the United States

or the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory

Agency (MHRA) or other authority approval in the UK and
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Europe prior to market release.252 Clearly these approved

meshes are suitable for use in LRSs but are generally

unaffordable there and therefore not used.

The use of mosquito net as an alternative to commercial

prosthetics was pioneered in India by Dr. Tongaonkar.224

The first multicenter trial was performed there, using

indigenous autoclaved and sterilized mosquito net mesh

composed of polyethylene and polypropylene. The study

reported a 6.9% incidence of complications, comparable to

complications seen with Prolene mesh, with only one

recurrence (0.27%) and no adverse mesh reactions at up to

5-year follow-up. More recently, a number of studies in

developing countries have examined hernia repair with

locally available mosquito net of various

types.227, 231, 232, 253–257 Mosquito nets vary in construc-

tion, but most commonly consist of cotton, polyethylene,

nylon and polyester polymers.258

Net pore size must be less than 1.2 mm to stop mos-

quitoes. However, many nets use a pore size of 0.6 mm to

stop other biting insects.258 Several studies have demon-

strated that mosquito net can be implanted with low com-

plication rates, but not all mosquito nets are the same. In

addition to pore size differences, some are constructed of

unsuitable polymers, have coatings such as DEET, and

have biomechanical properties that may produce intense

inflammation, all of which may lead to mesh

complications.

There are legitimate concerns about infection risk, for-

eign-body reaction, the effectiveness of sterilization pro-

cedures in LRS hospitals, and the safe use of locally

sourced and prepared mosquito net for implantation.

A 2013 study compared the characteristics of mosquito

net to other FDA- and MHRA-approved commercial

meshes.230 The tested mosquito net was a low-density

polyethylene homo-polymer (LDPE), knitted from

monofilament fibers, the mean pore diameter was 1.9 mm,

with a 91.2% porosity, 53.7 g/m2 mean mesh weight, and

linear mass density of 152 denier, comparable to the ‘‘large

pore’’ (class I) commercial meshes. The bursting force for

polyethylene mosquito net was greater than that for

UltraPro and Vypro (43.0 vs 35.5 and 27.2 N/cm, respec-

tively). The mosquito net exhibited less anisotropy when

compared with commercial meshes.

A randomized trial of nylon mosquito net versus com-

mercial mesh in 40 IH patients from Burkina Faso found no

difference in short-term 30-day follow-up outcomes.232

A 10-year retrospective analysis was done of consecu-

tive patients who underwent a total of 651 IH LDPE net

repairs and were followed for 12–18 months. Thirty-two

patients were lost to follow-up. Six superficial surgical site

infections occurred (0.9%), as did one seroma (0.1%), and

two hematomas (0.3%). Two patients reported chronic pain

(0.3%). No recurrences or mesh rejections were reported.

The LDPE net was less than 0.03% the cost of commercial

mesh.257

A recently published RCT comparing LDPE mesh with

commercial mesh including 302 male patients concluded

that there was no significant difference in recurrence or

complication rates.223 The follow-up rate was 97.3% after

2 weeks and 95.6% after 1 year. Recurrence occurred in 1

patient (0.7%) assigned to LDPE mesh and in no patients

assigned to commercial mesh (absolute risk difference 0.7

percentage points; 95% confidence interval [CI] - 1.2 to

2.6; p = 1.0). Postoperative complications occurred in 44

patients (30.8%) assigned to the low-cost mesh and in 44

patients (29.7%) assigned to the commercial mesh (abso-

lute risk difference, 1.0 percentage point; 95% CI, - 9.5 to

11.6; p = 1.0).

When mosquito net is used, tension-free IH repair is

approximately one-third the cost of repair with a conven-

tional alternative.227, 229, 233 This finding is supported by a

meta-analysis, which also found no increase in septic

complications or recurrences.259

Mosquito net steam sterilization at 121 �C has been

recommended but long-term follow-up data confirming

sterility is lacking. Most of the currently used LDPE net is

sterilized with ethylene oxide.222

Cost-effectiveness analyses have estimated the overall

cost associated with mesh repair to be 12.88 USD per

DALY averted (assuming 120.02 USD/hernia repair and

9.3 DALYs averted/person).197, 233 Based on this figure,

hernia repair using low-cost mesh is a more cost-effective

intervention than oral dehydration or at-home HIV/AIDS

treatment with antiretroviral therapy.202

Before universal acceptance of mosquito net for IH

repair can be achieved; however, careful audit and follow-

up studies are required, which may be difficult to do in

LRSs.

KQ28.g What is the best way to sustainably educate sur-

geons in LRSs?

Groin hernia surgery is the most common surgery per-

formed in LRSs even though access to surgical services is

very limited. A lack of skilled healthcare personnel exac-

erbates this access problem. In sub-Saharan Africa, for

example, most surgical and anesthesia services are pro-

vided by general physicians or non-physician clinicians

rather than specialists.260, 261 Hernia is a neglected condi-

tion in LRSs. Strategies to provide education, training, and

resources and reorder priorities are necessary to change this

situation.

Many surgical skill educational programs exist but are

not especially focused on hernia surgery. It is known that

continuing education improves patient safety.261 A con-

ceptual hernia surgery education program could focus on

three groups of LRS surgeons.
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• Surgeons needing focused training and skill

development

– Hernia societies can create a hernia surgery certifi-

cate program whereby LRS surgeons receive a

certificate of completion/competence after finishing

a supervised course of study and demonstrate

competent performance of a series of IH repair

skills.

• Healthcare provider continuous education and skills

training

– Open to surgeons and all others involved in IH

patient care activities.

– May involve periodic visits from referral hospital

personnel, telemedicine, review of educational

materials.

– On-site support and training in hernia surgery by

surgeon specialists from referral hospitals to outly-

ing facilities.

• Operators/surgeons in outlying hospitals

– Can be visited on a rotating or as-needed basis by

hernia specialists in a series of ‘‘surgical camps’’.

Few studies have evaluated the impact of short inter-

national training trips on the practice of local physicians

following training trip participation. One study conducted

in Ghana and Liberia reported on a 2-day surgical training

course on tension-free mesh repair performed in a

resource-limited setting. It also looked at the course’s

impact on local surgical practice. It concluded that a brief

training course can significantly improve local practice.

Operation Hernia is a UK-registered charity initiative

involving the EHS and the Plymouth–Takoradi (Ghana)

Hospital which trains, and teaches hernia surgery, in

Africa. It sends volunteer teams to work alongside African

surgeons, training them in local anesthetic administration

and guiding/mentoring during hernia operations. Teams

operate on a large volume of cases in a short time, often in

two theatres simultaneously.8, 201, 262

When deciding which surgical services to offer facility

capabilities and infrastructure must be considered. A well-

equipped facility is necessary to support a strong education

program in LRSs.261 Per the WHO Safe Surgery Initiate,

operating theatres must be of adequate size, have appro-

priate lighting and have dependable electricity and water at

a minimum.245

KQ28.h How can the internet and other technologies be

used to teach physicians in LRSs?

Continuing education/training and data collection

should be the focus of using new technologies to improve

hernia surgery in LRSs. Internet use has already been

highlighted by the cooperation between LMICs and high

income countries (HIC) in the Global Surgery Project263

http://www.lancetglobalsurgery.org. Internet-based tech-

nologies are efficient ways of sharing surgical experience

and may be a way to expand surgical education and

strengthen local expertise in LRS.264, 265 One article

describes that two surgeons from Paraguay and Brazil were

trained by two international experts to perform a Lichten-

stein IH repair using Google Glasses via an interactive

online video stream.265 Multimedia are now used to dis-

seminate medical content through archived and live video

allowing physicians to stay current in a variety of

settings.266

Most LRS physicians are connected to the World Wide

Web. Advanced interactive technology allows experts to be

virtually present, and assist through tele-mentoring, while

other surgeons perform operations.265, 266

Internet-based data collection will facilitate the rapid

development of hernia registries in LRSs as well as world

hernia registries. The EHS now offers the global surgical

community an online platform for registration and outcome

measurements of abdominal wall hernia repairs (http://

www.eurahs.eu/HOME.php).168

The challenge in the short-term is the optimization of

medical technology and clinical practice in order to deliver

the best medical care and the highest patient satisfaction at

the lowest cost.267 Research is needed on the impact of

internet use and other technologies to achieve safe effective

surgery globally.

Research, General Practitioners and Patients

perspectives

Chapter 29

Questions for research
B. van den Heuvel, M. P. Simons

The members of Hernia Surge have attempted to evaluate

all available literature on inguinal hernia surgery. Con-

cerning many topics high quality designed studies have led

to clear statements and conclusions. However, on many

other topics high quality studies are lacking, resulting in

great opportunities for future research. In this chapter we

have attempted to sum up systematically research questions

that we have encountered during the development of these

guidelines. We hope that this chapter inspires hernia

researchers to conduct new studies to answer these inter-

esting questions.
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Incidence and epidemiology

Large epidemiologic studies or registry analysis could

result in new insights in the incidence of groin hernia. The

identification of modifiable life style and socio-occupa-

tional factors contributing to development of primary and

recurrent inguinal hernia could help hernia surgeons in the

future to further tailor surgical management.

Pathophysiology

It is becoming increasingly clear that the extracellular

matrix and matrix metalloproteinases play a significant role

in the pathogenesis of abdominal wall hernias. Further

investigation into biomarkers which mirror its activities as

well as strategies and methodologies to correct abnormal-

ities could dramatically affect the incidence and treatment

of abdominal wall pathologies. Interdisciplinary collabo-

rative research with basic science will be necessary to

properly investigate this complex environment.

Classification

Hernia classifications contribute to the possibility to com-

pare and evaluate study outcomes and subsequent man-

agement strategy. Which classification system are the most

suitable remains unknown. The EHS classification system

is a simple system and easy to use. Future research should

evaluate what the relevance of the EHS groin hernia clas-

sification is.

Indications for surgery

Watchful waiting (WW) has been a suggested management

strategy in male patients with a minimal or asymptomatic

inguinal hernia. Some aspects of WW need to be analyzed

to fully establish its true value. Is a watchful waiting

strategy ultimately cost-effective, considering high cross-

over rates due to symptom development? What are the risk

factors for developing symptoms such as pain or incar-

ceration in untreated male patients with a minimal symp-

tomatic or asymptomatic inguinal hernia? What is the best

timing for male patients with a minimal symptomatic or

asymptomatic inguinal hernia to plan surgical repair in

terms of cost-effectiveness? A large randomized controlled

trial with long follow-up would be appropriate to answer

this question.

Surgical treatment of inguinal hernia

There are many of studies performed on surgical tech-

niques in inguinal hernia. However, not all techniques are

equally well evaluated and there is still need for further

research. Randomized controlled trials in centers where the

various surgical techniques are mastered are ideal to

address the following issues:

• What is the true recurrence rate and risk for chronic

pain after Shouldice repair?

• Is only SAC resection in young patients with an L1

inguinal hernia a safe procedure in terms of recurrence

rate?

• Is there a significant difference in results of tissue

(Shouldice) repair between an indirect and a direct

hernia?

• Are the outcomes after repair with a self-adhesive mesh

comparable with a repair with a flat mesh for

Lichtenstein?

• Do TEP and TAPP truly have equal results to each

other?

• What are the advantages of the use of Prolene Hernia

System (PHS) or UltraPro Hernia System (UHS)

compared to Lichtenstein and TEP, TAPP?

• What are the long-term recurrence rates after inguinal

hernia repair with PHS or UHS? Are these results

significantly better to justify the use and subsequent

scarring of both the anterior and posterior

compartment?

• There is a need to design a large RCT comparing

laparo-endoscopic and Lichtenstein repair in primary

unilateral inguinal hernia repair in male patients by

surgeons who are experts in both these respective

techniques.

Individualization in treatment options

For many years now, the gold standard for inguinal hernia

surgical treatment is a mesh repair. The mesh repair can be

performed open or laparoscopically. Whether there is still

an indication for non-mesh repair, or when a mesh repair

needs to be done open or laparoscopically remains to be

definitely determined. There is no uniform technique

applicable to all patients. Hernia surgeons individualize,

based mostly on their own experience. Scientific founda-

tion is lacking. The essential question is: When do we

individualize and does a tailored approach result in

improved quality and outcomes? Scenarios where indi-

vidualization might be in place are:

• Which surgical technique should be used in patients

with an inguinal hernia with the following character-

istics: high preoperative pain, smoking, collagen dis-

ease, obesity, ascites, physical active or elderly?

• Which surgical technique should be used in patients

with an inguinal hernia with the following character-

istics: small indirect, (large) medial or large lateral

hernias, non-reducible hernias, incarcerated hernias or

strangulated hernias?
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• What is the best management strategy in elderly

patients with a minimal or asymptomatic inguinal

hernia, watchful waiting or surgery?

• Is there an indication in certain cases (low risk for

recurrence, high risk for pain) to perform non-mesh

repair?

• Should open repair under local be promoted?

Occult hernia and bilateral repair

Some suggest that a prophylactic mesh repair on the con-

tralateral side is indicated in older male patients with a

medial inguinal hernia. The appropriateness of this strategy

needs to be assessed. In which cases is prophylactic bilat-

eral implementation of mesh indicated in unilateral ingu-

inal hernia as a management strategy? Similarly, when an

asymptomatic defect is found on the contralateral side

during laparoscopic repair of a unilateral symptomatic

inguinal hernia, is immediate treatment with mesh indi-

cated? What is the natural course of such asymptomatic

defects? There is a need for a prospective registry-based

study of unilateral TEP and TAPP cases (with adequate

follow-up) to investigate the true risk of lifetime bilateral

(symptomatic and asymptomatic) IH.

Day surgery

We suggest to perform a registry study analyzing the safety

of day surgery of the different types of inguinal hernia

repair compared to short stay surgery with regards to

severe bleeding, unnoticed visceral injury and

thromboembolism.

Meshes

The gold standard for many types of hernia repair is the use

of mesh. The long-run effect and interaction between mesh

and bodily tissue still needs to be understood. The mesh has

to fulfill many requirements and the ideal mesh has yet to

be designed. The following research questions address

these issues. As HerniaSurge we would like to emphasize

that future in vivo research on mesh is of great importance

to further improve quality after hernia surgery.

• How are the physiological requirements of mesh with

focus on strength and elasticity to meet its functional

needs defined?

• Which mesh material or design avoids scar entrapment

or erosion?

• What is the value of bioactive meshes with drug release

to avoid chronic pain, adhesions, or infection?

• What are the characteristics of the mesh surfaces to

minimize the risk for bacterial adherence and for

infection in contaminated wounds or surroundings?

• What are the molecular details of the wound healing

process around a foreign body?

• Mesh related complications manifest with a consider-

able delay, the incidence rises with time and is higher

for younger patients. Should there be a limitation by the

patients’ age to perform a mesh procedure? What is the

impact of age on the risk–benefit ratio of meshes or

mesh procedures?

• There is a need for a propensity score matching of large

data from registries comparing the use of different

kinds of meshes (e.g., large-pore versus small-pore) in

primary unilateral inguinal hernia repair in male

patients.

Clinical outcome

Clinical outcomes are influenced by the patients’ biology,

the surgical technique and surgical skills and the quality

and characteristics of the mesh. It is unknown which of

these factors dominates the clinical outcomes, or whether

they all contribute equally. It is necessary to analyze the

impact of these factors separately. A prediction model

could be designed to optimize clinical outcomes in indi-

vidual cases.

Mesh fixation

Mesh fixation remains subject of debate. Is mesh fixation

necessary to minimize the risk of recurrence, or only in

specific cases? And if fixation is needed, which fixation

technique is to be used? And what are the disadvantages of

fixation? The majority of the randomized controlled trials

on mesh fixation include a follow-up of 1 or 2 years, which

is the most severe drawback of these studies. Therefore,

registry-based studies with a high number of patients and

long-term follow-up are of additional value to the current

randomized controlled trials on mesh fixations.

Antibiotic prophylaxis

The indication to use antibiotic prophylaxis is ruled by

three factors; the varying standard of environment, patients

risk factors and operative technique. A 5% wound infection

rate in patients not receiving antibiotic prophylaxis is

defined as a low-risk environment. There is convincing

evidence not to administer antibiotic prophylaxis in an

average risk patients/low-risk environment and in any

patient in any risk environment when using endoscopic/

laparoscopic repair.

There are very limited data on high-risk patients in a

low-risk environment and no consensus exists on how to

define these conditions. However, common surgical prac-

tice includes antibiotic prophylaxis for increased-risk

patients and these currently also include those undergoing

inguinal hernia repair. This is an area for further studies.
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This question is not adequately answered by a randomized

controlled trial, since the potential number of factors,

environmental and patient-related, are multifactorial and

not well defined. Some of these questions might be

answered from a well-designed register, including risk

factors of importance and having a high coverage. More

important than making more studies on fine-tuning indi-

cations for the use of antibiotic prophylaxis would be to

implement the current guidelines on antibiotic prophylaxis

and register the outcomes.

Anesthesia

Inguinal hernia repair can very well be performed under

local anesthesia. Still very few surgeons offer this tech-

nique as an option. Optimization of local anesthesia tech-

nique is still to be determined. Should local anesthesia be

achieved by a nerve block, local ‘‘en route’’ infiltration or a

combination of the two? And in which dilution?

Postoperative pain, prevention and management

Postoperative pain is an adverse outcome of inguinal hernia

repair. Even though the incidence is low, the impact on the

patient’s quality of life can be significant. A transversus

abdominis plane (TAP) block placed by ultrasonography is

a promising technique in the management of postoperative

pain after inguinal hernia repair. Its value could be evalu-

ated in a randomized controlled trial comparing the use of

TAP block pre-, per- and postoperatively to prevent and

manage postoperative pain.

Another treatment option is laparoscopic extraperitoneal

neurectomy. Its value needs to be evaluated in both open

and laparoscopic repairs. We suggest a randomized con-

trolled trial comparing the effect of laparoscopic

extraperitoneal neurectomy versus open peripheral

neurectomy and total mesh removal for chronic pain after

both open and laparoscopic mesh repair.

Convalescence

Postoperative instructions on when to resume specific

activities vary largely depending on the preferences of the

surgeon, surgical technique and cultural environment.

Stimulation of activities leads to earlier return to normal

activities and improved quality of life, without an increase

in adverse events, such as recurrence or postoperative pain.

However, which physical activity can be regained at what

moment postoperatively after inguinal hernia repair (la-

paroscopic or open, mesh or non-mesh) remains unknown.

And also, what is the socio-economic consequence of

surgeons’ recommendation for postoperative physical

activity and sick leave duration?

Groin hernia in women

Inguinal hernia is less common in women, and subse-

quently little evidence supports one technique over another.

Since there are so little women with an inguinal hernia, we

suggest a large registry study with propensity score

matching comparing laparo-endoscopic versus open groin

hernia repair in women to answer this question: Which

technique is preferred in women?

Complications, prevention and treatment

Adverse events after inguinal hernia repair include recur-

rence and chronic postoperative pain. Postoperative pain

reduces quality of life significantly. With the use of dif-

ferent definitions of chronic postoperative inguinal pain

(CPIP) it is hard to compare the outcomes of different

studies and extract the preferred treatment. Therefore,

worldwide consensus should be reached on a clear defini-

tion of CPIP and a uniform assessment of CPIP should be

formulated. Subsequently, the impact of CPIP on daily

activities can be analyzed, which is unknown until now.

The long-term outcomes of treatment of CPIP remain

unknown as well, and future registry analysis is recom-

mended. Further on, a prediction model calculating the risk

of developing CPIP would be helpful to a hernia surgeon to

identify patients with an increased risk and tailor treatment.

We recommend future researchers to develop such a model

based on existing literature regarding this subject.

Severe complications after inguinal hernia surgery are

rare. However, some hernia surgeons suggest that there

might be an increased severe complication rate after

laparo-endoscopic inguinal hernia, such as death. This

severe complication rate might be underestimated due to

insufficient number of included patients in trials and the

associated surgical expertise in trial participating surgical

centers. We therefore recommend to initiate a large registry

study in countries where registration is obligatory to

investigate the severe complication rate after laparoscopic

inguinal hernia surgery.

Emergency groin hernia treatment

Medical evidence on treatment of acute groin hernias is

limited and of poor quality. Future research should focus

on identifying risk factors for developing incarceration and

strangulation, diagnostic modalities, optimal timing and

surgical approach. Nevertheless, in some of these aspects

RCTs would be difficult, if not frankly impossible, to

perform. Large-scale epidemiological studies based on

national or international registries might further improve

surgical decision making on this crucial issue.
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Training and learning curve

It is frequently stated that laparo-endoscopic inguinal her-

nia repair requires a longer learning curve when compared

to open techniques, and endoscopic longer that laparo-

scopic. Learning curves are commonly expressed in num-

bers of surgeries performed. However, endoscopic

competence of a resident prior to training is left out of the

equation. Gradually it is believed that competence based

training and learning is a much more viable model.

Therefore, we recommend achieving consensus or guide-

lines on all aspects and surgical steps on groin hernia

training. Subsequently, outcomes can be analyzed with

regards to the surgeon’s competences and secondly to the

surgeon’s caseload.

Specialized centers and hernia specialists

Hernia surgery is commonly performed by general sur-

geons in general hospitals. However, specialized hernia

centers are emerging, focusing solely on hernia manage-

ment. The additional value of these centers needs to be

evaluated. Are the outcomes after hernia surgery in a

specialized hernia center better compared to hernia surgery

performed by a general surgeon in a general hospital? And

if so, where should hernia surgery be performed? Which

minimal conditions need to be fulfilled to perform hernia

surgery in a non-specialized center? Additionally, which

requirements are to be met, to call a center a Hernia center

in terms of caseload, diagnostics, techniques performed,

registry and scientific research participation? And equally,

what would be the requirements to call oneself a hernia

specialist?

Costs

The hernia literature needs standardized ways to report cost

so that techniques may be equally compared. This would

start with a review of the reported different cost models and

then propose a standard model. Direct and indirect costs

need to be taken into account, respecting international and

cultural differences.

Registries

The use of registries has increased the last couple of years.

Large sets of data have shown to be contributive in fields in

which randomized controlled trials are lacking. It still

needs to be determined whether national hernia registries

improve outcomes of hernia treatment? And if so, should

registration be internationally encouraged? What is the

value of a registry compared to randomized controlled

trials? And is data generated by registries valid? Can data

from national registries be pooled to an international

registry? Future research might find objective data to

answer these questions.

A novel strategy is to use health quality registries as

platforms for randomization, so-called Registry-based

Randomised Clinical Trials (RRCT). By including a ran-

domization module in a population based clinical registry

with high coverage and unselected consecutive enrolment,

the advantages of a RCT can be combined with the

strengths of a large-scale registry. The advantages will be

adequate power with unselected patients, facilitated follow-

up, better control of confounding factors, and a powerful

tool for conducting studies efficiently and cost-effectively.

Outcomes and quality assessment

A groin hernia operation is considered a success, not only

in absence of complications, such as recurrence and

chronic pain, but also if the patient is satisfied with all

aspects of the repair. Patient Reported Outcome Measures

(PROMs) assess how patients experience their illness and

health after treatment. It is foreseen that in the future

PROMs will have a growing significant meaning in the

treatment of any condition or disease. The linkage of

PROMs to national registries, yields opportunities to ana-

lyze numerous of variables in hernia surgery and their

weight in quality outcomes. It is necessary to develop

quality indicators that are well defined and feasible given

the time and resources it needs to collect and analyze them.

Implementation

These current guidelines are an initiative of many surgical

hernia societies. It would be interesting to conduct a survey

in the future to evaluate surgeons’ adherence to these

guidelines. Guideline adherence is a tool to measure the

value and implementation of the guidelines.

Inguinal hernia surgery in low resource settings

In low resource settings these current guidelines are less

applicable. Mesh is not always available, and subsequent

non-mesh techniques are the best surgical option. Question

remains, whether it is feasible to implement a safe and

cost-effective method of groin hernia mesh repair under

local anesthesia in low income settings? Aspects of train-

ing, standardizing hernia care and financial aspects should

be addressed.

Proposed trials

Apart from the trials mentioned in the previous text, we

stimulate researchers to initiate the following specific

trials:

• A randomized controlled trial including young male

adults (18–25-years-old) with an inguinal hernia com-

paring SAC resection only with a Shouldice repair and
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a Lichtenstein/TEP. Follow-up should entail 5 years

with primary outcomes recurrence and pain.

• A randomized controlled trial in a specialized environ-

ment comparing Shouldice with Lichtenstein and TEP/

TAPP.

• Propensity score matching analysis comparing Shoul-

dice versus Lichtenstein versus TEP versus TAPP in

large patient population from registries with an equal

distribution of patient characteristics, risk factors and

hernia findings.

• An RCT in which unilateral one sided symptomatic IH

is compared to bilateral repair (laparo-endoscopically)

stratified for medial and lateral hernias. Prospective

analysis of the prognosis of an occult hernia should be

performed.

• Large registry randomized controlled trials with long-

term follow-up ([ 5 years) comparing all surgical

techniques (open non-mesh, open anterior mesh, open

posterior mesh and laparo-endoscopic) in primary and

recurrent hernia, unilateral and bilateral inguinal hernia

repair in male and female patients. Patients should be

operated by expert surgeons in the respective technique.

Chapter 30

Summary for general practitioners

N. van Veenendaal and M. P. Simons

Background

Definition

A groin hernia is defined as a protrusion of viscera or

adipose tissue through the inguinal or femoral canal. This

protrusion results in either an inguinal or femoral hernia.

In day-to-day practice a classification system for groin

hernias is seldom used other than to describe hernia types

in general terms such as: lateral/indirect, medial/direct,

recurrent and femoral.

An occult hernia is an asymptomatic hernia not

detectable by physical examination.

Epidemiology

The lifetime incidence of a groin hernia is 27–43% in men

and 3–6% in women. Inguinal hernias (IHs) occur 9–12

times more commonly in men. Femoral hernias occur

approximately 4 times more commonly in women.

Etiology/pathology

Numerous risk factors—mostly a combination of genetic

and acquired features—exist for the development of

primary IHs in adults. Risk factors associated with IH

formation are inheritance, a previous contralateral hernia,

male gender, elderly age, impaired collagen metabolism,

low body mass index, obesity and a history of

prostatectomy.

Symptoms

Groin hernias can be either asymptomatic or symptomatic.

Approximately one-third of patients with IHs are asymp-

tomatic. Roughly 70% of asymptomatic individuals with

IHs will develop symptoms within 5 years, generally pain

or discomfort.

Diagnostics

History, physical examination and diagnostic work-up

History and physical examination are usually all that are

required to confirm the diagnosis of a clinically evident

groin hernia. Approximately 95% of IHs can be diagnosed

by physical examination. IHs produce swelling supero-

medial to the pubic tubercle and femoral hernias cause

infero-lateral swelling. However, in practice this subtle

distinction is often difficult to discern.

Imaging may be required if there is vague groin swelling

and diagnostic uncertainty, poor localization of swelling,

intermittent swelling not present at time of physical

examination and other groin complaints without swelling.

Physical examination and ultrasound combined are suit-

able for diagnosing patients with vague groin swelling or

possible occult groin hernias. When groin ultrasound is

negative or non-diagnostic, a dynamic MRI, dynamic CT

or even herniography can be considered. Dynamic in this

context refers to Valsalva maneuver during testing in an

attempt to force a possibly occult or small hernia into its

abnormal channel and more clearly demonstrate its

presence.

In female patients, the existence of a femoral hernia

should be excluded in all cases of a hernia in the groin. No

clinical or diagnostic test can reliably distinguish inguinal

from femoral hernias in women.

For the evaluation of patients suspected of having a

recurrent groin hernia clinical examination and ultrasound

are the most suitable. In case of diagnostic doubt after the

ultrasound, MRI or CT can be considered.

Management of groin hernia

Treatment indications

Not all IHs require surgical treatment. There is a low risk

of complications like incarceration or strangulation in

asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic men with IHs.

Therefore, in men, a watchful waiting management strat-

egy is safe for minimally symptomatic or asymptomatic

IHs. However, the crossover rate to surgery in men with

minimally symptomatic or asymptomatic IHs is high due to

the development of symptoms, mostly pain. Approximately
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70% of men with these hernias will require surgery within

5 years.

Based on current literature it is not possible to determine

if a watchful waiting management strategy is safe for

symptomatic men with IHs. The risk of an IH becoming

incarcerated is less than 3% per year. About 5% of men

with groin hernias require emergent repair. In patients with

symptomatic IHs surgical repair is recommended.

Femoral hernias carry a higher risk of incarceration and

strangulation than IHs. Approximately 17% of women with

groin hernias require emergent repair. Therefore, timely

repair is recommended in women with groin hernias. In

femoral hernia patients, even if symptoms are vague or

absent, timely surgery is recommended.

At all times surgeons will tailor their treatment based on

their expertise, patient- and hernia-related characteristics,

local/national resources and logistics.

Surgical treatment

Worldwide, more than 20 million patients undergo groin

hernia repair yearly. A generally accepted technique,

suitable for all IHs, does not exist. There are many different

techniques in routine use with varying advantages and

disadvantages. Surgical repair of a groin hernia can be

performed with or without mesh, using either an open

approach or a laparo-endoscopic one. The surgeon will

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each tech-

nique with the patient. This is dependent upon the sur-

geon’s expertise, local and regional resources and patient

preferences.

Eighty-five percent of all IH repairs are performed using

an open approach. In high-resource settings, 15–55% are

performed laparo-endoscopically. It is recommended that

patients with symptomatic IHs be treated with a mesh-

based repair technique. The Lichtenstein technique with

the onlay placement of a flat mesh is the criterion standard

in open hernia repair and most frequently used. Trans-ab-

dominal preperitoneal (TAPP) and total extraperitoneal

(TEP) are laparo-endoscopic techniques in which a mesh is

inserted in the preperitoneal plane. In TEP a totally

preperitoneal approach is used with or without the help of a

dissection balloon. In TAPP a laparoscopy is performed.

TAPP and TEP have similar operative times, overall

complication risks, postoperative acute and chronic pain

incidence and recurrence rates. When a mesh is not

available, the Shouldice technique is the first choice in non-

mesh IH repair. The Shouldice technique has lower

recurrence rates that other suture repairs.

A simple IH operation can be performed on a day sur-

gery basis, unless the patient’s comorbidities require clin-

ical observation. Day surgery does require that adequate

aftercare is organized. Day surgery of patients with com-

plex IHs is suggested only in selected cases.

Women with groin hernias are advised to undergo

laparoscopic repair with preperitoneal mesh placement.

Again, groin hernia management will be based on sur-

geon’s expertise, patient- and hernia-related factors,

available resources and logistics.

Complications

Surgical treatment of an IH is successful in the majority of

cases. Complications of IH repair include: recurrences,

chronic postoperative pain, wound infections, urinary and

sexual dysfunction, hematoma, seroma, visceral and vas-

cular injury (uncommon), late postoperative complications

and mortality.

Risk factors for recurrent IHs are: incorrect surgical

technique, female gender, direct IHs, a sliding hernia,

collagen metabolism disorders and obesity. Recurrence

necessitates reoperation in 5–15% of cases.

Ten to twelve percent of IH repair patients experience at

least a bothersome level of moderate pain that impacts

daily activities. Risk factors for chronic postoperative

inguinal pain include: young age, female gender, high

preoperative pain and, early high postoperative pain. Long-

term disability due to chronic pain occurs in 10–12% of

patients.

The incidence of urinary retention following IH repair

varies from less than 1 to 20%. The most common pre-

disposing factor is the use of general or regional anesthesia.

The incidence of sexual dysfunction causing symptoms of

a moderate to severe degree is around 5–6%. Impairment

of testicular function and fertility occurs in less than 1%.

Hematoma incidence is reduced after endoscopic IH

repair compared with open repair. Most hematomas resolve

spontaneously over 2–4 weeks and can be managed

expectantly. Those with large, symptomatic or infected

hematomas should be urgently referred back to their

surgeons.

The reported incidence of seroma formation after IH

repair varies between 0.5 and 12%. Seroma formation risk

factors are: coagulopathy, congestive liver diseases and

cardiac insufficiency. There is no evidence that binders and

other compression devices prevent hematoma and seroma

formation. Most seroma resolve spontaneously over

6–8 weeks. Since infections following seroma aspiration

are regularly described, only symptomatic seromas need to

be treated.

Serious complications, such as bowel, bladder and vas-

cular injuries, rarely occur during hernia surgery. They are

more common (although still rare) during endoscopic

versus open repair.

Death in the 30 days following IH repair is very rare and

mainly associated with emergent repair or related to

medical comorbidities.
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Postoperative instructions

Postoperative pain can be reduced by paracetamol, NSAIDs,

or selective COX-2 inhibitors. The combination of parac-

etamol and an NSAID may be particularly effective.

A period of rest or a lifting restriction is not necessary

after an IH operation. Patients can do what they feel cap-

able of doing.

Chapter 31

Groin hernias: a patient’s perspective

N. van Veenendaal, M. P. Simons, M. D. Burg

Groin hernia: definition and some general comments

Groin hernias occur due to muscular weakness in the lower

abdominal wall in the general area of the crease between

one’s leg and abdomen. This weakness results in abdomi-

nal contents (abdominal organs, fat or bowels/intestines)

bulging through the weak area.

Men and women can develop groin hernias but they are

far more common in men.

A bulging or swelling in the groin region is often the

first sign of a groin hernia. Pain or vague discomfort can

occur but is not always present. Pain and bulging may

worsen with coughing, sneezing, lifting, straining or pro-

longed standing. Occasionally, groin pain without bulging

or swelling may indicate that a groin hernia is present.

Sometimes, a groin hernia may be found by your health-

care provider on a routine physical examination.

Certain individuals are at increased risk for the devel-

opment of a groin hernia. The list below contains certain

features that may make groin hernia development more

likely.

• Male gender

• Those with family members who have groin hernias

• So-called ‘‘impaired collagen metabolism’’ (collagen is

a protein in many body tissues like muscle)

• Those with a previous hernia

• The elderly

• Those who’ve undergone removal of the prostate gland

• The obese

• Those who are extremely thin (so-called ‘‘low body

mass index’’).

Hernia ‘‘incarceration’’

Some groin hernias are ‘‘incarcerated’’ or trapped in their

abnormal locations. The hernia contents then cannot return

to their proper position in the body.

Hernia ‘‘strangulation’’

Strangulated hernias are those that don’t have proper blood

supply. This means that whatever is in the hernia bulge

may begin to die. Hernias that are suddenly far more

painful than usual, red or larger than usual are likely to be

strangulated. Vomiting or the inability to move one’s

bowels can also mean that a hernia is strangulated.

When to see a doctor

Immediately see a doctor if your groin hernia, that nor-

mally goes easily back into place, suddenly does not. Seek

immediate medical attention if you have a groin hernia and

develop any of the ‘‘strangulation’’ signs listed above. Do

not eat or drink before leaving for hospital. Immediate

surgery may be required.

Groin hernia diagnosis

Your medical history (what you tell the doctor) and the

physical examination are usually all that are required to

diagnose a groin hernia. An ultrasound or other testing can

be done if the diagnosis is not obvious.

Groin hernia treatment

Groin hernias do not disappear without treatment; in fact,

they often get larger and more painful with time. If you

suspect that you have a groin hernia, see your general

physician or surgeon. Your surgeon can discuss treatment

options.

If you’re a man with a groin hernia that causes few or no

symptoms then a ‘‘watch-and-wait’’ approach may be

reasonable. This is because the risk of serious complica-

tions—incarceration or strangulation—is low, making

watchful waiting a safe strategy. Realize, however, that

over time, many groin hernias without symptoms may start

causing problems—mostly pain—and require surgery.

Women with groin hernias are often operated upon

semi-urgently—even if they do not have symptoms—be-

cause their risk of hernia strangulation is higher than men.

Surgeons will tailor their treatment of your groin hernia

based on a variety of factors including: their expertise, your

medical history, the hernia itself, local (hospital and other)

resources, and other considerations, including your wishes.

Groin hernia operations: types and details

Groin hernia surgeries are incredibly common. Worldwide,

more than 20 million people have groin hernia repairs each

year! It is important to realize that with groin hernia sur-

gery, ‘‘one size does NOT fit all’’ and one repair technique,

suitable for every situation, does NOT exist.

There are many different repair techniques in routine use

with varying advantages and disadvantages. Your surgeon

will discuss these and other issues with you and your

family before proceeding.
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Groin hernia repair can be done with or without mesh.

Mesh, if it is used, serves to reinforce and strengthen the

area of the hernia.

Also, either an ‘‘open’’ or a ‘‘laparo-endoscopic’’ or so-

called ‘‘key hole’’ approach can be used to repair a groin

hernia. An ‘‘open’’ approach (which may also involve

mesh) means that a surgical incision is made in the groin

and the repair is done through this one incision. In a ‘‘la-

paro-endoscopic’’ approach, one or more small incisions

are made and repair is done with the aid of tiny cameras

and other small specialized surgical equipment. Many

variations on these general themes are routinely used today.

Mesh is proven to be safe and is well tolerated by the

human body.

Repair of your groin hernia may well be done in a day

surgery (or ‘‘same day’’) surgery center. This means that

you’ll get to go home the day of your surgery once you’re

fully awake, recovered and ready.

Depending on your particular circumstances, groin

hernia surgery can be done painlessly with local (area of

the hernia only), regional (in a larger region of the body) or

general (whole body) anesthesia. Again, your surgeon and

the anesthesiologist will discuss these options with you.

Complications

No operation is risk free. Immediately after operation it

could be difficult to urinate due to some pain in the oper-

ated region. Sometimes a catheter in the urinary bladder is

needed to empty the bladder. In male patients it is not too

uncommon that the catheter needs to be removed first after

some days. Like every other operations, groin hernia sur-

gery complications include: bleeding, infections, blood clot

formation, pneumonia and others. Thankfully, these are all

rare.

Specific groin hernia complications are described below.

Hematoma

A hematoma is a collection of blood in the body’s tissues

and can be recognized by a bluish discoloration and

swelling in the area of the surgery, usually several days

after surgery. The hematoma (blood) can spread to the base

of the penis and scrotum in men, or into the labia majora

(vaginal lips) in women. It usually goes away on its own

after several days and should not concern you. A hematoma

causing severe pain, marked swelling or black discol-

oration of the skin should prompt an urgent doctor visit.

Seroma

A seroma is a collection of blood plasma (not blood

cells but the clear liquid in blood) that commonly collects

after groin hernia surgery. Most go away without treatment

in 6–8 weeks. Very large or infected seromas (both very

uncommon) may require drainage. See your surgeon if you

are concerned and he/she will advise you.

Pain

Pain—of some type—occurs after nearly all surgeries.

Your surgeon will advise the proper treatment so that you

are comfortable as you recover. The pain following groin

hernia repair is usually mild and is commonly well treated

with paracetamol and other non-narcotic pain relievers.

Some patients suffer from longer lasting or more mod-

erate pain. Pain not controlled with recommended medi-

cations, or moderate, severe or long-lasting pain should

prompt a visit to your surgeon. Severe chronic pain

(thankfully very rare) can be debilitating and should

prompt a visit to your surgeon who will advise other

treatment options.

Recurrence

Groin hernias can recur in a small number of patients. See

your surgeon if you start having the groin symptoms again

that caused you to see a doctor originally. Treatments are

available.

Groin hernia operation: recovery

Expect some pain or groin discomfort after surgical repair

of your hernia. Depending on the surgical technique used

and other factors (like the complications described above)

almost all patients should be completely comfort-

able within 1–2 weeks. Use your pain relievers as recom-

mended as you recover. Support the surgical area during

coughing, sneezing or straining in the first few days after

your operation. Do routine activities that you feel capable

of doing. A period of rest or a lifting restriction is not

necessary after a groin hernia operation.

Most surgeons will use dissolvable stitches, which do

not need to be removed. If non-dissolvable stitches were

used, they will be removed after a week.

If you have urgent questions or problems please consult

your general practitioner, your surgeon or a hospital.

Further reading

The following website is endorsed by the HerniaSurge

Guidelines Group: http://www.herniasurge.com

If information in this leaflet is missing or unclear, please

inform the HerniaSurge Group via their website.
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